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Introductory Note 
On account of the scarcity of paper and the general need for 
avoiding all but the absolutely essential, the American Institute 
of Accountants, at its annual meeting of 1918, resolved that in-
stead of the usual complete year-book there should be published 
this year merely a brief record of proceedings and a condensed 
summary of most of the committee reports, in addition to the lists 
of members, text of constitution and by-laws and other necessary 
records of the organization. 
Papers read at the annual meeting have already been printed 
in the Institute's official organ, The Journal of Accountancy, and 
are omitted here. 
There has been no change in the number or form of certified 
public accountant laws. 
The constitution and by-laws presented herein contain the 
amendments and additions enacted during the year. This year-
book is distributed gratis to all members and associates of the 
American Institute of Accountants. Extra copies may be ob-
tained from the offices of the Institute at $1.50 net, $1.65 delivered 
in the United States. 
A. P. RICHARDSON, 
Secretary. 
1 Liberty Street, New York, 
December, 1918. 
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List of Officers, Members of Council, Board of Examiners and Committees, 
1 9 1 8 - 1 9 1 9 
OFFICERS 
President, WALDRON H. R A N D 101 Milk Street, Boston, Mass. 
CHARLES S. LUDLAM 30 Broad Street, New York 
E. G. SHORROCK 625 Central Building, Seattle, Wash. 
Treasurer, A D A M A . Ross 1304 Morris Building, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Secretary, A . P . RICHARDSON 1 Liberty Street, New York 
MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL 
For Five Years: 
HARVEY S. C H A S E 8 4 State Street, Boston, Mass. 
J. D. M. CROCKETT Glendale Building, Kansas City, Mo. 
W . SANDERS DAVIES 1 0 3 Park Avenue, New York 
PAGE LAWRENCE 8 3 0 Foster Building, Denver, Colo. 
ERNEST RECKITT Marquette Building, Chicago, Ill. 
W . A. S M I T H Fisher Building, Memphis, Tenn. 
EDWARD L . SUFFERN 1 6 3 Sycamore Avenue, Plainfield, N . J . 
For Four Years :† 
J. S. M. GOODLOE 120 Broadway, New York 
ELMER L. HATTER 731 Munsey Building, Baltimore, Md. 
J. EDWARD MASTERS 60 State Street, Boston, Mass. 
JAMES S. MATTESON 701 Alworth Building, Duluth, Minn. 
ROBERT H. MONTGOMERY 55 Liberty Street, New York 
CARL H. N A U American Trust Building, Cleveland, O. 
For Three Years: 
F. W. LAFRENTZ 100 Broadway, New York 
W. R . MACKENZIE Wilcox Building, Portland, Oregon 
WALTER MUCKLOW U. S. Trust Building, Jacksonville, Fla. 
JOHN B. N I V E N Upper Montclair, New Jersey 
HERBERT G . STOCKWELL Land Title Building, Philadelphia, Pa. 
F. F. W H I T E 274 Upper Mountain Ave., Upper Montclair, N. J. 
ARTHUR YOUNG 105 So. La Salle Street, Chicago, ILL. 
For Two Years:* 
J O H N F. FORBES 203 Crocker Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
WILLIAM P. HILTON . Bank of Commerce Bldg., Norfolk, Va. 
J . PORTER JOPLIN 122 So. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, ILL. 
E L I J A H W. SELLS 30 Broad Street, New York 
A. M. S M I T H Hibernia Bank Bldg., New Orleans, La. 
F. A. TILTON Penobscot Building, Detroit, Mich. 
†A vacancy exists in the four-year term. 
*A vacancy exists in the two-year term. 
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Vice-Presidents, 
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For One Year: 
HAMILTON S. CORWIN 197 Prospect St., East Orange, N. J. 
EDWARD E . GORE 824 Monadnock Block, Chicago, Ill. 
BERTRAM D. KRIBBEN Central National Bank Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
OVERTON S. MELDRUM 415 Keller Bldg., Louisville, Ky. 
CHARLES NEVILLE National Bank Bldg., Savannah, Ga. 
W I L L I A M F. W E I S S 170 Broadway, New York 
C. M. W I L L I A M S 315 University Street, Seattle, Wash. 
BOARD OF EXAMINERS 
For Three Years: 
W . P. HILTON 718 Bank of Commerce Building, Norfolk, Virginia 
B. D. KRIBBEN Central National Bank Building, St. Louis, Missouri 
J O H N B. N I V E N Upper Montclair, New Jersey 
For Two Years: 
CHARLES S. LUDLAM 30 Broad Street, New York 
WALDRON H . R A N D 1 0 1 Milk Street, Boston, Massachusetts 
H. IVOR T H O M A S 616 Higgins Building, Los Angeles, California 
For One Year: 
ARTHUR W. TEELE, Chairman 120 Broadway, New York 
GEORGE O. M A Y 54 William Street, New York 
ARTHUR YOUNG 1 0 5 South La Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois 
AUDITORS 
H E N R Y C . MAGEE Stephen Girard Building, Philadelphia, Pa. 
CHARLES H E C H T 35 Wall Street, New York 
COMMITTEES 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: 
The President, Chairman..Massachusetts 
The Treasurer Pennsylvania 
H. S. Corwin New York 
W. Sanders Davies New York 
J. E. Masters Massachusetts 
John B. Niven New Jersey 
E. W. Sells New York 
COMMITTEE ON PROFESSIONAL ETHICS : 
Carl H. Nau, Chairman Ohio 
J. D. M. Crockett Missouri 
J. Porter Joplin Illinois 
T. Edward Ross .Pennsylvania 
Charles H. Tuttle Massachusetts 
COMMITTEE ON ARBITRATION : 
E. E. Gore, Chairman Illinois 
Frederic A. Tilton Michigan 
Charles B. Tompkins Iowa 
COMMITTEE ON BUDGET AND F I N A N C E : 
E. W. Sells, Chairman, New York 
Thomas L. Berry Maryland 
Charles Hecht New York 
COMMITTEE ON CONSTITUTION AND B Y - L A W S : 
W. R. Mackenzie, Chairman Oregon 
William A. Smith Tennessee 
Lewis G. Fisher Rhode Island 
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION: 
Herbert F. French, Chairman, 
Massachusetts 
F. G. Colley New York 
Durand W. Springer Michigan 
COMMITTEE ON ETHICAL PUBLICITY: 
W. Sanders Davies, Chairman, 
New York 
Carl H. Nau Ohio 
T. Edward Ross Pennsylvania 
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COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL LEGISLATION: 
Adam A. Ross, Chairman.. Pennsylvania 
Harvey S. Chase Massachusetts 
John E. Niven New Jersey 
COMMITTEE ON MEETINGS: 
R. J. Beaman, Chairman Ohio 
George R. Lamb Ohio 
H. A, Keller Ohio 
COMMITTEE ON N O M I N A T I O N S : 
J. Porter Joplin, Chairman .Illinois 
W. P. Hilton Virginia 
William H. West New York 
COMMITTEE ON PROCEDURE: 
Hamilton S. Corwin, Chairman, 
New York 
Seymour Walton Illinois 
Willis B. Richards New York 
H. B. Fernald New York 
John F. Forbes California 
COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATION : 
J. E. Sterrett, Chairman New York 
William M. Lybrand New York 
F. F. White New Jersey 
COMMITTEE ON STATE LEGISLATION : 
J. S. M. Goodloe, Chairman.. .New York 
R. O. Berger Illinois 
Edwin J. Bishop Minnesota 
W A R COMMITTEE: 
Edward L. Suffern, Chairman, New York 
W. Sanders Davies New York 
Charles S. Ludlam New York 
Robert H. Montgomery New York 
Henry A. Niles New York 
J. E. Sterrett New York 
Arthur W. Teele New York 
A. P. Richardson, Secretary. .New York 
COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION OF ENDOW-
M E N T : 
George O. May, Chairman..New York 
Harvey S. Chase Massachusetts 
E. W. Sells New York 
R. H. Montgomery New York 
Arthur Young Illinois 
Presidents of the American Association of Public Accountants and 
the American Institute of Accountants. 
*James Yalden 1887-1888 
*John Heins 1888-1891 
*James Yalden 1891-1892 
*Henry R. M. Cook 1892-1893 
*Richard F. Stevens 1893-1896 
Frank Broaker 1896-1897 
W. Sanders Davies 1897-1898 
*David Rollo 1898-1899 
Leonard H. Conant 1899-1901 
Ferdinand W. Lafrentz 1901-1903 
John R. Loomis 1903-1906 
Elijah W. Sells 1906-1908 
J. E. Sterrett 1908-1910 
Edward L. Suffern 1910-1912 
Robert H. Montgomery 1912-1914 
J. Porter Joplin 1914-1916 
W. Sanders Davies 1916-1918 
Waldron H. Rand. . . 1918-
*Now deceased. 
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF MEMBERS. 
*Certified Public Accountants. 
*ADERER, ALEXANDER 225 Fifth Ave., New York 
*ADKINS, WILLIAM G 7 0 6 Schiller Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*AITKIN, HENRY 533 Ninth St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
*ALBEE, AMOS D 53 State Street, Boston, Mass. 
*ALBEE, HERBERT H . . 5 3 State Street, Boston, Mass. 
*AMBROSE, H. G Chemical Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*ANDERSEN, ARTHUR E Harris Trust Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*ANDERSON, G. E 4845 N. Christiana Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
*ANDERSON, H U G H M 874 Broadway, New York 
*ANDERSON, JOHN F 113 — 23rd Ave., Seattle, Wash. 
*ANDERSON, JULIUS J 5 2 6 Security Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn. 
*ANDREWS, ARTHUR J P . O . Box 78, Butte, Mont. 
*ANDREWS, THOS. A 4 5 0 E . LaFayette St., Jackson, Tenn. 
*ANDRUS, ALBERT LESTER. . .1426 Northwestern Bank Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
*ANYON, JAMES T 25 Broad Street, New York 
*ARCHER, JOHN P 2 2 5 Fifth Avenue, New York 
*ARCHINARD, E. J 303 Reynolds Bldg., Fort Worth, Tex. 
*ARTHUR, DONALD P . O . Box 1382, Butte, Mont. 
*ASHDOWN, CECIL S . . . 5 0 Broad Street, New York 
*ASHDOWN, EDWARD A 55 Liberty Street, New York 
* A S H M A N , LEWIS Straus Bldg., Clark and Madison Sts., Chicago, Ill. 
*ATKINS, HAROLD B 120 Broadway, New York 
*AUER, JACOB 105 West Monroe St., Chicago, Ill. 
A U S T I N , RALPH J Apartado Postal 193, Merida, Yucatan, Mexico 
A U S T I N , WILLIAM GAINES P . O. Box 412, Mobile, Ala. 
*BABCOCK, EVERETT CICERO 5 1 4 Bankers Life Bldg., Lincoln, Neb. 
BABCOCK, H . N 3 0 9 McBride Street, Syracuse, N. Y. 
*BACAS, P A U L E 8 2 Washington Place, New York 
*BACON, ALBERT T 208 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*BADGER, A. G P. O. Box 315, Billings, Mont. 
BAIRD, JOHN J 120 Broadway, New York 
*BAIRD, WILLIAM E 1104 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. 
*BAKER, JOHN H Suite 1 2 3 1 - 3 4 First Nat'l Bk. Bldg., Denver, Colo. 
*BALLANTINE, W . D 2 1 2 Union Oil Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
* B A N K S , ALEXANDER S 1 2 8 Broadway, New York 
*BARBER, EDGAR M 6 4 1 Washington St., New York 
*BARCLAY, WILLIAM D . 3 2 Liberty St., New York 
*BARKER, SYDNEY S 3 6 2 Third St., Portland, Oregon 
*BARNARD, S. S Clunie Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
BARNETT, L. C 716 Columbia Bldg., Louisville, Ky. 
*BARRY, SHEPARD E 210 Wisconsin St., Milwaukee, Wis. 
*BASKERVILLE, CHARLES A 704 Auditorium Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*BASSET, HORACE S 2 0 0 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. 
*BASSET, W M . R 347 Madison Ave., New York 
*BATCHELDER, ARTHUR P 84 State Street, Boston, Mass. 
*BATES, J. E 707 Washington Loan & Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C. 
*BAUMGARTEN, HARRY E 716 Columbia Bldg., Louisville, Ky. 
*BAXTER, A . J Empire Bldg., 71 Broadway, New York 
*BAYNE, ROBERT 32 Liberty St., New York 
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* B E A M A N , R . J Union Central Bldg., Cincinnati, O . 
*BECHERT, WILLIAM C c/o Cosden & Co., Tulsa, Okla. 
*BECK, HERBERT 105 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*BECK, HOWARD C Riggs Bldg., Washington, D . C . 
*BELL, HERMON F. 142 Montague St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
*BELL, W I L L I A M H 30 Broad St., New York 
*BELSER, F R A N K C Third National Bank Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*BENINGTON, HAROLD Marquette Building, Chicago, Ill. 
*BENNETT, R. J 815 Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*BENNETT, RUSSELL W Valdosta Bldg., Jacksonville, Fla. 
*BENSON, EDWARD A 149 Broadway, New York 
*BENTLEY, A 25 Broad St., New York 
*BENTLEY, H. C 65 Greenough St., Brookline, Mass. 
*BENTON, ANDREW A 79 Wall Street, New York 
*BERGEN, GEORGE L 55 Liberty Street, New York 
*BERGER, R . O 1 3 4 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*BERRY, T H O M A S L 703 Fidelity Bldg., Baltimore, Md. 
*BERTOLETTE, JOHN S 3 2 5 Bourse Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*BETAK, THEODORE W Tribune Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*BICKETT, W M . PURCELL 111 West Monroe St., Chicago, Ill. 
*BICKNELL, HENRY M 238 William St., New York 
*BIDWELL, C. B 4th National Bank Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. 
*BIENVENU, EMILE 309 Hibernia Bank Bldg., New Orleans, La. 
*BIERMAN, DIEDRICK P 41 Park Row, New York 
*BIERMAN, VERNOR DAVIS 27 Cedar St., New York 
*BILLINGS, P. L 804 Black Hawk Bldg., Waterloo, Ia. 
*BISHOP, EDWIN J Globe Bldg., St. Paul, Minn. 
*BISHOP, GEORGE LESTER 68 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. 
*BLACK, CLARENCE S 1020 Title Insurance Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*BLACK, DAMERON 520 Anstell Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. 
*BLACK, GEORGE 323 Worcester Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
*BLACK, WILMER 1207 Garrett Bldg., Baltimore, Md. 
*BLACKMAN, W. R 718 Hibernian Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
BLACKWELL, E. S 35 Nassau St., New York 
*BLAIR, WILLIAM J 915 Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*BLANCHARD, G L Y N N F Michigan Trust Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. 
*BLIGHT, REYNOLD E 1020 Washington Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*BLISS, J . H . , JR 2 1 4 So. Lombard Ave., Oak Park, Ill. 
*BOISSELIER, R. W Railway Exchange Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*BOLLONG, E. A Rm. 29, 40 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*BONTHRON, W I L L I A M D 1004 Union Trust Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 
*BORDEN, GEORGE W 6041 Columbia Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*BOUDAR, H E N R Y BACON 1806 Park Ave., Richmond, Va. 
*BOUDAR, T H O M A S 1710 Grove Ave., Richmond, Va. 
*BOUGHEY, F R A N K M 900 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
*BOULTER, WILLIAM BOBY 8 2 4 Monadnock Block, Chicago, Ill. 
BOURNE, CHARLES G 308 Singer Bldg., New York 
*BOURS, B . W Merchants Nat'L Bk. Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
BOWERS, GEO. H 120 Broadway, New York 
*BOWMAN, ARCHIBALD 79 Wall St., New York 
*BOWMAN, JOHN H 5 4 William Street, New York 
*BOYACK, HARRY 105 So. La Salle St.. Chicago, Ill. 
*BOYD, ERNEST 1 4 2 3 Central National Bk. Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*BOYD, HENRY T 1238 Commercial Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*BOYDEN, WALTER L 6 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass. 
*BRADY, EDWARD 180 Highwood Ave., Ridgewood, N. J. 
*BRAMAN, BERT. CLAUDE c/o Denholm & McKay Co., Worcester, Mass. 
*BRAVERMAN, HARRY 136 Kearney Ave., Perth Amboy, N. J. 
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*BRENDEL, A. H 304 First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio. 
*BREYER, EDWIN WILLIAMS 808 Leader-News Bldg., Cleveland, O. 
*BRIDEWELL, CHARLES F. Dan Waggoner Bldg., Ft. Worth, Texas 
*BRIGHT, ROBERT L Box 465, Memphis, Tenn. 
*BRINKERHOFF, EDGAR D 327 W. 56th St., New York 
*BROAKER, FRANK 63 Fifth Ave., New York 
*BRODIE, A. B Commercial Union Bldg., Montreal, Canada 
*BRODIE, ARTHUR F Lathrop Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. 
*BROOKE, HERBERT 11 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*BROTHERTON, R. E Federal Realty Bldg., Oakland, Cal. 
*BROWN, LAWRENCE E 1612 Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*BROWN, RAYMOND C 109 Leonard St., New York 
*BROWN, ROBERT C Third National Bank Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*BROWN, ROBERT R 100 Broadway, New York 
*BRUBAKER, FRANK CLINTON American Trust Bldg., Cleveland, O. 
*BRUCE, CHARLES A 24 Gesner Ave., Nyack, N. Y. 
*BRUMMER, LEON 287 Broadway, New York 
*BRUNEAU, ARM AND L 51 Chambers St., New York 
*BUCHANAN, R. S 133 W. Washington St., Chicago, Ill. 
*BUCKINGHAM, J. D 624 Federal Reserve Bk. Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*BULLOCK, C. N 1 2 0 2 Brooklyn Ave., Detroit, Mich. 
*BURLINGAME, C. M 1 0 6 6 Bergen Street, Brooklyn, N . Y . 
*BURNS, JAMES J .521 Bourse Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*BURON, VICTOR E 412 Spruce St., Texarkana, Ark. 
* B U S H , I . RUSSELL 9 1 2 Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*BUTLER, W . E 714 Securities Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
*BYERS, CHARLES Sumpter Bldg., Dallas, Texas 
*BYRNES, T H O M A S W 52 Wall Street, New York 
*CALVERT, JOSEPH F 1 Madison Ave., New York 
*CAMERON, ARTHUR T 1316 Mentor Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
*CAMPBELL, HUDSON 286 North Broad St., Elizabeth, N. J. 
*CAMPBELL, JAMES B New Bank of Commerce Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*CAMPBELL, WILLIAM B Union Trust Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 
*CANNING, WILLIAM C 953 Old South Bldg., Boston, Mass. 
*CANNON, P . W 7 1 2 Locust Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
*CANNON, T H O M A S CHARLES 222 Symons Bldg., Spokane, Wash. 
*CARLSON, JOHN L Eric Ave. & Richmond St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*CARPENTER, HAMILTON L 908 Union Trust Bldg., Providence, R. I. 
*CARPENTER, WINTHROP L 166 Essex Street, Boston, Mass. 
*CARROLL, H. W City Hall, Seattle, Wash. 
*CARRUTHERS, C. P First National Bank Bldg., San Francisco. Cal. 
*CARSON, C. C 232 South Front St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*CARTER, MARVIN ORION. .Bk. of Commerce & Trust Bldg., Memphis, Tenn. 
*CARTWRIGHT, OTHO G 25 Broad St., New York 
*CASTENHOLZ, W. B 4046 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
CAVANAGH, HARRY L 105 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*CAVANAGH, JAMES T 200 Fifth Ave., New York 
*CHAMBERLAIN, C. P 311 California St., San Francisco, Cal. 
*CHAMPLIN, HERVEY S 9 1 5 Mutual Bldg., Buffalo, N . Y. 
*CHANDLER, A S A E 19 Milk Street Boston, Mass. 
*CHANDLER, GRANT 134 North Butler St., Madison, Wis. 
*CHASE, ARTHUR TAFT 84 State Street, Boston, Mass. 
*CHASE. CHARLES DYER 129 Walter Street, Roslindale, Mass. 
*CHASE HARVEY S 8 4 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*CHASE STUART. . 1648 East 54th St., Chicago, Ill. 
*CHERRINGTON, FREDERICK B 79 Milk Street, Boston, Mass. 
*CHERRINGTON, JOHN D Mercantile Library Bldg., Cincinnati, O. 
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*CHERRY, GLADSTONE 828 First Nat'l Bk. Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis. 
*CHEYNE, T H O M A S 703 East 27th St., Paterson, N. J . 
*CHILD, CHESTER P ..30 East 42nd St., New York 
*CHILD, FREDERICK W 40 Church St., Greenwich, Conn. 
*CHURCH, GEORGE H 55 Wall St., New York 
*CITRIN, MORRIS 200 Fifth Ave., New York 
*CLADER, W. A 339 Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*CLAIR, FRANCIS R 1 Liberty St., New York 
*CLARK, GEORGE MILTON 3 1 7 James Bldg., Chattanooga, Tenn. 
*CLARK, GEORGE PARKER 1106 Wilcox Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
*CLARK, THOMAS R Box 299, New York Athletic Club, New York 
*CLARKE, ALLEN H 6 8 William St., New York 
*CLARKE, ANDREW A 6 8 William St., New York 
*CLOUD, J. D First National Bank Bldg., Cincinnati, O. 
CLYDE, HENRY BAIRD 523 DeKalb Ave., DeKalb, Ill. 
*COBB, OLIVER P Bank of Commerce & Trust Bldg., Memphis, Tenn. 
*COLE, J. E Securities Bldg., Des Moines, Iowa 
*COLE, R . W. E 319 West 38th St., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*COLE, VIOTT M 5 Harvard St., E. Orange, N. J . 
COLE, WESLEY T 1 2 2 4 Cornelia Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
COLEMAN, HENRY E 71 Broadway, New York 
*COLLEY, FREDERICK G 43 Exchange Pl., New York 
*COLLINS, CLEM W 1230 Foster Bldg., Denver, Colo. 
*COLLINS, LEWIS P A U L 709 Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
* COLLIs, E. H Oregon Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
COMINGOR, L Starks Bldg., Louisville, Ky. 
*COMINS, EDWARD P 200 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. 
*CONANT, LEONARD H 30 Broad St., New York 
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* L Y N N , JOHN R 1238 Commercial Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
* L Y N N E , WILLIAM SAREL Union Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
*MCADAM, WILLIAM 825 Central Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
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*MCLAREN, NORMAN 519 California St., San Francisco, Cal. 
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*MARTIN, ROBERT W 1244 First Natl. Bank Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*MARVIN, HAROLD ARTHUR 73 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
*MARWICK, JAMES 7 9 Wall St., New York 
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*MATTESON, JAMES S 701 Alworth Bldg., Duluth, Minn. 
*MATTHEWS, EDGAR I Tallahassee, Fla. 
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*MAY, GEORGE O 54 William St., New York 
*MAYORS, W 1320 Third Nat'l. Bk. Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*MEDLOCK, ARTHUR 134 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*MEDLOCK, JOHN 134 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*MELDRUM, GEORGE F 412 Keller Bldg., Louisville, Ky. 
MELDRUM, OVERTON S 415 Keller Bldg., Louisville, Ky. 
*MENDENHALL, JOSHUA 122 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
*MENDENHALL, WILLIAM American Bank Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. 
*MENDES, HENRY E Railway Exchange Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
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*MILLER, JAMES ALBERT Union Central Bldg., Cincinnati, O. 
*MILLER, RALPH C Detroit Trust Co, Detroit, Mich. 
*MILLIGAN, WILLIAM A 33 West 42nd St., New York 
*MINER, E . J Central Building, Seattle, Wash. 
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*MOSES, E L K I N Room 610, Maison Blanche Bldg., New Orleans, La. 
*MOSHER, IRA 1 4 South St., Boston, Mass. 
*Moss, ALBERT G 904 Praetorian Bldg., Dallas, Tex. 
*MOULL, JOHN 57 Orchard St., Bloomfield, N. J . 
*MOXEY, EDWARD P 1202 Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*MOYER, A. J P. O. Box 232, Dalton, Mass. 
*MOYER, FRANKLIN K 522 Lafayette Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*MOYER, MELBOURNE S 287 Broadway, New York 
*MOYER, ORLANDO C Old South Bldg., Boston, Mass. 
*MUCKLOW, WALTER U . S . Trust Bldg., Jacksonville, Fla. 
*MULLER, MARCUS A 1 4 9 Broadway, New York 
*MULNIX, HARRY E Auditor of State, Denver, Colo. 
*MURRAY, ERNEST E Montana Bldg., Lewistown, Mont. 
* M U S A U S , W M . P 605 Fay Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*MUSHET, W. C 703 Union League Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*MYER, GEO. W 60 Wall St., New York 
*MYERS, WALTER P 852 Broadway, New York 
*MYLES, JAMES, JR 2148 E. 12th St., Brooklyn, N Y. 
* N A S M Y T H , CHAS. J 69 Wall St., New York 
* N A U , CARL H 901 American Trust Bldg., Cleveland, O. 
*NELSON, J. R 613 Busch Bldg., Dallas, Tex. 
*NEVILLE, C H A S National Bk. Bldg., Savannah, Ga. 
*NEVIUS, ROGER K 9 1 1 Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia. Pa. 
* N E W M A N , JAS. J 17 Battery Pl., New York 
*NICHOLS, IRA C 320 Broadway, New York 
*NICHOLS, WALTER J 1 4 9 Broadway, New York 
*NICHOLSON, FRED T ..52 Broadway, New York 
*NICHOLSON, J. LEE 233 Broadway, New York 
*NICKLAS, C H A S . AUBREY 6 Church St., New York 
*NIELD, CHAS. F 103 Park Ave., New York 
*NIGG, C Schiller Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*NILES, CHAS. E 111 Broadway, New York 
*NILES, HENRY A 111 Broadway, New York 
*NIVEN, JOHN B 30 Broad St., New York 
*NOLAN, L . J 71 Broadway, New York 
*NOONE, JOHN 257 West 11th St., New York 
*NOYES, CARLOS FABER . .P. O. Apartado 2006, Habana, Cuba 
*OAKES, W . FOSTER 68 William St., New York 
*OAKEY, FRANCIS 6 1 Broadway, New York 
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*PHELPS, CHAS. D 143 Liberty St., New York 
*PHILBRICK. A. L 9 0 8 Union Trust Bldg., Providence, R . I . 
*PHILBRICK, HAZEN P 101 Milk St., Boston, Mass. 
*PHILLIPPS H . G 609 First Natl. Bank Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*PHILLIPS, GUY C Faye t t ev i l l e , A r k . 
*PHILLIPS J C Miner Bldg., Butte, Mont. 
* P H I N N E Y , ROBERT NASH 120 Broadway, New York 
*PICKETT L. S 21 East Lake St., Chicago, Ill. 
*PITCAITHLY, WILSON L 537 First Nat'l. Bk. Bldg., Denver, Colo. 
*POGSON, A . H 55 Liberty St.. New York 
*PORTE, T. L. WHITFORD Penobscot Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 
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*PRICE EDGAR J MILLS Room 325 , 5 0 Congress St., Boston, Mass. 
*PRIDE, EDWIN L 4 0 Central St., Boston, Mass. 
*PROBERT EDWIN 320 Broadway, New York 
*PROBERT, HARRY 4 3 2 Mills Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
*PROUTY, EDWIN G 3 1 3 Putnam Bldg., Davenport, Ia. 
*PUGH JOSEPH M Morris Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa 
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*PULLEN, ALFRED MARVIN 903 Travelers' Bldg., Richmond, Va. 
*QUERY, C H A S . R 1 Madison Ave., New York 
*QUIGLEY, ANDREW J 1 3 1 0 Lakeview Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*RABAN, GEORGE P. O. Box 96, Great Falls, Mont. 
*RACINE. SAMUEL F Leary Bldg., Seattle, Wash 
*RAE, ALEX. CLARK Corbett Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
*RAND, WALDRON H 101 Milk St., Boston, Mass. 
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RAUDENBUSH, J. K 2 3 9 Cumberland St., Lebanon, Pa. 
*RAWLINGS, A . LEE Law Bldg., Norfolk, Va. 
*REAY, W M . M Harvester Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*RECKITT, ERNEST Marquette Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*REDMAN, ORRIN A 821 Wealthy St., S. E., Grand Rapids, Mich. 
*REEVE, FREDERIC E 27 William St., New York 
*REILLY, JOHN E 1115 Wells Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis. 
*REINFELD, ALEX 52 Wall St., New York 
*RESPESS, JAS. LEONARDUS Atlanta National Bank Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. 
*REUCK, GEO. M 43 Cedar St., New York 
*REVELL, ELWOOD B 305 Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*REYNOLDS, W. T Comptroller, Auditorial Dept., Little Rock, Ark. 
* R H Y N E , W M . C 3 4 Pine St., New York 
*RICE, J. LEE Helena Business College, Helena, Mont. 
*RICHARDS, WILLIS B 43 Exchange Pl., New York 
*RICHARDSON, ALONZO Empire Building, Atlanta, Ga. 
*RICHARDSON, EDWARD Empire Building, Atlanta, Ga. 
*RICHARDSON, JOHN Y . 6 0 5 Concord Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
*RICKER, R U F U S 508 Security Bldg., Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
*RIDGWAY, JAS. LAWRENCE 1 2 0 Broadway, New York 
*RIDOUT, GEO 321 Pennsylvania Ave., Detroit, Mich. 
*RISLEY, ARTHUR LEROY 73 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
*RITCHIE, ALFRED A 25 Broad St., New York 
*RITTENHOUSE, C. F 525 Boylston St., Boston, Mass. 
*ROBERTS, ARTHUR DOUGLAS French Lick Springs, French Lick, Ind. 
ROBERTS, CHAS. CULLEN 54 William St., New York 
*ROBERTS, FRANCIS R Marquette Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*ROBERTS, SETH L 3104 Northwestern Bk. Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
*ROBERTS, THOS. CULLEN 5 6 Pine St., New York 
*ROBERTS, THOS. E. C Vanderbeek Pl., Hackensack, N. J. 
*ROBERTSON, H. V Amarillo Natl. Bank Bldg., Amarillo, Tex. 
*ROBERTSON, JAS. P 533-34 Henry Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
*ROBERTSON, KENNETH 434 Clay St., Portland, Ore. 
*ROBINSON, A. P Merchants Nat'l. Bk. Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
*ROBINSON, C. G Whitney-Central Bldg., New Orleans, La. 
*RODEN, ERNEST ARTHUR 614 Mercantile Library Bldg., Cincinnati, O. 
*ROHRBACH, JOHN F. D 233 Broadway, New York 
*ROLLINS, ABBOTT H 18 Spring St., Gloucester, Mass. 
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*STEVEN, J. A N G U S 134 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*STEVENS, ELMER O 238 Franklin St., Bloomfield, N. J. 
*STEVENSON, CHAS. C 52 Broadway, New York 
*STEWART, ANDREW 40 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*STEWART. FRKDERIC 131 State St., Boston. Mass. 
*STINGER, J. D 1612 Real Est. Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*STIRLING, W M Burns, Ore. 
*STOCKWELL, HERBERT G 1205 Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*STONE, JEFF K Third Natl. Bank Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*STRADLEY, EDW. M 490 Linwood Ave., Detroit, Mich. 
*STRICKLER, HOWARD K 507 Widener Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*STRONG, ADDISON G. .1312 Merchants Nat'l. Bk. Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
*STRONG, GEO. J U . S. Shipping Board, Custom House, Boston, Mass. 
*STRUSS, W . J 93 Nassau St., New York 
*STUMM, GUY C 1065 Gas & Electric Bldg., Denver, Colo. 
STUMPFEL, W . H 120 Broadway, New York 
*SUFFERN, EDWARD L 149 Broadway, New York 
*SUFFERN, PHILIP S 9 5 5 Kensington Ave., Plainfield, N . J . 
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SULLIVAN, W . E 1 4 9 Broadway, New York 
*SULLY, JAS. O 70S Merchants Nat'l. Bank Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
*SUNLEY, W M . TERRY, JR 2016 Dime Bank Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 
*SUTER, FRED A 1 5 4 Nassau St., New York 
*SUTHERLAND, W M 105 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*SUTTER, ALPHONSE 1 4 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal. 
*SUTTON, W M . STANBOROUGH. . .810 Union Natl. Bk. Bldg. Pittsburgh, Pa. 
*SWEARINGEN, C H A S . L 901 American Trust Bldg., Cleveland, O. 
*SWEARINGEN, HOWARD ALFRED 2195 E. 93rd St., Cleveland, O. 
*SWEET, HOMER N 50 Congress St., Boston, Mass. 
*SYER, SIDNEY J 6830 Ridge Blvd., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
*TALIAFERRO, A . P 25 Nassau St., New York 
*TAYLOR, HERBERT D 2008 Ocean Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
*TAYLOR, W . G P . O . B o x 489, N e w O r l e a n s , La . 
*TAYLOR, W. J 1185 Roselle Ave., E„ Cleveland, O. 
*TEELE, ARTHUR W 120 Broadway, New York 
* T E I C H M A N N , M A X 808 Garrett Bldg., Baltimore, Md. 
*TEMPLE, HERBERT M Guardian Life Bldg., St. Paul, Minn. 
*THOMAS, H . IVOR 616 H i g g i n s Bldg., L o s Ange les , Cal. 
* T H O M A S , ROSCOE L P. O. Box 612, Butte, Mont. 
*THOMPSON, A . FENTON Empire Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. 
THOMPSON, C H A S 25 Broad St., New York 
*THOMPSON, L. E Oregon Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
*THOMPSON, MELVILLE W 1 4 Wall St., New York 
*THOMPSON, W. W 929 Chicago Stock Exchange Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*THORNTON, F R A N K W 5 4 William St., New York 
*THROSSELL, F. W 328 Citizen's Bldg., Cleveland, O. 
*THURSTON, T . A City Natl. Bank Bldg., El Paso, Tex. 
*TILTON, FREDERIC A Penobscot Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 
*TINSLEY, ALEXANDER L 1 0 South St., Baltimore, Md. 
* T I N S L E Y , RICHARD P 1 2 0 Broadway, New York 
*TOD, A . KINNAIRD 7 9 Wall St., New York 
*TOD, STUART 131 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*TOLLETH, W M . R Natl. Bk. of Commerce Bldg., Norfolk. Va. 
*TOMPKINS, CHAS. B H i p p e e Bui ld ing, D e s Moines , Ia. 
*TOPPER, W M 82 Beaver St., New York 
*TOWNSEND, FERDINAND C 55 Liberty St., New York 
*TRADER A M Boatmen's Bank Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*TRAWICK, J . I 219 Southern Trus t Bldg., Little Rock, Ark. 
*TREADWELL, GEO. A 309 Hibernia Bk. Bldg., New Orleans, La. 
* T R I N G H A M , W M Union Trus t Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 
TURNER, T H O M A S E Speed Bldg., 321 Guthrie St., Louisville, Ky. 
*TURRELL, LOUIS H Ford Motor Co, Detroit, Mich. 
*TUTTLE, C H A S . C 84 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*TUTTLE, C H A S . H 84 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*ULBRICHT, RICHARD E Banco Nacional de Cuba, Habana, Cuba 
* V A N D A M E , C. E 626 South Spring St., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*VAN HEKLE WM. H 1304 M o r r i s Bldg., Ph i lade lph ia , P a . 
* V A N N A I S , GEO. L 252 Asylum St., Har t ford , Conn. 
* V A N O S S A 5 4 William St., New York 
*VARAY, H E N R Y . . 1 4 9 Broadway, New York 
* V A U G H A N , ARTHUR S 30 Broad St., New York 
*VEYSEY, WALTER H . P 32 Nassau St., New York 
* V I N E , ALFRED W 79 Wall St., New York 
*VOLLUM, ROBERT B 907 Lincoln Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
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*WACHTELL, THEODORE 309 Broadway, New York 
*WADE, E. B 58 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal. 
*WALGREN, T H E O 409 Whitney Central Bldg., New Orleans, La. 
*WALKER, ROBERT J 324 Board of Trade Bldg., Norfolk, Va. 
*WALLACE, R . J 1554 Emerson St., Denver, Colo. 
WALTERS, C H A S W 9 1 5 - 1 7 Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*WALTON, SEYMOUR 5 5 0 Surf St., Chicago, Ill. 
WARE, BRUCE R Rm. 1027, 6 Beacon St., Boston, Mass. 
WARN, C. E 110 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 
*WATSON, ALBERT J Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. 
*WATSON, SYLVAN ORLANDO 12431 Forest Grove Ave., Cleveland, O . 
*WATSON, W . A 9 Richards St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
*WATT, ALEX. H 1011 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*WEAVER, F. M 512 Reliance Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. 
*WEBSTER, GEO R 54 William St., New York 
*WEBSTER, HENRY M 4 2 Broadway, New York 
*WEBSTER, NORMAN E 111 Broadway, New York 
*WEBSTER, W . D 343 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. 
*WEIL, SAMUEL S 815 Railway Exchange Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis. 
*WEISS, H. W 4915 Ash Street, Norwood, O . 
* W E I S S , W M . F 170 Broadway, New York 
*WEISSINGER, C H A S Bulletin Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*WELCH, CLARENCE E Eldora, Iowa 
*WELCH, JAS. F First Natl. Bank Bldg., Paterson, N . J . 
*WELLINGTON, C. OLIVER . . .110 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*WENDELL, FRED. H Metropolitan Life Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn. 
*WENZELBURGER, A 68 Post St., San Francisco, Cal. 
*WERMUTH, CHAS. E 720 Hennen Bldg., New Orleans, La. 
* W E S T , W M . H 50 Pine St., New York 
*WESTERMANN, H. T 42 Broadway, New York 
*WESTON, CHESTER G c/o Gano Downs Clo. Co., Denver, Colo. 
*WHEALLER, EDWARD OSBORNE 811 Walton Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. 
*WHITCOMB, W . D 219 Oregon Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
* W H I T E , F. F 49 Wall St., New York 
* W H I T E , JAMES F 27 William St., New York 
* W H I T E , R. D 1136 Henry Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
*WHITEHURST, GEO. LEONARD 112 W . Freemason St., Norfolk, Va. 
*WHITFIELD, WILLIAM Oregon Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
WHITMORE, JOHN 120 Broadway, New York 
*WHITTLESEY, WILLIS S 30 Church St., New York 
*WHITWORTH, CHAS. R 10 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*WIEGAND, PETER C 223 Spring St., New York 
*WIEGNER, C. ELMER 584 Drexel Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*WIGGINS, HORACE S 5 1 4 Bankers Life Bldg., Lincoln, Neb. 
*WILDMAN, JOHN R 32 Waverly Pl., New York 
*WILKINSON, GEO 1036 Widener Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*WILL, J. A 4225 West Pine Blvd., St. Louis, Mo. 
*WILLIAMS, CHAS. BYRON 494 Eddy Rd., Cleveland, O. 
*WILLIAMS, C. M 3 1 5 University St., Seattle, Wash. 
*WILLIAMS, CYRUS 31 Union Square, New York 
*WILLIAMS, E . S Third National Bank Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*WILLIAMS, FRANCIS M 3 1 1 Law Exchange Bldg., Jacksonville, Fla. 
*WILLIAMS, H. D 7 Wall St., New York 
*WILLIAMS, L. A 1217 Busch Bldg., Dallas, Tex. 
WILLING, JAS 131 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*WILLIS, FRANK L . . . c/o Moore & Thompson Paper Co., Bellows Falls, Vt. 
*WILMOT, H. W 129 Front St., New York 
*WILMOTT, ARTHUR 100 Broadway, New York 
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*WILSON, C. C 404 Fairview Ave., Bridgeport, Conn. 
*WILSON, RICHARD c /o Sinclair Refining Co., 
111 W. Washington St., Chicago, Ill. 
*WILSON, W M . JEFFERS 1205 Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
* W I N A N S , D E K A Y Flatiron Bldg., New York 
*WINSLOW , C. MORTON 1 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*WINTER, T. H U. S. Trus t Bldg., Jacksonville, Fla 
*WITTENBERG, FRANK 6 0 1 A. O . U . W . Bldg., Little Rock, Ark. 
*WIXSON, FRED Detroit Trus t Co., Detroit, Mich 
*WOHNSIEDLER, JOHN 233 Broadway, New York 
*WOLFE, JOHN N 908 Peoples' Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
*WOLFF, ARTHUR 1045 E . Orange Grove Ave., Pasadena, Cal. 
*WOOD, ERNEST N 111 Broadway, New York 
*WOOD, FRANCIS LEIGH 1 3 4 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*WOOD, J . FREDK. E 95 William St., New York 
WOODBRIDGE, W . T Telephone Bldg., San Juan, Porto Rico 
*WOODEN, ERNEST E 903 Calvert Bldg., Baltimore, Md. 
*WOODLING, EDWIN G 302 P r o s p e c t St. , C r a n f o r d , N . J. 
*WOODRUFF, FRANK H 1 Broadway, New York 
*WORFOLK, FREDK 55 Liberty St., New York 
*WORKMAN, W . HORACE 6 Beacon St., Boston, Mass. 
*WORTHINGTON, EMORY C 521 Utica Bldg., Des Moines, Iowa 
*WORTHINGTON, H Title Insurance Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*WREGE, ARTHUR J Speed Bldg., 321 Guthrie St., Louisville, Ky. 
*WREN, J . H 1035 Mutual Bldg., Richmond, Va. 
*WRIGHT, ARTHUR Ridgefield Park, N. J. 
*WRIGHT, CHAS . H 53 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*WRIGHT, FRANCIS A American Bank Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. 
*WRIGHT , H. WINFIELD 3 3 0 Riverside Apartments, Dayton, Ohio 
*WRIGHT, TAS 6 4 Wall St., New York 
*WRIGHT, PETER T Equitable Bldg., Wilmington, Del. 
*WRIGHT, WALTER C 7 0 8 H . W . Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*WRYE, WALTER C c/o Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co., Buffalo, N. Y. 
* W Y M A N , GERALD 131 State St., Boston, Mass. 
* W Y M A N , JOSEPH G 60 Wall St., New York 
*WYTHES, HAROLD A 30 Church St., New York 
*YOUNG, ALBERT F., JR 233 Broadway, New York 
*YOUNG, ARTHUR 105 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
YOUNG, C H A S 55 Liberty St., New York 
*YOUNG, L. TIPTON 805 Starks Bldg., Louisville, Ky. 
*ZUEHLKE, WALTER W 701 Alworth Bldg., Duluth, Minn. 
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ADDISON, JAMES 55 Wall St., New York 
ALBREE, EDW. C Swampscott, Mass. 
AMBS, H E N R Y 54 William St., New York 
ANDREWS, FREDERICK B 7 S . D e a r b o r n St. , Ch icago , Ill. 
* A U S T I N , JOS. S 14621 Detroit Ave., Lakewood, Ohio 
BALLINGALL, J O H N B 1238 Commercial Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
BARAKAT, A . B 2 5 6 S. 44th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
BARDWELL, WALLACE E P. O . Box 1412 , Pittsfield, Mass. 
*BAUER, GEO. F 61 Broadway, New York 
BAUER, EDGAR FREDERIC c/o Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., Ltd., 
San Francisco, Cal. 
*BLYTH. LESTER WILBERT Schofield Bldg., Cleveland, O . 
BOTZ, JAMES H 1 0 1 Park Ave., New York 
B O W M A N , J O H N A c/o John W. Brown Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio 
BOYNTON, C H A S . EVERETT 5 5 6 Cumberland Ave., Portland, Me. 
BRICK, HARRY 25 Broad St., New York 
*BUIST, GEO. B Shoaff Bldg., Ft. Wayne, Ind. 
BULL, H . J 4 2 Broadway, New York 
B U S H , GEO. E c/o Cuban-Am. Sugar Co., 129 Front St., New York 
BYRNES, ARTHUR T 53 State St., Boston, Mass. 
CABOT, SEBASTIAN 50 Broad St., New York 
CAMPBELL, GORDON D 76 Sun Life Bldg., Toronto, Can. 
*CHANEY, PAUL R 316 O r e g o n Bldg., P o r t l a n d , Ore . 
*CLOWES, FRANCIS J 30 Broad St., New York 
COADE, W M . H E N R Y 66 Broadway, New York 
*CORNELL, C H A S . H 1 2 0 Franklin St., Boston, Mass. 
CRAWFORD, PHILO L 10 So. La Salle St., Chicago, ILL. 
*DAWSON, J O H N P 54 William St., New York 
*DILLON, J O H N R 25 Broad St., New York 
*DONNELLY, T H O S . B 45 Milk St., Boston, Mass. 
EDWARDS, T R U M A N G 8 3 9 Old South Bldg., Boston, Mass. 
* E L K I N S , W . L 9 0 3 Traveler's Bldg., Richmond, Va. 
FARQUHAR, FRANCIS P 2335 Pacific Ave., San Francisco, Cal. 
FISCHER, A. KARL M o r r i s Bldg., Ph i lade lph ia , P a . 
*FISHER, JOSEPH 3 0 Broad St., New York 
*FLOCKEN, IRA G Farmers Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Fox, JAMES J 704 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass. 
*FURSE, JAS 210 34th St., West, Savannah, Ga. 
GORDON, GEO. K 25 Moraine St., Waverley, Mass. 
*GORDON, H. E 806 Wilson Bldg., Dallas, Tex. 
GREACEN, ALBERT 30 Broad Street, New York 
GREEN, HAROLD L Illuminating Bldg., Cleveland, O. 
*GREENSPAN, AARON 299 Broadway, New York 
*HAMILTON, F. A Union Central Bldg., Cincinnati, O. 
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HART, PATRICK HENRY 784 Broadway, New York 
*HATCH, FRANK S 293 Bridge St., Springfield, Mass. 
*HENRY, FRANK R 2014 Morgan St., St. Louis, Mo. 
*HILDITCH, F. W 141 Broadway, New York 
*HOFF, E. N 230 Federal Bldg., Seattle, Washington 
*HOFFORD, GEO. M 1307 So. Western Life Bldg., Dallas, Tex. 
*HULL, ROBERT S 6 1 5 Stearns Bldg., Springfield, Mass. 
*JACOBS, B E N J A M I N 307 W. 79th St., New York 
JACOBS, E. B 314 First Natl. Bank Bldg., Roanoke, Va. 
JACOBSON, GUSTAVUS 1450 Pensacola Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
JORDAN, HAROLD C 4 1 0 Fidelity Bldg., Portland, Maine 
KELLOGG, CHAS. F 93 Federal St., Boston, Mass. 
*KESTER, ROY B Columbia University, New York 
KROEGER, E M I L 5 2 6 Security Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn. 
*LANDON, W M . P 2 7 7 Laurel St., Hartford, Conn. 
LORMER, GEO 744 E . 49th St., Chicago, Ill. 
LUERY, ALFRED 809 Clinton Ave., Plainfield, N. J. 
*LYON, OSWALD 25 Broad St., New York 
MACGREGOR, J. E 601 Sellwood Bldg., Duluth, Minn. 
*MAGEE, W M . , J 161 West Newton St., Boston, Mass. 
*MAYO, RALPH B Majestic Bldg., Denver, Colo. 
MILLER, HOMER L 1244 First National Bank Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
MILLER, JOHN Cor. North & Floral Aves, Elizabeth, N. J . 
MITCHELL, FRANKLIN 10 S. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
MITCHELL, JOSIAH S 30 Broad St., New York 
*MITCHELL, WALTER K c/o County Civil Service Commission, 
Hall of Records, Los Angeles, Cal. 
*MOONAN, W M . J. P 1420 Illuminating Bldg., Cleveland, O. 
*MOORE, HENRY F , JR 4749 7th Ave., N . E . Seattle, Wash. 
*MORROW, ROBERT C 1257 Calvert Bldg., Baltimore, Md. 
NELSON, GILBERT 501-503 Lumber Exchange Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
O'BRIEN, W M . I 1416 Ridgewood Ave., Lakewood, Ohio 
OPPENHEIMER, H. L 4924 Buckingham Court, St. Louis, Mo. 
*PASLEY, ROBERT S 55 Liberty St., New York 
*PITTLUCK, CHAS 200 Fifth Ave., New York 
*REIK, RAYMOND CARLISLE 300 Thirtieth St., Baltimore, Md. 
RUSSELL, W M . F c/o Bucyrus Co, So. Milwaukee, Wis. 
*SCHLESSINGER, M A X 31 Liberty St., New York 
SCHUIT, HENRY P 82 Washington P l . , New York 
*SCHUYLER, THEOPHILUS 2 3 3 Broadway, New York 
SCOTT, F. W 157 Federal St., Boston, Mass. 
*SIMPSON, J . S 8 4 1 Henry Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
*STACKHOUSE, F. D Gas & Electric Bldg., Denver, Colo. 
STANLEY, CHAS. R 150 Nassau St., New York 
*STARKWEATHER, JOHN Ansonia, Conn. 
TALBOT, CHAS. L 60 Federal St., Boston, Mass. 
TAYLOR, W M . S 718 Bank of Commerce Bldg., Norfolk, Va. 
*TEETER, EARL G 333 South Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. 
TEWKSBURY, CARL L 104 North 3rd St., Columbus, O. 
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*THOMPSON, E 534 Henry Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
TORREY, GEO. A 1136 Henry Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
TOWNSEND, D. E 127 West Seventieth St., New York 
TROBRIDGE, CHAS. R 105 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
U N I O N , CHESTER R 60 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*VINCENT, W. W 1423 Empire Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. 
* W E I S S , JULIUS V 134 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
W H I T E , FRANK C 1814 Harris Trust Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
* W H I T E , LEE HEYER 141 Broadway, New York 
WILLINS, THOMAS 30 Broad St., New York 
WINTERMUTE, L. H 817 Guardian Bldg., Cleveland, O . 
*WOLFE, FRANK B . . .C/O United Motors Corp., 29 West 42nd St., New York 
WOODBRIDGE, JOHN M 93 Waban Park, Newton, Mass. 
WOOSTER, MELVILLE C 248 Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
YOUNG, DANIEL A 1078 Carroll St., Brooklyn, N. Y . 
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*Certified Public Accountants. 
Alabama 
Members 
Arizona 
Member 
*CUTHBERT, H U G H THORNTON First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Douglas, Ariz. 
Arkansas 
Members 
*BURON, VICTOR E. B 412 Spruce St., Texarkana, Ark. 
*GROVER, R. F 427 Thompson Bldg., Hot Springs, Ark. 
*HENNEGIN, H. W 219 Southern Trust Bldg., Little Rock, Ark. 
*ORTO, CHARLES H 1034 Southern Trust Bldg., Little Rock, Ark. 
*PHILLIPS, G U Y C Fayetteville, Ark. 
*REYNOLDS, W . T Comptroller, Auditorial Dept., Little Rock, Ark. 
*TRAWICK, J. I 219 Southern Trust Bldg., Little Rock, Ark. 
*WITTENBERG, FRANK 601 A. O. U. W. Bldg., Little Rock, Ark. 
California 
Members 
*BALLANTINE, W. D 212 Union Oil Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*BARNARD, S. S Clunie Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
*BASKERVILLE, CHARLES A 704 Auditorium Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*BLACK, CLARENCE S 1020 Title Insurance Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*BLACKMAN, W. R 718 Hibernian Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*BLIGHT, REYNOLD E 1020 Washington Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*BOURS, B . W Merchant's National Bank Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
*BROTHERTON, R. E Federal Realty Bldg., Oakland, Cal. 
*CARRUTHERS, C. P First Nat'l Bank Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
*CHAMBERLAIN, C. P 311 California St., San Francisco, Cal. 
*COLE, R. W. E 319 W. 38th St., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*COOPER, H . J Kohl Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
*CORNELL, CHARLES E. .709 Oakland Bank of Savings Bldg., Oakland, Cal. 
*CRAMER, W . H 2 6 8 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 
*DAVIS, J . L 4 1 5 L. A . Investment Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*DOLGE, WILLIAM 311 California St., San Francisco, Cal. 
DOUGLAS, HARRY J Menlo Park, Cal. 
*DUBBELL, P. J San Bernardino, Cal. 
DUMVILLE, HARRY First Nat'l Bank Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
*EVERTS, LESLIE S 703 Am. Nat'l Bank Bldg., San Diego, Cal. 
*FIELDS, J . L Spreckels Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
*FORBES, JOHN F 203 Crocker Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
*GOODE, P. G 5 1 9 California St., San Francisco, Cal. 
*GREENHOOD, L . H Clunie Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
* H A H N , F. F 1117 Haas Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*HAMILTON, A. E Title Insurance Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
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*HERRICK, LESTER Merchants' Exchange Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
*HILL, J. GORDON 810 Kohl Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
*HOOD, WALTER 1312 Merchants' Nat'l Bank Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
*JOHNSON, FREDERICK Exposition Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
*KENNEDY, R E 6 3 0 Security Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*KILROE, W. R . R First Nat'l Bank Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
* K L I N K , GEORGE T 816 Kohl Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
*LEE, FREDERIC MORGAN Am. Nat'l Bank Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
LOBB, H. W 438 California St., San Francisco, Cal. 
*LOOMIS, ARTHUR M 630 Black Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*MCCREA, R. L Riverside Abstract Company Bldg., Riverside, Cal. 
*MCLAREN, NORMAN 519 California St., San Francisco, Cal. 
* M U S A U S , WILLIAM P 605 Fay Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
* M U S H E T , W. C 703 Union League Bldg,, Los Angeles, Cal. 
*PALETHORPE, W . J 6 2 7 H. W . Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*PATTERSON, H. S c/o State Corporation Dept., Sacramento, Cal. 
*PATTINSON, I. GRAHAM 1 1 1 9 Title Ins. Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*PROBERT, HARRY 432 Mills Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
*ROBINSON, A . P Merchants' Nat'l Bank Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
*ROWE, C. V 1 2 0 6 - 1 2 0 8 Claus Spreckels Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
*RUCKSTELL, J. R Claus Spreckels Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 
*SATCHELL, GEORGE E . H Coalinga, Cal. 
*SHIPLEY, E. M 68 Post St., San Francisco, Cal. 
*SIMMERS, JOHN A Central Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*SPENCER, E . H 510 Bradbury Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*STRONG, ADDISON G 1312 Merchants National Bank Building, 
San Francisco, Cal. 
*SULLY, JAMES O 705 Merchants National Bank Building, 
San Francisco, Cal. 
*SUTTER, ALPHONSE 14 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal. 
*THOMAS, H. IVOR 616 Higgins Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
* V A N DAME, C. E 6 2 6 S. Spring St., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*WADE, E . B 58 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal. 
WARN, C. E 110 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 
*WENZELBURGER, A 68 Post St., San Francisco, Cal. 
*WOLFF, ARTHUR 1045 East Orange Grove Ave., Pasadena, Cal. 
*WORTHINGTON, HAROLD Title Insurance Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
*WRIGHT, WALTER C 708-9 H. W . Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 
Associates 
BEVERIDGE, FREDERICK c/o Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation, 
San Francisco, Cal. 
FARQUHAR, FRANCIS P 2355 Pacific Ave., San Francisco, Cal. 
*MITCHELL, WALTER K c/o County Civil Service Commission, 
Hall of Records, Los Angeles, Cal. 
Colorado 
Members 
*BAKER JOHN H . . . S u i t e 1 2 3 1 - 3 4 First National Bank Bldg., Denver, Colo. 
*COLLINS, CLEM W 1230 Foster Bldg., Denver, Colo. 
*DEIDESHEIMER, FREDERICK W 810 Continental Bldg., Denver, Colo. 
*FALK, H . J 1 1 1 6 First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Denver, Colo. 
*FULTON, CLARENCE H 524 Seventeenth St., Denver, Colo. 
*GEIJSBEEK, JOHN B 1010 Foster Bldg., Denver, Colo. 
* H A M M A , MORTON M 7 1 8 First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Denver, Colo. 
*HELWIG, CLARENCE F 3 1 6 First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Denver, Colo. 
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*HUMPHREYS, WILLIAM E Colorado Bldg., Denver, Colo. 
*KELLER, ALBERT E .1209 East Colfax Ave., Denver, Colo. 
*KERN, ETHELBERT L P. O. Box 333, Denver, Colo. 
*LAWRENCE, PAGE 830 Foster Bldg., Denver, Colo. 
* M C M A H O N , FRANCIS M First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Denver, Colo. 
*MITCHELL, HORACE H 65 Independence Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
*MORRIS, B E N 1230 Foster Bldg., Denver, Colo. 
* M U L N I X , HARRY E Auditor of State, Denver, Colo. 
*PFEIFFER, E. W 4 1 3 First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Denver, Colo. 
*PITCAITHLY, WILSON L 537 First National Bank Bldg., Denver, Colo. 
*STUMM, G U Y C 1065 Gas & Electric Bldg., Denver, Colo. 
*WALLACE, R . J 1 5 5 4 Emerson St., Denver, Colo. 
*WESTON, CHESTER G c/o Gano Downs Clo. Co., Denver, Colo. 
Associates 
*MAYO, RALPH B Majestic Bldg., Denver, Colo. 
*STACKHOUSE, F. D Gas & Electric Bldg., Denver, Colo. 
Connecticut 
Members 
*CHILD, FREDERICK W 4 0 Church St., Greenwich, Conn. 
*MACNEILLE, WALTER C 4 8 State St., Meriden, Conn. 
*PETZE, EDW. I 2 5 2 Asylum St., Hartford, Conn. 
* S M I T H , HARRY M.. .C/O Remington Arms U. M. C. Co., Bridgeport, Conn. 
* V A N N A I S , GEORGE L 2 5 2 Asylum St., Hartford, Conn. 
*WILSON, C. C 4 0 4 Fairview Ave., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Associates 
*LANDON, WILLIAM P 2 7 7 Laurel St., Hartford, Conn. 
*STARKWEATHER, JOHN Ansonia, Conn. 
Delaware 
Members 
*ISZARD, CLIFFORD E 6 0 0 Ford Bldg., Wilmington, Del. 
*ISZARD, T . W H I T N E Y 6 0 0 Ford Bldg., Wilmington, Del. 
*WRIGHT, PETER T Equitable Bldg., Wilmington, Del. 
District of Columbia 
Members 
*BATES, J. E 707 Washington Loan & Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C. 
*BECK, HOWARD C Riggs Bldg., Washington, D . C. 
Florida 
Members 
*BENNETT, RUSSELL W Valdosta Bldg., Jacksonville, Fla. 
*FORD, GEORGE H U. S. Trust Bldg., Jacksonville, Fla. 
*HALL, JOHN A 307 Clark Bldg., Jacksonville, Fla. 
*HANSBROUGH, JOHN A Room 7, City Hall, Tampa, Fla. 
*HUTCHINSON, THOMAS G St. James Bldg., Jacksonville, Fla. 
*MATTHEWS, EDGAR I Tallahassee, Fla. 
*MUCKLOW, WALTER U. S. Trust Bldg., Jacksonville, Fla. 
*WILLIAMS, FRANCIS M 311 Law Exchange Bldg., Jacksonville. Fla. 
*WINTER, T. H U . S. Trust Bldg., Jacksonville, Fla. 
Georgia 
Members 
*BIDWELL, C. B Fourth Nat'l Bank Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. 
*BLACK, DAMERON 5 2 0 Anstell Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. 
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*HUNTER, JOEL Empire Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. 
*MARSH, R . P 601 Savannah Bank & Trust Bldg., Savannah, Ga. 
*METZ, CHARLES 2 0 8 - 9 Candler Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. 
*NEVILLE, C H A S Nat'l Bank Bldg., Savannah, Ga. 
*RESPESS, JAMES LEONARDUS Atlanta Nat'l Bank Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. 
*RICHARDSON, ALONZO Empire Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. 
*RICHARDSON, EDWARD Empire Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. 
*THOMPSON A. FENTON Empire Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. 
*WHEALLER, EDWARD OSBORNE 811 Walton Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. 
Associates 
*FURSE, JAMES 210 — 34th St., West, Savannah, Ga. 
*VINCENT, W. W 1423 Empire Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. 
Illinois 
Members 
* A D K I N S , WILLIAM G 7 0 6 Schiller Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*ANDERSEN, ARTHUR E Harris Trust Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*ANDERSON, G. E 4845 North Christiana Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
* A S H M A N , LEWIS Straus Bldg., Clark and Madison Sts., Chicago, Ill. 
*AUER, JACOB 105 West Monroe St., Chicago, Ill. 
*BACON, ALBERT T 208 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*BECK, HERBERT 105 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*BENINGTON, HAROLD Marquette Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*BERGER, R. O 134 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*BETAK, THEODORE W Tribune Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*BICKETT, WILLIAM PURCELL 111 W . Monroe St., Chicago, Ill. 
*BLISS, J . H., JR 2 1 4 South Lombard Ave., Oak Park, Ill. 
*BOUGHY, FRANK M 900 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
*BOULTER, WILLIAM BOBY 824 Monadnock Block, Chicago, Ill. 
*BOYACK, HARRY 105 S. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*BROOKE, HERBERT 11 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*BUCHANAN, R. S 133 W. Washington St., Chicago, Ill. 
*CASTENHOLZ, W. B 4046 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
CAVANAGH, HARRY L 105 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*CHASE, STUART 1648 East 54th St., Chicago, Ill. 
CLYDE, HENRY BAIRD 523 De Kalb Ave., DeKalb, Ill. 
COLE, WESLEY T 1 2 2 4 Cornelia Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
*COOK, JONATHAN B 208 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*COOPER, JOHN A 1 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*CULLEN, WILLIAM HERBERT 105 West Monroe St., Chicago, Ill. 
*DECKER, HIRAM E 137 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
* D E L A N Y , C. M 9 1 9 Edgecomb P L , Chicago, Ill. 
*DREVER, T H O M A S 33 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
*FLERSHEM, W H I T N E Y B 30 North Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. 
*FOTHERINGHAM, A. K 7320 Paxton Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
*GEILEN, J . H 1437 Wells St., Chicago, Ill. 
GOETTSCHE, H . C 3 0 North La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*GORDON, ARTHUR B 343 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. 
*GORE, EDWARD E 824 Monadnock Block, Chicago, Ill. 
*GREIG, A. F . RATTRAY 4 5 5 2 Ellis Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
*GROEBE, L . G 929 Stock Exchange Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*HALL, JAMES 105 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*HARRISON, E. H 39 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*HIMMELBLAU, D Harris Trust Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
* H U N T , S . WADE Harris Trust Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*HUTCHISON, GEORGE E. H 1645 Old Colony Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*JACKSON, H . J 1141 First National Bank Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
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*JOHNSON, ALEXANDER 1244 First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
JOHNSON, GEORGE P 929 Stock Exchange Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*JOHNSON, P A U L C Harris Trust Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*JOPLIN, J . PORTER 122 So. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 
*KELLY, W . P c/o Accounting Dept., International Harvester 
Corporation, Chicago, Ill. 
*KIRBY, WILLIAM C 105 West Monroe St., Chicago, Ill. 
*KNOEPPEL, F. J 870 Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*KOHLER, E . L 845 Ainslie St., Chicago, Ill. 
* K U H N S , MAURICE S 11 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*LAIRD, J O H N K 9 5 1 Otis Bldg., 10 South La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*LANGER, CHARLES HEINRICHS 122 So. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 
*LE CLEAR, W. M 708 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*LEITH, JOHN 2 1 2 1 Insurance Exchange Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*LEVI, D. J 122 S . Michigan Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 
*MCGREGOR, JAMES P 2 0 8 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
* M C G U I N N , EDWARD B 5008 West Iowa St., Chicago, Ill. 
*MCKEAND, C. A 824 Monadnock Block, Chicago, Ill. 
*MACDONALD, R. O 824 Monadnock Block, Chicago, Ill. 
* M A H O N Y , JOHN 38 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. 
* M A N N I N G , HORACE 2 0 8 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*MARTIN, ROBERT W 1 2 4 4 First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*MEDLOCK, ARTHUR 134 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*MEDLOCK, JOHN . . 1 3 4 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*MENDENHALL, JOSHUA 122 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
*MITCHELL, JOSEPH J Harris Trust Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*NIGG, C Schiller Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*PALMER, A . L 137 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
PAPKE, M . E . J 105 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*PARK, S. W 850 Otis Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*PHILLIPPS, H . G 6 0 9 First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Chicago, ILL. 
*PICKETT, L. S 21 E. Lake St., Chicago, Ill. 
*QUIGLEY, ANDREW J 1310 Lakeview Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*REAY, WILLIAM M Harvester Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*RECKITT, ERNEST Marquette Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*ROBERTS, FRANCIS R Marquette Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*ROSSETTER, GEORGE W Tribune Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*SCHELTES, S . A 4514 Washington Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 
*SEATREE, W . ERNEST 134 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*SHERIDAN, C. J 526 W. 18th St., Chicago, Ill. 
*SMART, ALLEN R 8 2 4 Monadnock Block, Chicago, Ill. 
*SPRINGER, DURAND W 1 9 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*STEVEN, J . A N G U S 1 3 4 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*SUTHERLAND, WILLIAM 105 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*THOMPSON, W . W 9 2 9 Chicago Stock Exchange Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*WALTON, SEYMOUR 550 Surf St., Chicago, Ill. 
*WEBSTER, W . D 343 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. 
*WHITWORTH, CHARLES R 10 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*WILSON, RICHARD c/o Sinclair Refining Co., 111 W. Washington St., 
Chicago, Ill., 
*WINSLOW; C. MORTON 1 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*WOOD, FRANCIS LEIGH 1 3 4 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*YOUNG, ARTHUR 105 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
Associates 
ANDREWS, FREDERICK B 7 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. 
CRAWFORD, PHILO L 1 0 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
JACOBSON, GUSTAVUS 1450 Pensacola Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
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LORMER, GEORGE 744 East 49th St., Chicago, Ill. 
MILLER, HOMER L 1 2 4 4 First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
MITCHELL, FRANKLIN 10 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
NELSON, GILBERT 5 0 1 - 5 0 3 Lumber Exchange Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
*TEETER, EARL G 3 3 3 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. 
TROBRIDGE, CHAS. R 105 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
*WEISS , JULIUS V 134 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 
W H I T E , FRANK C 1 8 1 4 Harris Trust Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
Indiana 
Members 
*ERSKINE, ALBERT R c/o Studebaker Company, South Bend, Ind. 
*LOVELACE, MEREDITH B 8 4 3 No. Meridian St., Indianapolis, Ind. 
*ROBERTS, ARTHUR DOUGLAS French Lick Springs Hotel, 
French Lick, Ind. 
Associate 
*BUIST, GEORGE B Shoaff Bldg., Fort Wayne, Ind. 
Iowa 
Members 
*BILLINGS, P . L 8 0 4 Black Hawk Bldg., Waterloo, Ia. 
*COLE, J . E Securities Bldg., Des Moines, Ia. 
*GUTHRIE, WILLIAM Davidson Bldg., Sioux City, Ia. 
*HAMMARSTROM, ALBERT H 603 Fourth Ave., Clinton, Ia. 
*HOLDSWORTH, HENRY N Johnson County Bank Bldg., Iowa City, Ia. 
*MAST, C. A 1117 Perry St., Davenport, Ia. 
*PEISEN, JOHN W Eldora, Ia. 
*PROUTY, EDWIN G 3 1 3 Putnam Bldg., Davenport, Ia. 
*RICKER, R U F U S 508 Security Bldg., Cedar Rapids, Ia. 
*SHILLINGLAW, GEORGE Security Bldg., Cedar Rapids, Ia. 
*TOMPKINS, CHARLES B Hippee Bldg., Des Moines, Ia. 
*WELCH, CLARENCE E Eldora, Ia. 
*WORTHINGTON, EMORY C 5 2 1 Utica Bldg., Des Moines, Ia. 
Kentucky 
Members 
BARNETT, L. C 716 Columbia Bldg., Louisville, Ky. 
*BAUMGARTEN, HARRY E 716 Columbia Bldg., Louisville, Ky. 
COMINGOR, L Starks Bldg., Louisville, Ky. 
ESCOTT, JAMES S 716 Columbia Bldg., Louisville, Ky. 
HARRIS, CHARLES G 321 Guthrie St., Louisville, Ky. 
HARRIS, HOMER F Paul Jones Bldg., Louisville, Ky. 
*HARRIS, ORVILLE D 321 Guthrie St., Louisville, Ky. 
MAHON, J. C 516 Keller Bldg., Louisville, Ky. 
*MELDRUM, GEORGE F 412 Keller Bldg., Louisville, Ky. 
MELDRUM, OVERTON S 415 Keller Bldg., Louisville, Ky. 
*PARKER, W. S 506 W. Jefferson St., Louisville, Ky. 
PEDLEY, T . A Owensboro, Ky. 
* R Y A N S , WILLIAM J 805 Starks Bldg., Louisville, Ky. 
SPENCER, ENOS 321 Guthrie St., .Louisville, Ky. 
TURNER, THOMAS E Speed Bldg., 321 Guthrie St., Louisville, Ky. 
*WREGE, ARTHUR J Speed Bldg., 321 Guthrie St., Louisville, Ky. 
*YOUNG, L. TIPTON 805 Starks Bldg., Louisville, Ky. 
Louisiana 
Members 
*BIENVENU, EMILE 309 Hibernia Bank Bldg., New Orleans, La. 
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*DERBES, A. J 401 Godchaux Bldg., New Orleans. La 
*DERBES, R. J Inter-state Bldg., New Orleans, La. 
*GOLDMAN, MYRON M Whitney Central Bldg., New Orleans, La. 
*HERRMANN, M A X 4216 Chestnut St., New Orleans, La. 
*HOLLIDAY, H . M 622 Whitney Bank Bldg., New Orleans, La. 
*LLOYD, R . C 5 1 3 Canal-Louisiana Bank Bldg., New Orleans, La. 
* L Y M A N , G U Y V. W 634 Gravier St., New Orleans, La. 
*MOSES, E L K I N Room 610, Maison Blanche Bldg., New Orleans, La. 
*OVERBEY, E. H 603 Hibernia Bldg., New Orleans, La. 
*ROBINSON, C. G Whitney-Central Bldg., New Orleans, La. 
*SALAUN, AUGUST, JR 412 Canal Bank Bldg., New Orleans, La. 
*SANDOZ, C. C 8 1 5 Audubon Bldg., New Orleans, La 
*SKINNER, JOSEPH J 1001 Hibernia Bank Bldg., New Orleans, La. 
* S M I T H , ARCHIE M 1001 Hibernia Bk. Bldg., New Orleans, La 
*TAYLOR, W . G P. O. B o x 489, N e w Orleans, La. 
*TREADWELL, GEORGE A 309 Hibernia Bank Bldg., New Orleans, La. 
*WALGREN, THEODORE 409 Whitney Central Bldg., New Orleans, La. 
* W E R M U T H , CHARLES E 720 Hennen Bldg., New Orleans, La. 
Maine 
Member 
JORDAN, CHESTER A 4 1 0 Fidelity Bldg., Portland, Me. 
Associates 
BOYNTON, CHARLES EVERETT .556 Cumberland Ave., Portland, Me. 
JORDAN, HAROLD C 410 Fidelity Bldg., Portland, Me. 
Maryland 
Members 
*BERRY, T H O M A S L 7 0 3 Fidelity Bldg., Baltimore, Md. 
*BLACK, WILMER 1 2 0 7 Garrett Bldg., Baltimore, Md. 
* D I T M A N , CHARLES R 200 Maryland Trust Bldg., Baltimore, Md. 
*DOETSCH, ELSA 30 Maryland Life Bldg., Baltimore, Md. 
*DOTY, ALBERT M 229 Guilford Ave., Baltimore, Md. 
*EVANS, CLARENCE R 524 So. Broadway, Baltimore, Md. 
*FULLER, EDWARD 1 2 5 7 Calvert Bldg., Baltimore, Md. 
*GREENWAY, EUGENE 1 0 1 6 Munsey Bldg., Baltimore, Md. 
*HALL, CHARLES O 1 5 2 0 Fidelity Bldg., Baltimore, Md. 
*HATTER, ELMER L 731 Munsey Bldg., Baltimore, Md. 
* H E H L , CHARLES L 1027-33 Calvert Bldg., Baltimore, Md. 
*HENDRIX, ERNEST C 10 South St., Baltimore, Md. 
*HOOPER, FLORENCE 30 Maryland Life Bldg., Baltimore, Md. 
*HUNTER, ANDREW, JR 1022 Munsey Bldg. Baltimore, Md. 
*KÜCHLER, J O H N 901 Calvert Bldg., Baltimore, Md. 
*LILLEY, RALEIGH T 663 Calvert Bldg., Baltimore, Md. 
*PAGE, HOWARD P 8 2 4 Equitable Bldg., Baltimore, Md. 
*SCHNEPFE, CHARLES H., JR 917 Equitable Bldg., Baltimore, Md. 
*STARKLOFF, CARL V 4107 Ridgewood Ave., Arlington, Md. 
* T E I C H M A N N , M A X 808 Garrett Bldg., Baltimore, Md. 
*TINSLEY, ALEXANDER L 10 South St., Baltimore, Md. 
*WOODEN, ERNEST E 9 0 3 Calvert Bldg., Baltimore, Md. 
Associates 
*MORROW, ROBERT C 1257 Calvert Bldg., Baltimore, Md. 
*REIK, RAYMOND CARLISLE 3 0 0 Thirtieth St., Baltimore, Md. 
Massachusetts 
Members 
*ALBEE, A M O S D 53 State St., Boston, Mass. 
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*ALBEE, HERBERT H 53 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*BASSET, HORACE S 200 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. 
*BATCHELDER, ARTHUR P 84 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*BENTLEY, H. C 65 Greenough St., Brookline, Mass. 
*BISHOP, GEORGE LESTER 68 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. 
*BOLLONG, E . A Room 29, 4 0 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*BOYDEN, WALTER L 6 Beacon St., Boston, Mass. 
*BRAMAN, BERT. CLAUDE. .. .c/o Denholm & McKay Co., Worcester, Mass. 
*CANNING, WILLIAM C 9 5 3 Old South Bldg., Boston, Mass. 
*CARPENTER, WINTHROP L 166 Essex St., Boston, Mass. 
*CHANDLER, A S A E 19 Milk St., Boston, Mass. 
*CHASE, ARTHUR TAFT 84 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*CHASE, CHARLES DYER 129 Walter St., Roslindale, Mass. 
*CHASE, HARVEY S 8 4 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*CHERRINGTON, FREDERICK B 7 9 Milk St., Boston, Mass. 
*COMINS, EDWARD P 200 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. 
*COOLEY, MORGAN L Tremont Bldg., Boston, Mass. 
*CRANDALL, J. CHESTER 110 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*DANFORTH, PITT W 133 Rowe St., Melrose, Mass. 
*DILLON, WILLIAM 70 Kilby St., Boston, Mass. 
*DOUGLAS, ROBERT 49 Federal St., Boston, Mass. 
DYSART, H U G H 40 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*DYSART ROBERT 40 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*FITCH, STANLEY G . H 131 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*FRANCIS, JAMES P 27 Masonic Bldg., New Bedford, Mass. 
*FRENCH, HERBERT F 166 Essex St., Boston, Mass. 
GIBBS, WILLIAM E Drawer 213, Westfield, Mass. 
*GLUNTS, JAMES D 6 8 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. 
*GRAY, W . CHESTER 68 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. 
*GREELEY, HENRY N 5 3 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*GRISWOLD, ERNEST H 8 5 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. 
*HALL, JAMES W 79 Milk St., Boston, Mass. 
*HALL, WILLIAM FRANKLIN 5 3 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*HARPER, RICHARD L 53 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*HARTSHORN, HORACE C 5 0 Congress St., Boston, Mass. 
*HILLMAN, FREDERICK J Court Square Bldg., Springfield, Mass. 
*HOLMBERG, A. H 402 Centre St., Newton, Mass. 
*HUGHES, ELLIOTT B 50 Congress St., Boston, Mass. 
*HYDE, RALPH K 129 University Rd., Brookline, Mass. 
*JACOBS, HERBERT E 131 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*JAQUES, RUPERT W 77 Summer St., Boston, Mass. 
*LEWIS, DANIEL B 45 Milk St., Boston, Mass. 
*LOVE, HENRY D 45 Broad St., Boston, Mass. 
*LUTHER, J. SEYMOUR 932 Old South Bldg., Boston, Mass. 
*LYALL, GEORGE 79 Milk St., Boston, Mass. 
*MCAVOY, WILLIAM J 84 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*MACDOW, G. WILSON 7 7 Summer St., Boston, Mass. 
* M A N N I X , WILLIAM H 134 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*MANSFIELD, GIDEON M 201 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. 
*MARVIN, HAROLD ARTHUR 73 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
*MASTERS, J. EDWARD 60 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*MERRILL, HERBERT C 60 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*MOSHER, IRA 14 South St., Boston, Mass. 
*MOYER, A . J P . O . Box 232 , Dalton, Mass. 
*MOYER^ ORLANDO C Old South Bldg., Boston, Mass. 
*PARKER, EDWARD L 50 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*PARSONS, THOMAS P 812 Tremont Bldg., Boston, Mass. 
*PERKINS, ALBERT MONROE 2 2 6 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. 
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*PERKINS, RALPH S 60 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*PHILBRICK, HAZEN P ..101 Milk St., Boston, Mass. 
*PRICE, EDGAR J . MILLS Room 325, 50 Congress St., Boston, Mass. 
*PRIDE, EDWIN L 4 0 Central St., Boston, Mass. 
*RAND, WALDRON H 101 Milk St., Boston, Mass. 
*RISLEY, ARTHUR LEROY 73 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
*RITTENHOUSE, C. F 525 Boylston St., Boston, Mass. 
*ROLLINS, ABBOTT H .18 Spring St., Gloucester, Mass. 
*SANGER, GABRIEL 166 Essex St., Boston, Mass. 
*SAWYER, HOLLIS H 79 Milk St., Boston, Mass. 
*SCHICK, W M . A 110 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*SCOVELL, CLINTON H 110 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*SETCHELL, MORTON E 932 Old South Bldg., Boston, Mass 
*SMITH, GEORGE A 79 Milk St., Boston, Mass. 
SPALDING, RICHARD W 53 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*SPARK, DALE M 53 State Street, Boston, Mass. 
*SPRATLIN, A. T c/o Eaton, Crane & Pike Co., Pittsfield, Mass. 
*STEELE, F. R. CARNEGIE 131 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*STETSON, CHARLES A 8 4 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*STEWART, ANDREW 40 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*STEWART, FREDERIC 131 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*STRONG, GEORGE J . . . U . S. Shipping Board, Custom House, Boston, Mass. 
*SWEET, HOMER N 50 Congress St., Boston, Mass. 
*TOD, STUART 131 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*TUTTLE, CHARLES C 84 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*TUTTLE, CHARLES H 84 State St., Boston, Mass. 
WARE, BRUCE R Room 1027, 6 Beacon St., Boston, Mass. 
*WELLINGTON, C. OLIVER 110 State St., Boston, Mass. 
WILLING, JAMES 131 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*WORKMAN, W . HORACE 6 Beacon St., Boston, Mass. 
*WRIGHT, CHARLES H 53 State St., Boston, Mass. 
* W Y M A N , GERALD 131 State St., Boston, Mass. 
Associates 
ALBREE, EDWARD C Swampscott, Mass. 
BARDWELL, WALLACE E P. O. Box 1412, Pittsfield, Mass. 
BYRNES, ARTHUR T 53 State St., Boston, Mass. 
*CORNELL, CHARLES H 120 Franklin St., Boston, Mass. 
*DONNELLY, THOS. B 45 Milk St., Boston, Mass. 
EDWARDS, T R U M A N G 839 Old South Bldg., Boston, Mass. 
Fox, JAMES J 704 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass. 
GORDON, GEORGE K 25 Moraine St., Waverley, Mass. 
*HATCH, FRANK S 293 Bridge St., Springfield, Mass. 
*HULL, ROBT. S 615 Stearns Bldg., Springfield, Mass. 
KELLOGG, CHARLES F 9 3 Federal St., Boston, Mass. 
*MAGEE, W M . J 161 West Newton St., Boston, Mass. 
SCOTT, F. W 157 Federal St., Boston, Mass. 
TALBOT, CHARLES L 60 Federal St., Boston, Mass. 
UNION, CHESTER R 60 State Street, Boston, Mass. 
WOODBRIDGE, JOHN M 93 Waban Park, Newton, Mass. 
Michigan 
Members 
*BLANCHARD, GLYNN F Michigan Trust Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. 
*BONTHRON, WILLIAM D 1004 Union Trust Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 
*BULLOCK, C. N 1202 Brooklyn Ave., Detroit, Mich. 
*CAMPBELL, WILLIAM B Union Trust Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 
*EVANS, THOMAS H Dime Bank Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 
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*FOY, ARPHAXAD 1004 Union Trust Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 
* H A W K I N S , NORVAL A 723 Majestic Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 
*JEROME, JOHN J 849 Dickerson Ave., Detroit, Mich. 
*LABONTE, F. G Union Trust Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 
*MCDONALD, JOHN A 570 Penobscot Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 
*MACPHERSON, F . H 2 6 0 7 Jefferson Ave., West, Detroit, Mich. 
*MILLER, RALPH C Detroit Trust Co, Detroit, Mich. 
*MORTON, FREDERICK W 1301 Majestic Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 
*PALMER, LESLIE E Penobscot Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 
*PORTE, T . L . WHITFORD Penobscot Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 
*REDMAN, ORRIN A 8 2 1 Wealthy St., S. E , Grand Rapids, Mich. 
*RIDOUT, GEORGE 321 Pennsylvania Ave., Detroit, Mich. 
*ROWLAND, WILLIAM C Penobscot Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 
*RUPLE, HARRY Bronson, Mich. 
*SHULTUS, WALTER H 400 Michigan St., N . E , Grand Rapids, Mich. 
*SLAY, LOUIS C 182 Elmhurst Ave., Detroit, Mich. 
*SMITH, DAVID 824 Ford Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 
*STAUB, E . ELMER c/o Hudson Motor Car Company, Detroit, Mich. 
*STRADLEY, EDW. M 490 Linwood Ave., Detroit, Mich. 
*SUNLEY, WILLIAM TERRY, JR 2 0 1 6 Dime Bank Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 
*TILTON, FREDERIC A Penobscot Bldg., Detroit. Mich. 
*TRINGHAM, WILLIAM Union Trust Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 
*TURRELL, LOUIS H Ford Motor Co, Detroit, Mich. 
* W I X S O N , FRED Detroit Trust Co, Detroit, Mich. 
Minnesota 
Members 
*ANDERSON, JULIUS J 526 Security Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn. 
*BISHOP, EDWIN J Globe Bldg., St. Paul, Minn. 
*DOUGHERTY, RICHARD Plymouth Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn. 
*FRAME, W. A 513 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn. 
*FRANKLIN, B E N J A M I N 115 So. Fourth St., Minneapolis, Minn. 
*HINCKLEY, NATHANIEL B Endicott Bldg., St. Paul, Minn. 
*MATTESON, JAMES S 701 Alworth Bldg., Duluth, Minn. 
*ROTZEL, CLARE L 129 Bedford St., Minneapolis, Minn. 
*TEMPLE, HERBERT M Guardian Life Bldg., St. Paul, Minn. 
*WENDELL, FREDERICK H Metropolitan Life Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn. 
*ZUEHLKE, WALTER W 701 Alworth Bldg., Duluth, Minn. 
Associates 
KROEGER, E M I L 5 2 6 Security Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn. 
MACGREGOR, J. E 6 0 1 Sellwood Bldg., Duluth, Minn. 
Missouri 
Members 
*AMBROSE, H . G Chemical Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*BAIRD, WILLIAM E 1 1 0 4 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. 
*BELSER, FRANK C Third Nat'l Bank Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*BOISSELIER, R. W Railway Exchange Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*BOYD, ERNEST 1423 Central Nat'l Bank Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*BRODIE, ARTHUR F Lathrop Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. 
*BROWN, ROBERT C Third Nat'l Bank Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*BUCKINGHAM, J. D 624 Federal Reserve Bank Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*CAMPBELL, JAMES B New Bank of Commerce Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*CRANE, HAROLD C 1320 Third Nat'l Bank Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*CRAWFORD, L. U 212 Glendale Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. 
*CROCKETT, J. D. M Glendale Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. 
*DELL, GEORGE E 1104 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. 
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*DILLON, EDW. J 1102 Republic Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. 
*FRASER, EDWARD 1104 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. 
*GILLIAM, H. S 2 0 2 4 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 
*GREY, DAVID L Third Nat'l Bank Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*HOUSTON, A. M 3 2 4 Laurel Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. 
*KESSLER, E. G. H La Salle Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*KRIBBEN, BERTRAM D Central Nat'l Bank Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
* M C S H A N E , JOSEPH M 1 5 0 0 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo. 
*MAYORS, W 1320 Third National Bank Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*MENDENHALL, WILLIAM American Bank Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. 
*MENDES, HENRY E Railway Exchange Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*O'CONNELL, J. H Third Nat'l Bank Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*SAXER, AUGUST J 2187 Railway Exchange Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*SMITH, FREDERIC A Lathrop Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. 
*STONE, JEFF K Third Nat'l Bank Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*TRADER, A. M Boatmen's Bank Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*WATSON, ALBERT J Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. 
*WEAVER, F. M 512 Reliance Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. 
*WILL, J . A 4225 West Pine Blvd., S t Louis, Mo. 
*WILLIAMS, E. S Third Nat'l Bank Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
*WRIGHT, FRANCIS A American Bank Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. 
Associate 
HENRY, FRANK R 2014 Morgan St., St. Louis, Mo. 
OPPENHEIMER, H. L 4924 Buckingham Court, St. Louis, Mo. 
Montana 
Members 
*ANDREWS, ARTHUR J P. O . Box 78 , Butte, Mont. 
*ARTHUR, DONALD P. O. Box 1382, Butte, Mont. 
*BADGER, A. G P. O. Box 315, Billings, Mont. 
*FINLAY, W. B First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Great Falls, Mont 
*MURRAY, ERNEST E Montana Bldg., Lewistown, Mont 
*PHILLIPS, J . C Miner Bldg., Butte, Mont. 
*RABAN, GEORGE P. O. Box 96, Great Falls, Mont 
*RICE, J . LEE Helena Business College, Helena, Mont. 
*THOMAS, ROSCOE L P. O. Box 612, Butte, Mont. 
Nebraska 
Members 
*BABCOCK, EVERETT CICERO 5 1 4 Bankers Life Bldg., Lincoln, Neb. 
*WIGGINS, HORACE S 514 Bankers Life Bldg., Lincoln, Neb. 
New Jersey 
Members 
BRADY, EDWARD 1 8 0 Highwood Ave., Ridgewood, N . J. 
*BRAVERMAN, HARRY 136 Kearney Ave., Perth Amboy, N . J. 
*CAMPBELL, HUDSON 286 North Broad St., Elizabeth, N. J. 
*CHEYNE, T H O M A S 703 East 27th St., Paterson, N. J. 
*COLE, VIOTT M 5 Harvard St., E. Orange, N. J. 
*COUGHLAN, MARTIN A 31 So. Walnut St., East Orange, N. J. 
*COUGHLAN, T H O M A S J 31 So. Walnut St., East Orange, N . J. 
*Du BOIS, FRANK G 1 0 2 0 Kinney Bldg., Newark, N. J. 
*FOOTE, ELIAL T Atlantic Highlands, N. J. 
*GROSS, M. R 823 E. 19th St., Paterson, N. J. 
*HOENIG, MORRIS J Union Bldg., Newark, N. J. 
*LEWIS, JAMES M 621 Madison Ave., Elizabeth, N . J. 
*LOMERSON, B E N J . O 171 Jewett Ave., Jersey City, N. J. 
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*MATHER, CHARLES E Kinney Bldg., Newark, N. J. 
*MOULL, JOHN 57 Orchard St., Bloomfield, N. J . 
*ROBERTS, THOS. E . C Vanderbeek Place, Hackensack, N. J . 
*Ross, HAMILTON M Lawyers' Bldg., Passaic, N . J. 
*ROWORTH, DORA G 1020 Kinney Bldg., Newark, N. J . 
*SALVESON, EDGAR C 30 Fulton St., Bloomfield, N. J. 
*SAMUELSON, F R A N K J , JR 27 North Midland Ave., Arlington, N. J . 
*STEVENS, ELMER O 2 3 8 Franklin St., Bloomfield, N . J . 
*SUFFERN, P H I L I P S 955 Kensington Ave., Plainfield, N. J . 
* W E L C H , JAMES F First Nat'l. Bk. Bldg., Paterson, N. J . 
*WOODLING, E D W I N G 302 Prospect St., Cranford, N. J . 
*WRIGHT, ARTHUR Ridgefield Park, N. J. 
Associate 
LUERY, ALFRED 809 Clinton Ave., Plainfield, N. J. 
MILLER, J O H N Cor. North & Floral Aves, Elizabeth, N. J . 
New York 
Members 
*ADERER, ALEXANDER 225 Fifth Ave., New York 
*AITKIN, HENRY 533—9th S t r e e t , B r o o k l y n , N . Y . 
*ANDERSON, H U G H M 8 7 4 Broadway, New York 
* A N Y O N , JAMES T 2 5 Broad Street, New York 
*ARCHER, JOHN P 225 Fifth Ave., New York 
*ASHDOWN, CECIL S 50 Broad St., New York 
*ASHDOWN, EDWARD A 55 Liberty St., New York 
* A T K I N S , HAROLD B 1 2 0 Broadway, New York 
BABCOCK, H. N 309 McBride Street, Syracuse, N. Y. 
*BACAS, P A U L E 82 Washington Place, New York 
BAIRD, J O H N J 1 2 0 Broadway, New York 
* B A N K S , ALEXANDER S 128 Broadway, New York 
*BARBER, EDGAR M 641 Washington St., New York 
*BARCLAY, W M . D 32 Liberty St., New York 
*BASSET, WILLIAM R 347 Madison Avenue, New York 
*BAXTER, A . J Empire Bldg., 7 1 Broadway, New York 
*BAYNE, ROBERT Room 579, 32 Liberty St., New York 
*BELL, HERMON F 1 4 2 Montague St., Brooklyn, N . Y . 
*BELL, W M . H 30 Broad St., New York 
*BENSON, EDWARD A 149 Broadway, New York 
*BENTLEY, A 25 Broad St., New York 
*BERGEN, GEORGE L 5 5 Liberty St., New York 
*BICKNELL, H E N R Y M 2 3 8 William St., New York 
*BIERMAN, DIEDRICK P 41 Park Row, New York 
*BIERMAN, VERNOR DAVIS 27 Cedar St., New York 
BLACKWELL, E. S 35 Nassau St., New York 
BOURNE, CHARLES G 308 Singer Bldg., New York 
BOWERS, GEORGE H 120 Broadway, New York 
*BOWMAN, ARCHIBALD 79 Wall St., New York 
*BOWMAN, JOHN H 5 4 William St., New York 
*BRINKERHOFF, EDGAR D 327 West 56th St., New York 
*BROAKER, F R A N K 63 Fifth Ave., New York 
*BROWN, RAYMOND C 109 Leonard St., New York 
*BROWN, ROBERT R 1 0 0 Broadway, New York 
*BRUCE, CHARLES A 24 Gesner Ave., Nyack, N. Y. 
*BRUMMER, LEON 287 Broadway, New York 
*BRUNEAU, ARMAND L 51 Chambers St., New York 
*BURLINGAME, C. M 1066 Bergen St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
*BYRNES, T H O M A S W 5 2 Wall St., New York 
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*CALVERT, JOSEPH F 1 Madison Ave., New York 
*CARTWRIGHT, OTHO G . . . 25 Broad St., New York 
*CAVANAGH, JAMES T 2 0 0 Fifth Ave., New York 
*CHAMPLIN, HERVEY S 9 1 5 Mutual Bldg., Buffalo, New York 
*CHILD, CHESTER P 30 E. 42nd St., New York 
*CHURCH, GEORGE H 55 Wall St., New York 
*CITRIN, MORRIS 200 Fifth Ave., New York 
*CLAIR, FRANCIS R 1 Liberty St., New York 
*CLARK, THOMAS R Box 299, New York Athletic Club, New York 
*CLARKE, ALLEN H 68 William St., New York 
*CLARKE, ANDREW A 68 William St., New York 
COLEMAN, HENRY E 71 Broadway, New York 
*COLLEY, FREDERICK G 43 Exchange Place, New York 
*CONANT, LEONARD H 3 0 Broad St., New York 
*CONROY, THOMAS F 347 Madison Ave., New York 
*COOK, HENRY R . M 500 Park Ave., New York 
*COOK, HOWARD B 30 Broad St., New York 
*COOK, J . THOMPSON 347 Madison Ave., New York 
*COOPER, JOHN E 290 Adelphi St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
*CORNWALL, ARTHUR B 119 Nassau St., New York 
*CORWIN, HAMILTON S 120 Broadway, New York 
*COUCHMAN, CHARLES B 30 Church St., New York 
*Cox, HENRY C 52 Broadway, New York 
*CRAEMER, WILLIAM Room 2029 , 17 Battery Pl., New York 
*CRANSTOUN, WILLIAM D 55 Liberty St., New York 
DAVIES, ALLAN 103 Park Ave., New York 
*DAVIES, W. SANDERS 103 Park Ave., New York 
*DAWSON, JAMES H 189 Montague St., Brooklyn, N . Y . 
*DEAN, THOMAS B 120 Broadway, New York 
*DEAN, WALTER NILES 141 Broadway, New York 
*DEIKE, F. WILLIAM 9 3 Nassau St., New York 
*DENNIS, WILLIAM H 87 Nassau St., New York 
*DILLINGHAM, ROBERT H c/o Savage Arms Corporation, 
50 Church St., New York 
*DILLMAN, ALBERT F. 54 William St., New York 
Dix, SAMUEL M 55 Liberty St., New York 
DIXON, FRANK E 120 Broadway, New York 
*DJORUP, CHRISTIAN 42 Broadway, New York 
DOHERTY, JOHN 82 Wall St., New York 
*DUMBRILLE, H . H . 55 Liberty St., New York 
*DUNDERDALE, FORBES 562 73rd St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
* D U N N , HOMER A 3 0 Broad St., New York 
*ECKES, PETER A 141 Broadway, New York 
*EDMONDS, DAVID J 5 6 Pine St., New York 
*EGGLESTON, D. C 419 Homestead Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 
*ELDER, DAVID 64 Wall St.. New York 
*ESQUERRÉ, PAUL-JOSEPH 32 Broadway, New York 
*FAIRWEATHER, C. D 64 Wall St., New York 
*FARRELL, JAMES FRANCIS 120 Broadway, New York 
*FEDDE, A. S 55 Liberty St., New York 
*FERGUSON, IRVING B 61 Broadway, New York 
*FERNALD, HENRY B 149 Broadway, New York 
*FERO, DEROY SMITH 280 Madison Ave., New York 
*FIRTH, JOSEPH W 119 Nassau St., New York 
*FISCHER, AUGUST 1011 Ave. A, New York 
*FISHER, LEON ORR 120 Broadway, New York 
*FLINT, JOHN 50 Pine St., New York 
*Fox, ADOLPH 1563 Vyse Ave., New York 
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*FRASER, JOHN 417 Fifth Ave., New York 
*FREEMAN, HERBERT C 30 Broad St., New York 
*FREEMAN, WILLIAM E 5 4 Wall St., New York 
FRENCH, BERNARD M 103 Park Ave., New York 
*FULLER, LEWIS Cox Glen and Clinton Aves, Jamaica, New York 
*GAYNOR, PHILIP B 165 Broadway, New York 
*GEE, WALTER S 55 Liberty St., New York 
*GILL, JOSEPH 457 West 123rd St., New York 
*GIMSON, LAWRENCE K 165 Broadway, New York 
GINSBERG, ISIDOR 1123 Broadway, New York 
*GLOVER, PATRICK W . R 25 Broad St., New York 
*GOLDBERG, MAURICE 50 East 42d St., New York 
*GOLDSBOROUGH, CHARLES C 12 W. 56th St., New York 
*GOODLOE, J. S . M 141 Broadway, New York 
*GOODWIN, J . PRYSE 25 Church St., New York 
*GORDON, JOHN 1 1 2 1 - 3 Broadway, New York 
*GOUGH, EDWARD C 150 Nassau St., New York 
*GOWER, WILLIAM B 2 0 Exchange Pl., New York 
*GRAEF, JOSEPH EDWIN National Bank of Commerce Bldg., New York 
*GREELEY, HAROLD DUDLEY 1 4 9 Broadway, New York 
*GREENDLINGER, LEO 13 Astor P l . , New York 
*GREENFIELD, FREDERICK W 507 Fifth Ave., New York 
*GREENMAN, HOWARD 34 Pine St., New York 
*GREENWOOD, HERBERT S 68 William Street, New York 
GREET, R . DOUGLAS 3 0 9 Broadway, New York 
*GRIFFIS, CLAUDE F 55 Liberty St., New York 
*GRUNDMANN, OTTO A 31 Union Square, New York 
* G U N N , J. NEWTON 1790 Broadway, New York 
*GUNNELL, WILLIAM J 61 Dun Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. 
*HAAG, JOSEPH Municipal Bldg., New York 
*HABERSTROH, FRED 53 Park Row, New York 
HALTER, E. C 1345 Plimpton Ave., New York 
H A N N O N , FRANK M Aeolian Building, New York 
*HARCOURT, VIVIAN 4 9 Wall St., New York 
*HARDY W. D 610 West 115th Street, New York 
*HARNED, FRANKLIN M 2 6 6 Lincoln Ave., Brooklyn, N . Y. 
*HART, HAROLD B 404 West 115th St., New York 
*HARVEY, EDWIN, JR 6 0 Wall St., New York 
*HAUSER, ANDREW MATTHEW 5 5 Liberty St., New York 
* H A Y , S. GEORGE 30 Broad St., New York 
*HECHT, CHARLES 35 Wall St., New York 
*HELLERSON, CHARLES E. W 2 2 5 Fifth Ave., New York 
*HERGERT, PETER 5 7 0 St. Marks Ave., Brooklyn, N . Y . 
*HERINGTON, PERCY REGINALD 110 W. 40th St., New York 
*HEYWOOD, MYRTLE C 2 6 4 West 73rd St., New York 
HOGG, ALFRED W. D 37 Maiden Lane, New York 
*HOLLOWAY, C. B 5 4 William St., New York 
*HOMES, HENRY 949 Broadway, New York 
*HOPSON, H . C 61 Broadway, New York 
*HORN, GEORGE FREDERICK 295 Parkside Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y . 
*HORNE, HENRY ABBOTT 111 Broadway, New York 
*HUBBARD, LOUIS SHEFFIELD 160 Broadway, New York 
HUDDERS, EUGENE R 41 Union Square, New York 
*HUDSON, P A U L H 120 Broadway, New York 
*HUGHES, JAMES F 120 Broadway, New York 
*HUGHES, RUPERT S 2 5 Broad St., New York 
*HUNTER, ALEXANDER 5 5 Liberty St., New York 
*HURDMAN, FREDERICK H 55 Liberty St., New York 
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* H Y A N S , EDWARD M 200 Fifth Ave., New York 
HYSLOP, GEORGE K 128 Broadway, New York 
*IFFLA, GEORGE H 200 Fifth Ave., New York 
*IVES, RAYMOND 55 Liberty St., New York 
*JACOBSON, CHARLES 3 6 6 Fifth Ave., New York 
*JASPER, WILLIAM H 110 W . 40th St., New York 
*JUDD, ORRIN R 60 Broadway, New York 
*KADISON, LOUIS 160 Broadway, New York 
*KANE, PETER JAMES 54 William St., New York 
*KARMEL, ABRAHAM 261 Broadway, New York 
*KENWORTHY, ARTHUR W 120 Broadway, New York 
KERR, ERROL 3 2 Liberty St., New York 
*KETCHUM, NELSON V 31 Nassau St., New York 
*KLAW, AARON M 38 W. 93d St., New York 
*KLEIN, CHARLES A 1 Wall St., New York 
*KLEIN, JOSEPH J 1182 Broadway, New York 
*KOCH, JOHN H 55 Liberty St., New York 
*LAFRENTZ, FERDINAND W 100 Broadway, New York 
*LANGDON, W. G 228 William St., New York 
*LEAMY, R. H 55 Liberty St., New York 
*LEEMING, HAROLD F 120 Broadway, New York 
*LEIDESDORF, SAMUEL D 4 1 7 Fifth Ave., New York 
*LINGLEY, A. G 55 Wall St., New York 
*LINGLEY, RICHARD T 120 Broadway, New York 
* L I N K , CHARLES C Waldorf-Astoria, New York 
*LINZ, EDWIN S 2 4 6 Jamaica Ave., Brooklyn, N . Y . 
*LITTLE, WILLIAM P 15 Broad St., New York 
*LOEWENWARTER, P A U L L 5 0 East 42d St., New York 
*LOOMIS, JOHN R 149 Broadway, New York 
*LORD, CLARKSON E 3 0 Broad St., New York 
*LOVEJOY, E. W 55 Liberty St., New York 
*LOVIBOND, ARTHUR M 30 Broad St., New York 
*LUBIN, LOUIS 80 Wall St., New York 
*LUDEWIG, H E R M A N N E 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York 
*LUDLAM, CHARLES S 3 0 Broad St., New York 
*LYBRAND, WILLIAM M 55 Liberty St., New York 
*MCALLISTER, EDWARD A 5 1 8 Seventeenth St., Brooklyn, N . Y . 
*MCCLEMENT, JOHN H 165 Broadway, New York 
*MCCULLOH, CHARLES S 43 Exchange Pl., New York 
*MCGIBBON, BROWNELL 25 Bridge St., New York 
MCGREGOR, W. D 71 Broadway, New York 
* M C K E N N A , JAMES A 1 Liberty St., New York 
*MCWHORTER, CHARLES F 1 2 0 Broadway, New York 
*MAASS, H E R M A N N C ..52 Broadway, New York 
*MACKENZIE, CHARLES A. . .c /o American Foreign Banking Corporation, 
56 Wall St., New York 
*MACKENZIE, D . D . F 71 Broadway, New York 
*MACLETCHIE, JOHN 61 Broadway, New York 
*MACRAE, FARQUHAR J 6 8 William St., New York 
*MADDEN, JOHN T 32 Waverly Pl., New York 
*MAKAY, ALEXANDER F 347 Fifth Ave., New York 
*MANSLEY, R . H 5 4 William St., New York 
*MAPES, LESTER D 2274 Cropsey Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
*MARR, C. J 54 William St., New York 
*MARWICK, JAMES 79 Wall St., New York 
*MASON, JARVIS W 100 Broadway, New York 
*MAXCY, CHARLES J 120 Broadway, New York 
* M A Y , GEORGE O 54 William St., New York 
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*MERRILES, ALEXANDER H 25 Broad Street, New York 
*MEYER, HENRY 225 Fifth Ave., New York 
*MEYER, M A X 30 Broad St., New York 
*MILLIGAN, WILLIAM A 33 W . 42d St., New York 
MITCHELL, FRANCIS L 30 Broad Street, New York 
*MITCHELL, S. ROGER 79 Wall St., New York 
MOERAN, EDW. H 484 Convent Ave., New York 
*MONTGOMERY, ROBERT H 5 5 Liberty St., New York 
*MORRIS, CHARLES E 3 0 Broad St., New York 
*MORRIS, D . C 25 Broad St., New York 
*MORSE, HAROLD S 9 0 2 Woolworth Bldg., New York 
*MORSE, PERLEY 61 Broadway, New York 
*MOYER, MELBOURNE S 287 Broadway, New York 
*MULLER, MARCUS A 1 4 9 Broadway, New York 
*MYER, GEORGE W 60 Wall St., New York 
*MYERS, WALTER P 852 Broadway, New York 
*MYLES, JAMES 2148 E. 12th St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
* N A S M Y T H , CHARLES J 69 Wall St., New York 
* N E W M A N , JAS. J 17 Battery P l . , New York 
*NICHOLS, IRA C 320 Broadway, New York 
*NICHOLS, WALTER J 1 4 9 Broadway, New York 
*NICHOLSON, FRED T 52 Broadway, New York 
*NICHOLSON, J. LEE 233 Broadway, New York 
*NICKLAS, CHARLES AUBREY 6 Church St., New York 
*NIELD, CHARLES F 103 Park Ave., New York 
*NILES, CHARLES E 111 Broadway, New York 
*NILES, HENRY A 111 Broadway, New York 
*NIVEN, JOHN B 30 Broad St., New York 
*NOLAN, L. J 71 Broadway, New York 
*NOONE, JOHN 257 W. 11th St., New York 
*OAKES, W. FOSTER 68 William St., New York 
*OAKEY, FRANCIS 61 Broadway, New York 
*PACK, HOMER S 30 Church St., New York 
*PAGE, FREDK. P 49 Wall St., New York 
*PANGBORN, WARREL S 66 Broadway, New York 
*PAPERNO, LEON A 55 Liberty St., New York 
*PARK, JAMES 149 Broadway, New York 
*PATE, W 480 Lexington Ave., New York 
*PATTERSON, EDWARD C 120 Broadway, New York 
*PATTERSON, SAMUEL D 141 Broadway, New York 
*PELOUBET, L . G 4 2 Broadway, New York 
*PERRINE, LEROY L 1 2 0 Broadway, New York 
*PERRY, CHARLES W 3 5 0 Broadway, New York 
*PHELPS, CHARLES D 1 4 3 Liberty St., New York 
* P H I N N E Y , ROBERT N A S H 120 Broadway, New York 
*POGSON, A. H 55 Liberty St., New York 
*POTTER, ARTHUR G 1 4 9 Broadway, New York 
*PROBERT, EDWIN 320 Broadway, New York 
*QUERY, CHARLES R 1 Madison Ave., New York 
*REEVE, FREDERIC E 27 William St., New York 
*REINFELD, ALEXANDER 52 Wall St., New York 
*REUCK, GEORGE M 43 Cedar St., New York 
* R H Y N E , WILLIAM C 34 Pine St., New York 
*RICHARDS, WILLIS B 43 Exchange Pl., New York 
*RIDGWAY, JAS. LAWRENCE 120 Broadway, New York 
*RITCHIE, ALFRED A 25 Broad St., New York 
ROBERTS, CHARLES CULLEN 54 William St., New York 
*ROBERTS, THOS. CULLEN 5 6 Pine St., New York 
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*ROHRBACH, JOHN F. D 233 Broadway, New York 
*ROSE, ALFRED 160 Broadway, New York 
*RUCKER, ROBERT H 69 Wall St., New York 
*SACHS, DANIEL 848 Greene Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y . 
*SARGENT, SIDNEY E 4 1 Park Row, New York 
*SAWYER, W M . T 80 North Allen St., Albany, N. Y. 
*SCHNACKENBERG, JOHN H S3 Park Row, New York 
SCHNEIDER. THEO. I 220 Fifth Ave., New York 
*SCOBIE, J. C 54 William St., New York 
*SCOVILLE, C. E Sherman Bldg., Watertown, N. Y. 
*SCUDDER, LAWRENCE WILLIAMS 4 3 Exchange Pl., New York 
*SEARLE, HARRY F 52 Broadway, New York 
*SELLS, ELIJAH W 30 Broad St., New York 
*SEWARD, HERBERT F 890 Broadway, New York 
*SHEARMAN, WESTON J 8 West 40th St., New York 
SIMPSON, W. T Mills Bldg., New York 
*SIMSON, LESLIE N 30 Broad St., New York 
*SINCLAIR, ARTHUR B 55 Liberty St., New York 
*SMALL, FRANCIS 25 Broad St., New York 
*SMITH, ARTHUR W 2 5 Broad St., New York 
*SMITH, CHARLES B 72 Trinity Place, New York 
*SMITH, JAMES JASPER 203 Broadway, New York 
*SONDERLING, SAMUEL J 16 William St., New York 
*SPARROW, JOHN R 60 Wall St., New York 
*SPENCE, A . PYOTT 2 5 Broad St., New York 
*SQUIRES, FREDK. W 25 Broad St., New York 
*STAGG, J. H 55 Liberty St., New York 
*STARK, D A N A F 412 E. Church St., Elmira, N. Y. 
*STAUB, WALTER A 55 Liberty St., New York 
*STERN, ALFRED J 346 Broadway, New York 
*STERRETT, J. E 54 William St., New York 
*STEVENSON, CHARLES C 5 2 Broadway, New York 
*STRUSS, W. J 93 Nassau St., New York 
STUMPFEL, W. H 120 Broadway, New York 
*SUFFERN, EDW. L 1 4 9 Broadway, New York 
SULLIVAN, W. E 149 Broadway, New York 
*SUTER, FRED A 154 Nassau St., New York 
*SYER, SIDNEY J 6 8 3 0 Ridge Blvd., Brooklyn, N . Y. 
*TALIAFERRO, A. P 25 Nassau St., New York 
*TAYLOR, HERBERT D 2 0 0 8 Ocean Ave., Brooklyn, N . Y. 
*TEELE, ARTHUR W 120 Broadway, New York 
THOMPSON, CHARLES 25 Broad St., New York 
*THOMPSON, MELVILLE W 1 4 Wall St., New York 
*THORNTON, FRANK W 54 William St., New York 
*TINSLEY, RICHARD P 120 Broadway, New York 
*TOD, A. KINNAIRD 79 Wall St., New York 
*TOPPER, WILLIAM 82 Beaver St., New York 
*TOWNSEND, FERDINAND C 55 Liberty St., New York 
* V A N O S S , A 54 William St., New York 
*VARAY, HENRY 149 Broadway, New York 
* V A U G H A N , ARTHUR S 30 Broad St., New York 
*VEYSEY, WALTER H. P 32 Nassau St., New York 
* V I N E , ALFRED W 79 Wall St., New York 
*WACHTELL, THEODORE 309 Broadway, New York 
*WATSON, WILLIAM A 9 Richards St., Brooklyn, N . Y . 
*WEBSTER, GEORGE R 54 William St., New York 
*WEBSTER, HENRY M 4 2 Broadway, New York 
*WEBSTER, NORMAN E 111 Broadway, New York 
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*WEISS , WILLIAM F 170 Broadway, New York 
*WEST, WILLIAM H 50 Pine St., New York 
*WESTERMANN, H. T 42 Broadway, New York 
* W H I T E , F. F 49 Wall St., New York 
* W H I T E , JAMES F 27 William St., New York 
WHITMORE, JOHN 120 Broadway, New York 
*WHITTLESEY, WILLIS S 30 Church St., New York 
*WIEGAND, PETER C 223 Spring St., New York 
*WILDMAN, JOHN R 32 Waverly Pl., New York 
*WILLIAMS, CYRUS 31 Union Square, New York 
*WILLIAMS, H. D 7 Wall St., New York 
*WILMOTT, ARTHUR 100 Broadway, New York 
*WILMOT, H. W 129 Front St., New York 
* W I N A N S , D E K A Y Flatiron Building, New York 
*WOHNSIEDLER, JOHN 233 Broadway, New York 
*WOOD, ERNEST N 111 Broadway, New York 
*WOOD, J . FREDERICK E 95 William St., New York 
*WOODRUFF, FRANK H 1 Broadway, New York 
*WORFOLK, FREDERICK 55 Liberty St., New York 
*WRIGHT, JAMES 6 4 Wall St., New York 
*WRYE, WALTER C c/o Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co, Buffalo, N. Y. 
* W Y M A N , JOSEPH G 60 Wall St., New York 
*WYTHES, HAROLD A 3 0 Church St., New York 
*YOUNG, ALBERT F , JR 233 Broadway, New York 
YOUNG, CHARLES 55 Liberty St., New York 
Associates 
ADDISON, JAMES 55 Wall St., New York 
AMBS, HENRY 54 William St., New York 
*BAUER, GEORGE F 61 Broadway, New York 
BOTZ, JAMES H 101 Park Ave., New York 
BRICK, HARRY 25 Broad St., New York 
BULL, H . J 4 2 Broadway, New York 
B U S H , GEORGE E c/o The Cuban-American Sugar Co., 
129 Front St., New York 
CABOT, SEBASTIAN 50 Broad St., New York 
*CLOWES, FRANCIS J 30 Broad St., New York 
COADE, WILLIAM HENRY 66 Broadway, New York 
*DAWSON, JOHN P 5 4 William St., New York 
*DILLON, JOHN R 2 5 Broad St., New York 
*FISHER, JOSEPH 30 Broad St., New York 
GREACEN, ALBERT 30 Broad St., New York 
*GREENSPAN, AARON 299 Broadway, New York 
HART, PATRICK HENRY 7 8 4 Broadway, New York 
*HILDITCH, F . W 141 Broadway, New York 
*JACOBS, B E N J A M I N 307 W. Seventy-ninth St., New York 
*KESTER, ROY B Columbia University, New York 
*LYON, OSWALD 25 Broad St., New York 
MITCHELL, JOSIAH S 30 Broad St., New York 
*PASLEY, ROBERT S 55 Liberty St., New York 
*PITTLUCK, CHARLES 2 0 0 Fifth Ave., New York 
*SCHLESSINGER, M A X 31 Liberty St., New York 
SCHUIT, HENRY P 8 2 Washington Place, New York 
*SCHUYLER, THEOPHILUS 2 3 3 Broadway, New York 
STANLEY, CHARLES R 150 Nassau St., New York 
TOWNSEND, D. E 127 W. Seventieth St., New York 
*WHITE, LEE HEYER 141 Broadway, New York 
WILLINS, THOMAS 30 Broad St., New York 
*WOLFE, FRANK B . . . .c/o United Motors Corp, 29 W . 42nd St., New York 
YOUNG, DANIEL A 1 0 7 8 Carroll St., Brooklyn, N. Y . 
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North Carolina 
Members 
*HIGHTOWER, J . D Southern Life & Trust Bldg., Greensboro, N . C 
* M C K I N N E Y , B. A 602 Citizens' Bank Bldg., Raleigh, N. C . 
Ohio 
Members 
*BEAMAN, R . J Union Central Bldg., Cincinnati, O . 
*BRENDEL, A . H 3 0 4 First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Cincinnati, O . 
*BREYER, EDWIN WILLIAMS 8 0 8 Leader-News Bldg., Cleveland, O . 
*BRUBAKER, FRANK CLINTON American Trust Bldg., Cleveland, O . 
*CHERRINGTON, JOHN D Mercantile Library Bldg., Cincinnati, O . 
*CLOUD, J . D First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Cincinnati, O . 
*COVERT, CHARLES A 710 Hayden Bldg., Columbus, O . 
*COY, W. A 507 Schofield Bldg., Cleveland, O. 
*DEAVER, WILLIAM 27 No. Monroe Ave., Columbus, O . 
*DOOLITTLE, T. C 4215 Carnegie Ave., Cleveland, O . 
*ERNST, A. C Schofield Bldg., Cleveland, O. 
*GANO, C. A 810 Mercantile Library Bldg., Cincinnati, O. 
*HART, F. W 614 Mercantile Library Bldg., Cincinnati, O. 
HOUGH, HARRY 1142 Jefferson Ave., Akron, O . 
*KAUFFMAN, J . H Capitol Bldg., Box 1214, Columbus, O . 
*KELLER, H. A Hayden Bldg., Columbus, O . 
*KOHR, W. P American Trust Bldg., Cleveland, O. 
*LAMB, G. R First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Cincinnati, O. 
*LANGDON, W. E Huntingdon Bank Bldg., Columbus, O. 
*LEISTER, B. P 114 Ingram Ave., S. W., Canton, O . 
*MCINTOSH, R . J Second Nat'l Bank Bldg., Toledo, O . 
*MCKNIGHT, J . J 409 Hartman Bldg., Columbus, O . 
*MARBLE, HORACE CALVIN 12339 Saywell Ave., Cleveland, O. 
*MILLER, JAMES ALBERT Union Central Bldg., Cincinnati, O . 
* N A U , CARL H 901 American Trust Bldg., Cleveland, O. 
*PATTON, J O H N N 1 8 5 0 E. 70th St., Cleveland, O. 
*PETERS, A. L 135 E. Gay St., Columbus, O. 
*RODEN, ERNEST ARTHUR 614 Mercantile Library Bldg., Cincinnati, O . 
* R U S K , STEPHEN G 901 American Trust Bldg., Cleveland, O. 
*SHAFFER, F. J 175 So. High St., Columbus, O. 
*SWEARINGEN, CHARLES L 901 American Trust Bldg., Cleveland, O. 
*SWEARINGEN, HOWARD ALFRED 2195 East 93d St., Cleveland, O . 
*TAYLOR, W. T 1185 Reselle Ave., E., Cleveland, O. 
*THROSSELL, F . W 328 Citizen's Bldg., Cleveland, O. 
*WATSON, SYLVAN ORLANDO 12431 Forest Grove Ave., Cleveland, O. 
*WEISS , H . W 4915 Ash St., Norwood, O. 
*WILLIAMS, CHARLES BYRON 494 Eddy Rd, Cleveland, O. 
*WRIGHT, H. WINFIELD 330 Riverside Apartments, Dayton, O. 
Associates 
* A U S T I N , JOSEPH S 14621 Detroit Ave., Lakewood, O . 
*BLYTH, LESTER WILBERT Schofield Bldg., Cleveland, O . 
BOWMAN, JOHN A c/o John W. Brown Mfg. Co, Columbus, O. 
GREEN, HAROLD L Illuminating Bldg., Cleveland, O. 
*HAMILTON, F. A Union Central Bldg., Cincinnati, O. 
*MOONAN, W M . J. P 1420 Illuminating Bldg., Cleveland, O. 
O ' B R Y A N , WILLIAM I 1416 Ridgewood Ave., Lakewood, O . 
TEWKSBURY, CARL L 104 N. Third St., Columbus, O. 
WINTERMUTE, L . H 8 1 7 Guardian Bldg., Cleveland, O . 
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Oklahoma 
Member 
*BECHERT, W M . C c/o Cosden & Company, Tulsa, Okla. 
Oregon 
Members 
*ANDRUS, ALBERT LESTER.. 1 4 2 6 Northwestern Bank Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
*BARKER, SIDNEY S 3 6 2 Third St., Portland Ore. 
*BLACK, GEORGE 323 Worcester Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
*CLARK, GEORGE PARKER 1106 Wilcox Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
*COLLIS, E. H Oregon Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
*CRANDALL, M A X 1 3 0 4 Northwestern Bank Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
*CRAWFORD, JOHN Box 746, Portland, Ore. 
*FERGUSON, J. W Stevens Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
*GILLINGHAM, JOSEPH GUNDRY 4 1 4 Lewis Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
*JONES, ARTHUR F 1036 Northwestern Bank Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
*MACKENZIE, W. R Wilcox Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
*MOSER, H. A 815 Wilcox Bldg., Portland, Ore.. 
*RAE, ALEX. CLARK Corbett Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
*RICHARDSON, JOHN Y 605 Concord Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
*ROBERTS, SETH L 1304 Northwestern Bank Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
*ROBERTSON, KENNETH 434 Clay St., Portland Ore. 
*Ross, FREDERICK A 1426 Northwestern Bank Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
*STIRLING, WILLIAM Burns, Ore. 
*THOMPSON, L. E Oregon Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
*WHITCOMB, W . D 2 1 9 Oregon Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
*WHITFIELD, WILLIAM Oregon Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
Associate 
*CHANEY, P A U L R 3 1 6 Oregon Bldg., Portland, Ore. 
Pennsylvania 
Members 
*BENNETT, R. J 815 Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*BERTOLETTE, JOHN S 325 Bourse Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*BLAIR, WILLIAM J 915 Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*BORDEN, GEORGE W 6041 Columbia Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*BOYD, HENRY T 1 2 3 8 Commercial Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*BROWN, LAWRENCE E 1612 Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*BURNS, JAMES J 521 Bourse Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
* B U S H , I. RUSSELL 912 Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*CAMERON, ARTHUR T 1316 Mentor St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*CANNON, P. W 712 Locust St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*CARLSON, JOHN L Eric Ave. & Richmond St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*CARSON, C. C 232 S. Front St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*CLADER, W. A 339 Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*COLLINS, LEWIS P A U L 709 Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
*CORLISS, WILLIAM MILLS 4408 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*CRANCH, RAYMOND G Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*CROWTHER, ERNEST 1902 First National Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
*DALE, ERNEST H 903 Bailey Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*DUDLEY, ERNEST W 1238 Commercial Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
ERK, J . HENRY 3 3 8 Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
*FERNLEY, JAMES WHITAKER 907 Lincoln Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*FLINT, WILLIAM, JR 6 0 4 Colonial Trust Co. Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
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*GAUSE, E . C Farmers Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
*GERDAU, H E R M A N 1218 So. 46th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*GOLDENBERG, B E N J A M I N 4 1 1 Widener Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*GRIFFITH, HORACE P 325 Bourse Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*HEBRANK, HARRY M 25 S. Thirty-fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*HERR, JOHN P 1019 Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*HILLER, AUGUST 707 Fulton Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
*HOLTZMAN, R. M 1730 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*HOOD, JOHN, JR 1 2 0 9 Morris Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*JOHNSTON, D . VINCENT. . 1 6 1 2 Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*KENNEDY, GEORGE W 5 6 2 2 Malcolm St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*KIMBALL, GARDNER W . . . .1202 Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*KLEIN, WILLIAM G 4 1 7 Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*LATIMER, JAMES D. . . .5420 Westford Road, Olney Park, Philadelphia, Pa. 
*LAWTON, WILLARD H 230 Windermere Ave., Wayne, Pa. 
*LINVILL, WALKER E 1205 Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*LUDWIG, JOSEPH 2226 Callowhill St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
* L Y N N , J O H N R 1238 Commercial Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
* L Y N N E , WILLIAM SAREL Union Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
MCALPINE, JOHN C 1411 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*MCDOWELL, WILLIAM T 712 Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*MCGRATH, EDWARD J Colonial Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*MCHEFFEY, T . LEONARD Hershey, Pa. 
*MAGEE, HENRY C Stephen Girard Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
* M A H O N , GEORGE 127 Harrison Ave., Glenside, Pa. 
* M A I N , FRANK WILBUR Farmers' Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
* M A I N , W M . R Box 382, State Highway Dept., Harrisburg, Pa. 
*MARX, SIGMUND J 1 6 1 9 - 2 0 Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*MILLAR, EDWARD B c/o Lycoming Foundry and Machine Co, 
Williamsport, Pa. 
*MONTELIUS, W. E 929 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*MOXEY, EDWARD P 1202 Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*MOYER, FRANKLIN K 522 Lafayette Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*NEVIUS, ROGER K 9 1 1 Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*POWERS, LORIN C. .Keystone Bldg., 19th and Ludlam Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. 
* P U G H , JOSEPH M Morris Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
RAUDENBUSH, J . K 239 Cumberland St., Lebanon, Pa. 
*REVELL, ELWOOD B 305 Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*Ross, ADAM A 1304 Morris Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*Ross, T. EDW 1304 Morris Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*SCHAFER, ESLER D 709 Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*SCHECTMAN, GEORGE 522 Lafayette Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*SHEPPARD, CHARLES C 1902 First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
*SHERWOOD, JOHN G 502 Scranton Life Bldg., Scranton, Pa. 
*SHOWACRE, WILLIAM T. S .5941 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*SIGAFOOS, MICHAEL H 923 West Lindley Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*SPEAKMAN, FRANK M 521 Bourse Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*STEENSON, JOHN F 118 So. 6th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*STERRETT, W . W 1238 Commercial Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*STINGER, J. D 1612 Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*STOCKWELL, HERBERT G 1205 Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*STRICKLER, HOWARD K 507 Widener Bldg., Philadelpha, Pa. 
*SUTTON, WILLIAM STANBOROUGH, Union Nat'l Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
* V A N HEKLE, WILLIAM H 1 3 0 4 Morris Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*VOLLUM, ROBERT B 907 Lincoln Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
WALTERS, CHARLES W . . 9 1 5 - 9 1 7 Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*WATT, ALEXANDER H 1011 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*WEISSINGER, CHARLES Bulletin Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
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*WIEGNER, C. ELMER 584 D r e x e l Bldg., P h i l a d e l p h i a , P a . 
* W I L K I N S O N , GEORGE 1036 Widener Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa . 
* W I L S O N , WILLIAM JEFFERS 1205 Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
*WOLFE, J O H N N 908 Peoples Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Associates 
BALLINGALL, J O H N B 1238 Commercial Trus t Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
BARAKAT, A. B 256 S. Forty-fourth Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
FISCHER, A . KARL M o r r i s Bldg., P h i l a d e l p h i a , P a . 
*FLOCKEN, IRA G Farmers ' Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
WOOSTER, MELVILLE C 248 F o u r t h Ave., P i t t s b u r g h , P a . 
Rhode Island 
Members 
*CARPENTER, HAMILTON L 908 Union Trust Bldg., Providence, R. I. 
*FISHER, LEWIS G 908 Union Trust Bldg., Providence, R. I. 
*GERRY, LOUIS C 1 0 Weybosset St., Providence, R . I . 
*GROSSMAN, CHARLES 723 Grosvenor Bldg., Providence, R. I. 
*HUBBARD, A D I N S Grosvenor Bldg., Providence, R. I. 
*LAWTON, GEORGE R T i v e r t o n , R . I . 
MOIES, W. H. H 908 Union Trust Bldg., Providence, R. I. 
*PHILBRICK, A . L 9 0 8 Union Trust Bldg., Providence, R . I . 
*SCOTT, W I L L I A M H 6 1 Laura St., Providence, R. I. 
* S H E R M A N , W I L L I A M B 171 Westminster St., Providence, R . I . 
Tennessee 
Members 
*ANDREWS, T H O S . A 450 E . LaFayette St., Jackson, Tenn. 
*BRIGHT, ROBERT L Box 465, Memphis, Tenn. 
*CARTER, MARVIN O Bank of Commerce & Trust Bldg., Memphis, Tenn. 
*CLARK, GEORGE MILTON 317 James Bldg., Chattanooga, Tenn. 
*COBB, OLIVER P Bank of Commerce & Trust Bldg., Memphis, Tenn. 
*CRESS, T. E 738-9 Bank of Commerce Bldg., Memphis, Tenn. 
*CURTIS, J. ROY 195 Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn. 
*ELLIOTT, EDWARD S . . .Bank of Commerce & Trus t Bldg., Memphis, Tenn. 
*EWING, OTIS R 1 3 0 1 - 4 Union & Planters Bank Bldg., Memphis, Tenn. 
*HAMPTON, J O H N S 65 Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn. 
* H A R S H , HARRY LEE P . O. Box 80, Memphis, Tenn. 
*IVY, FRED E Bank of Commerce and Trus t Bldg., Memphis, Tenn. 
*JAY, HARRY M Memphis Trus t Bldg., Memphis, Tenn. 
*JOHNSTON, C. E Stahlman Bldg., Nashville, Tenn. 
*JONES, HOMER K 616 Falls Bldg., Memphis, Tenn. 
*JONES, ROBERT H A L E 616 Falls Bldg., Memphis, Tenn. 
*LEATHEM, ERNEST F 710 Goodwyn Institute, Memphis, Tenn. 
* M A S O N , H E N R Y E. U. F 616 Falls Bldg., Memphis, Tenn. 
*METZ, J . GEORGE 1045 Jefferson Ave., Memphis, Tenn. 
*PARKS, J O H N GREGORY . . .616 Falls Bldg., Memphis, Tenn. 
* S H A N N O N , CHARLES R 408 Tennessee Trus t Bldg., Memphis, Tenn. 
* S M I T H , W M . A Fisher Bldg., Main and Madison, Memphis, Tenn. 
Texas 
Members 
*ARCHINARD, E. J 303 Reynolds Bldg., Fort Worth, Tex. 
*BRIDEWELL, CHARLES F Dan Waggoner Bldg., Ft. Worth, Tex. 
*BYERS, CHARLES Sumpter Bldg., Dallas, Tex. 
*DOUGLAS, MARION Security Bldg., Galveston, Tex. 
*GRIDER, C . M 31 City National Bank Bldg., El Paso, Tex. 
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*HUGHES, CHARLES L 1313 Carter Bldg., Houston, Tex. 
*HUTCHINSON, JOSEPH E Praetorian Bldg., Dallas, Tex. 
*HUTCHINSON, J . E , JR Praetorian Bldg., Dallas, Tex. 
*KERNAGHAN, D. H Dan Waggoner Bldg., Fort Worth, Tex. 
*MORRIS, MILTON 6 0 5 W . 19th St., Austin, Tex. 
*Moss, ALBERT G 904 Praetorian Bldg., Dallas, Tex. 
*NELSON, J. R 613 Busch Bldg., Dallas, Tex. 
*PETER, W. P . Praetorian Bldg., Dallas, Tex. 
* R A N K I N W . W American Exchange Nat'l Bank Bldg., Dallas, Tex. 
*ROBERTSON, H. V Amarillo Nat'l Bank Bldg., Amarillo, Tex. 
*SCALES C E 1000 Lipscomb St., Fort Worth, Tex. 
* S M I T H , LOYD B 6 0 1 - 3 Praetorian Bldg., Dallas, Tex. 
*SNYDER, C. S 613 Busch Bldg., Dallas, Tex. 
*THURSTON T A City Nat'l Bank Bldg., El Paso, Tex. 
*WILLIAMS, L . A 1217 Busch Bldg., Dallas, Tex. 
Associates 
*GORDON, H. E 806 Wilson Bldg., Dallas, Tex. 
*HOFFORD, GEORGE M 1307 Southwestern Life Bldg., Dallas, Tex. 
Vermont 
Member 
*WILLIS, FRANK L . . .c/o Moore & Thompson Paper Co., Bellows Falls, Vt. 
Virginia 
Members 
*BOUDAR, HENRY BACON 1806 Park Ave., Richmond, Va. 
*BOUDAR, THOMAS 1710 Grove Ave., Richmond, Va. 
*EVANS, WILLIAM McK Times-Dispatch Bldg., Richmond, Va. 
*HENDERSON, A. T 501 People's Nat'l Bank Bldg., Lynchburg, Va. 
*HILL, FREDERICK B 407 Law Bldg., Norfolk, Va. 
*HILTON, WILLIAM P 718 Bank of Commerce Bldg., Norfolk, Va. 
*LEITCH, E. A U S T I N 215 Mutual Bldg., Richmond, Va. 
*PARRISH, J. A . D P. O. Box 247, Portsmouth, Va. 
*PULLEN, ALFRED MARVIN 903 Travelers' Bldg., Richmond, Va. 
*RAWLINGS, A . LEE Law Bldg., Norfolk, Va. 
*SMITH, WALTER I 603 Union St., Norfolk, Va. 
*TOLLETH, W M . R National Bank of Commerce Bldg., Norfolk, Va. 
*WALKER, ROBERT J 3 2 4 Board of Trade Bldg., Norfolk, Va. 
*WHITEHURST, GEORGE LEONARD 112 W . Freemason St., Norfolk, Va. 
* W R E N , J. H 1035 Mutual Bldg., Richmond, Va. 
Associates 
*ELKINS, W. L 903 Travelers' Bldg., Richmond, Va. 
JACOBS, E. B 314 First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Roanoke, Va. 
TAYLOR, WILLIAM S. JR 718 Bank of Commerce Bldg., Norfolk, Va. 
Washington 
Members 
*ANDERSON, J O H N F 113 23d Ave., Seattle, Wash. 
*BUTLER, W E 714 Securities Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
*CANNON, THOMAS CHARLES 2 2 2 Symons Bldg., Spokane, Wash. 
*CARROLL, H . W City Hall, Seattle, Wash. 
*CURRIE, J . D 1136 Henry Building, Seattle, Wash. 
*DAVIS, PEARCE C 1 7 2 0 L . C . Smith Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
* H A N S E N A S 3167 Arcade Building, Seattle, Wash. 
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JOHNSTON, CHARLES A. 1502 L. C. Smith Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
LEMASTER, ELLIS 222 Symons Bldg., Spokane, Wash. 
*MCADAM, WILLIAM 8 2 5 Central Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
*MCINTOSH, JOHN G 916 White Bldg., Seattle, Wash 
*MINER. E. J Central Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
*MOORHOUSE, ELI 5 3 3 - 3 4 Henry Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
*RACINE, SAMUEL F Leary Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
*ROBERTSON, JAMES P 5 3 3 - 3 4 Henry Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
*SHEDDEN, GEORGE 526 Provident Bldg., Tacoma, Wash. 
*SHORROCK, E. G 625 Central Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
*SMITH, HERBERT E 533-34 Henry Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
*WHITE, R. D 1136 Henry Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
*WILLIAMS, CASSIUS M 315 University St., Seattle, Wash. 
Associates 
*HOFF, E. N 230 Federal Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
*MOORE, HENRY F , JR 4749 Seventh Ave., N. E , Seattle, Wash. 
*SIMPSON, J. S 841 Henry Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
*THOMPSON, E 534 Henry Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
TORREY, GEORGE A 1136 Henry Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
West Virginia 
Members 
*STEELE, S . CHARLES 242 High St., Morgantown, W. Va. 
Wisconsin 
Members 
*BARRY, SHEPARD E 210 Wisconsin St., Milwaukee, Wis. 
*CHANDLER, GRANT 134 North Butler St., Madison, Wis. 
*CHERRY, GLADSTONE 8 2 8 First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis. 
*DELLSCHAFT, C. F. A . . C / O J. I. Case Threshing Machine Co, Racine, Wis. 
*PENNER, CARL 1115 Wells Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis. 
*REILLY, JOHN E 1115 Wells Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis. 
*SAMPSON, HAROLD D 3 1 - 3 2 Loan and Trust Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis. 
*SCHROEDER, EDW. H 1144 Holton St., Milwaukee, Wis. 
*SMITH, C. I McCartney Bank Bldg., Green Bay, Wis. 
*WEIL, SAMUEL S 8 1 5 Railway Exchange Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis. 
Associate 
RUSSELL, WILLIAM F c/o Bucyrus Co, So. Milwaukee, Wis. 
Canada 
Members 
*BRODIE, A. B Commercial Union Bldg., Montreal, Can. 
*CRAGGS, G. SOMERVILLE Union Trust Bldg., Winnipeg, Can. 
*DEWAR, DOUGLAS 1211 McArthur Bldg., Winnipeg, Can. 
*GAUSBY, HAROLD S 6 Lauder Ave., Toronto, Can. 
*HILLMAN, H . P. L 648 Ontario St., Toronto, Can. 
*KERR, DAVID S 145 St. James St., Montreal, Can. 
*MCCLELLAND, D . M C K Royal Bank Bldg., Toronto, Can. 
*RUARK, J. FLETCHER P. O . Box 360 , Montreal, Can. 
Associates 
CAMPBELL, GORDON D 76 Sun Life Bldg., Toronto, Can. 
China 
Member 
FISCHER, E M I L S Tien-Tsin, North China 
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Cuba 
Members 
*NOYES, CARLOS FABER P. O. Apartado 2006, Habana, Cuba 
P H E L A N , J O H N B Apartado Num. 1325, Habana, Cuba 
*ULBRICHT, RICHARD E Banco Nacional de Cuba, Habana, Cuba 
England 
Members 
*DICKINSON, A. LOWES 3 Frederick's Pl., Old Jewry, London, E. C., Eng. 
*LORD, R. H 14 Riversleigh Ave., Lytham, Lancashire, England 
Mexico 
Members 
A U S T I N , RALPH J Apartado Postal 193, Merida, Yucatan 
LYNDE-LOCKWOOD, J O H N Edificio de la Mutua 502 , Mexico, D . F . 
Porto Rico 
Member 
WOODBRIDGE, W . T Telephone Bldg., San Juan, P. R. 
Russia 
Member 
*GAASTRA, B A U K E 16 Gogal St., Petrograd, Russia 
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INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS 
Proceedings of the Annual Meeting Held at 
Washington, D. C. and Atlantic City, New Jersey, 
September 17 and 18, 1918 . 
The regular annual meeting of the American Institute of 
Accountants was called to order at 8:30 a. m., Tuesday, Sep-
tember 17, 1918, at Room 708, Washington Loan & Trust building, 
Washington, District of Columbia. 
In the absence of the president, George O. May, vice-presi-
dent, occupied the chair. 
In the absence of the secretary Donald Arthur, Montana, 
was elected secretary pro tempore. 
Members holding proxies of other members were requested 
to file them with the acting secretary. 
The following members were present: 
Tuesday, September 17, 1918—First Session 
Member present 
F. L. Mitchell.. 
State 
Representing 
by proxy 
New York E. W. Sells 
C. J. Marr 
H. B. Hart 
Homer A. Dunn 
Francis Small New York . .John P. Dawson 
A. Van Oss 
H. B. Fernald 
Edward A. Benson 
Harold Dudley Greeley. . . New York John Whitmore 
H. F. Leeming 
W. H. Stumpfel 
Edward H. Moeran 
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Adolph Fox New York A. G. Lingley 
John P. Archer 
J. R. Loomis 
C. S. Ludlam New York. . . . . .Herbert C. Freeman 
George K. Hyslop 
Cecil S. Ashdown 
W. Sanders Davies 
Howard B. Cook 
J. E. Sterrett New York John R. Wildman 
Allan Davies 
Charles F. Nield 
Bernard M. French 
Clarkson E. Lord 
Donald Arthur Montana John Crawford 
R. L. Thomas 
E. E. Murray 
A. G. Badger 
W. B. Finlay Montana A. A. Andrews 
J. Lee Rice 
J. C. Phillips 
George Raban 
J. E. Bates District of Columbia 
Charles L. Hehl Maryland Ernest E. Wooden 
Charles O. Hall 
Elmer L. Hatter 
Thomas L. Berry 
Wilmer Black Maryland Max Teichmann 
Charles H. Schnepfe, Jr. 
Charles R. Ditman 
John Kuchler 
Howard P. Page Maryland Raleigh T. Lilley 
Robert C. Morrow 
Andrew Hunter, Jr. 
W. R. Tolleth Virginia 
Albert G. Moss Texas, 
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Herbert E. Smith Washington J. G. McIntosh 
E. G. Shorrock 
C. M. Williams 
S. G. Rusk. Ohio 
James P. Robertson 
E. Moorehouse 
Carl H. Nau 
C. L. Swearingen 
W. A. Coy Ohio. . 
W. J. Taylor 
C. B. Williams 
. . . H . C. Marble 
S. O. Watson 
W. P. Kohr 
F. C. Brubaker 
Harold Benington Illinois 
On motion duly seconded it was resolved that the meeting 
adjourn to convene at 2:30 p. m. at the Marlborough-Blenheim 
hotel, Atlantic City, New Jersey. 
The meeting adjourned. 
The adjourned meeting was called to order at the Marl-
borough-Blenheim hotel, Atlantic City, New Jersey, at 2:30 p. m., 
Tuesday, September 17, 1918, the president, W. Sanders Davies, 
presiding. 
The report* of the president was read and accepted. 
The report* of the council including the report of the execu-
tive committee was read and accepted. 
On recommendation contained in the report of the council 
that the year-book should be considerably reduced in size in view 
of the cost of paper and printing and the necessity for conserva-
tion, it was resolved that the year-book should contain only the 
proceedings, lists of members, condensed reports of committees, 
constitution, etc. 
Another matter mentioned in the report of the council was 
a recommendation received from the committee on ethics calling 
for the appointment of a standing committee with power to 
censor circulars and other advertising matter of members. 
Tuesday, September 17, 1918—Second Session. 
*Reports of officers, council, board of examiners, committees and auditors, will be 
found in appendix A of these proceedings. 
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It was unanimously resolved that the recommendation of the 
committee on ethics be approved, and that the president be author-
ized to appoint the committee called for by the resolution. 
A special committee appointed by the president to consider 
the question of interest and cost presented its report which, after 
discussion, was accepted and approved. 
It was moved that the meeting approve, ratify and commend 
the reply made by the government of the United States to the 
Austro-Hungarian peace offer. The motion was carried unani-
mously by rising vote. 
The reports* of the treasurer and auditors were read and 
accepted. 
The report* of the committee on constitution and by-laws 
was read, and it was resolved that the proposed amendments 
should be discussed seriatim. 
The first proposal, that article II, section 2 (b) of the con-
stitution should be amended by omitting the words "a member or 
members of the Institute," and substituting therefor, "a practising 
public accountant," was carried unanimously, and it was further 
resolved that there should be inserted at the close of the para-
graph the following words: "The determination of who shall be 
considered as practising public accountants shall be made in all 
cases by the board of examiners." (a) 
The proposed amendment to article IV, section 1 of the 
constitution calling for the omission from the first line of the 
word "ten" and substituting "eleven" and for the addition of 
the word "nominations" at the end of the section was unanimously 
adopted, (a) 
The proposed amendment to article I, section 6 of the by-laws 
by adding after the words "three consecutive meetings of the 
council," "unless such absence shall be attributable to the service 
of the United States in time of war" was not approved. 
The amendment to article IV, section 4 of the by-laws by 
adding after the words "fiscal year" the sentence, "No dues shall 
be paid by members and associates of the Institute while they 
are engaged in military or naval service of the United States or its 
allies during time of war" was unanimously adopted, (a) 
(a) These amendments were approved by a majority of the membership in writing 
and were declared by the president carried, December 7, 1918. 
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The meeting unanimously adopted the recommendation of the 
committee that in article V of the by-laws after section 1 should 
be inserted a new section as follows: 
"Section 1 (a) . No person whose membership shall have 
been forfeited for non-payment of dues or other sum due by him 
to the Institute may be reinstated, but a member or an associate 
who shall resign while in good standing may be reinstated by a 
three-fourths vote of the members of the council present and 
voting at any regular or special meeting of the council, providing 
the person applying shall submit with his application for rein-
statement the amount of dues and assessments, subscriptions, etc., 
not in any case to exceed $25.00, which would have been payable 
by him if he had continued in membership from the time of 
resignation to the date of application for reinstatement. No 
person shall be considered to have resigned while in good standing 
if at the time of his resignation he was in debt to the Institute 
for dues or other obligation." (b) 
The report* of the committee on administration of endow-
ment was read and accepted. 
The report* of the special committee on collections was read, 
and, after amendments in regard to the contribution from Massa-
chusetts, was accepted. 
It was resolved that an effort should be made to bring the 
amount of subscriptions up to $150,000. Upon call for subscrip-
tions an amount of $5,590.00 was subscribed. 
The meeting adjourned. 
Tuesday, September 17, 1918—Third Session. 
The meeting was called to order at 9:10 p. m. 
A paper entitled The Accountants' Bit in the American 
Expeditionary Forces* by C. B. Holloway was read. 
A paper entitled Accountants and the Food Administration* 
by Herbert G. Stockwell was read. 
Page Lawrence of Colorado gave an extemporary review of 
the work of the auditors connected with cantonment construction. 
*See The Journal of Accountancy, October, 1918. 
(b) This amendment when submitted for approval by mail ballot failed to receive the 
required number of affirmative votes and accordingly was declared by the president not 
carried, December 7, 1918. 
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His remarks were followed by a general discussion. 
The meeting adjourned. 
Wednesday, September 18, 1918—First Session. 
The meeting was called to order at 10:45 a. m. 
Invitations for the 1919 annual meeting were received from 
commercial bodies in Springfield, Mass., Philadelphia, San Fran-
cisco, Columbus, Buffalo, St. Louis, Cleveland, Cincinnati and 
Syracuse. After discussion it was unanimously resolved that 
the meeting of 1919 should be held in Cincinnati, Ohio. 
A motion calling for the appointment of a special committee 
on standardization of accounting procedure consisting of five 
members was adopted. 
A paper entitled An Examiner's Impressions* by John P. 
Archer was read. 
The meeting adjourned. 
Wednesday, September 18, 1918—Second Session. 
The meeting convened at 2:30 p. m. 
A paper entitled Accounting for Cantonment Construction† 
by William H. West was read. 
The secretary read a letter from H. Ivor Thomas of Cali-
fornia, explaining that it was impossible to attend the meeting, 
and tendering his resignation as a member of the council. 
His resignation was accepted with regret. 
Upon report by the committee on collections that the labors 
of the committee were at an end, the committee was discharged. 
The report of the committee on nominations was read. 
The following officers and members of the council were 
elected: 
President: 
Waldron H. Rand 
Vice-presidents: 
Charles S. Ludlam 
E. G. Shorrock 
Treasurer: 
Adam A. Ross 
*See The Journal of Accountancy, October, 1918. 
†See The Journal of Accountancy, November, 1918. 
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Council for five years: 
Harvey S. Chase 
J. D. M. Crockett 
W. Sanders Davies 
Page Lawrence 
Ernest Reckitt 
W. A. Smith 
Edward L. Suffern 
Council for three years: 
Walter Mucklow 
F. F. White 
Council for two years: 
A. M. Smith 
Frederic A. Tilton 
Auditors: 
Charles Hecht 
Henry C. Magee 
The only contest occurred for the three-year vacancies on 
the council. For the two vacancies there were three nominees— 
Walter Mucklow, Francis F. White and Clinton H. Scovell. 
The ballot resulted as follows: 
Walter Mucklow 103 
Francis F. White 79 
Clinton H. Scovell 34 
A unanimous vote of thanks was extended to the retiring 
president, W. Sanders Davies, for his two years of service. 
A vote of thanks to the committee on meetings was unani-
mously carried. 
A telegram of goodwill and greeting was received from 
the Dominion Association of Chartered Accountants in conven-
tion at Montreal. 
The president and secretary were directed to reply on behalf 
of the American Institute of Accountants. 
Upon motion it was resolved that an expression of appre-
ciation of the services rendered by J. E. Sterrett to the profession 
and nation should be recorded and conveyed to Mr. Sterrett 
The meeting adjourned. 
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Entertainment. 
On account of the war there were no formal arrangements 
for entertainment. An informal banquet was held at the Marl-
borough-Blenheim hotel, Atlantic City, New Jersey, September 
18, 1918. The toastmaster was Lt. Col. Robert H. Montgomery, 
and the speakers were W. Sanders Davies, Henry B. Fernald, 
Edward E. Gore, J. Porter Joplin, Major J. Lee Nicholson, Wal-
dron H. Rand and Adam A Ross. 
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C O U N C I L 
Regular Meeting, Monday, September 16, 1918 
The regular annual meeting of the council of the American 
Institute of Accountants was called to order at 10 a. m., Monday, 
September 16, 1918, at the Marlborough-Blenheim hotel, Atlantic 
City, New Jersey. 
The following were present: 
W. Sanders Davies, president, in the chair 
Waldron H. Rand, vice-president 
Adam A. Ross, treasurer 
A. P. Richardson, secretary 
Hamilton S. Corwin James S. Matteson 
J. D. M. Crockett Overton S. Meldrum 
John F. Forbes Lt. Col. R. H. Montgomery 
J. E. Masters 
Minutes of the preceding meeting as printed were approved. 
The record of mail ballot No. 7 was read and approved as 
part of the minutes. 
Frederick Beveridge, whose name had been omitted by cleri-
cal error from the ballot, was elected an associate on recom-
mendation of the board of examiners. 
Upon motion it was resolved that the council adjourn and 
convene as a trial board. 
The complaint of the committee on professional ethics 
against Albert Star Moore, a member of the Institute, was con-
sidered. The complaint alleged that Albert Star Moore had 
J. S. M. Goodloe 
Edward E. Gore 
Elmer L. Hatter 
J. Porter Joplin 
B. D. Kribben 
Carl H. Nau 
Col. Charles Neville 
John B. Niven 
Herbert G. Stockwell 
Edward L. Suffern 
W. F. Weiss 
C. M. Williams 
Arthur Young 
F. W. Lafrentz 
Page Lawrence 
W. R. Mackenzie 
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conducted himself in a way discreditable to a public accountant 
in that he had obtained his membership in the American Institute 
of Accountants through fraud and that said fraud was as follow: 
That said Moore became a member of said Institute by 
virtue of his membership on September 19, 1916, in the American 
Association of Public Accountants; that said Moore obtained 
his membership in the American Association of Public Account-
ants by virtue of his membership in the New York State Society 
of Certified Public Accountants and the possession of a certified 
public accountant degree of the state of New York; and that 
said Moore obtained his membership in the New York State 
Society of Certified Public Accountants and said certified public 
accountant degree of the state of New York by fraudulently 
concealing, when he applied for said degree, that he had been 
convicted of a felony and had served a sentence therefor. 
The defendant did not appear but was represented by counsel. 
After consideration of the evidence it was unanimously 
resolved that Albert Star Moore be expelled from the Institute. 
A complaint by a member against two members practising 
as a firm alleged that said two members had made attempts to 
get into communication with employees of the complainant's 
organization with the idea of inducing such employees to enter 
the employ of the defendant firm, and that such conduct was 
unprofessional. 
After hearing the evidence the attitude of the defendant 
firm with respect to the employment of accountants already in 
the employ of other members of the American Institute of Ac-
countants, or with respect to attempts to influence such employees 
to change their employment without the knowledge of their em-
ployers, was found to be improper and to merit an admonishment 
against a repetition of the conduct under consideration. 
It was resolved that the names of the parties concerned in 
this case should not be published. 
The meeting adjourned. 
Monday, September 16, 1918—Second Session. 
The trial board reconvened at 2:30 p. m. 
The board considered compaint made by a former pupil of a 
member of the Institute against said member to the effect that a 
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course of instruction conducted by said member was not con-
ducted in good faith, and also a complaint of the committee on 
professional ethics that said member had conducted himself in a 
way discreditable to a public accountant by soliciting business 
from clients of other members. 
After the hearing of testimony and evidence it was resolved 
that the case be dismissed. 
It was further resolved that the member against whom the 
complaint had been made should be directed to confer with the 
committee on professional ethics before adopting any further 
plan of solicitation. 
The board considered charges brought by two members of 
the Institute against four members of the Institute practising as 
a firm. 
The complaint alleged that the firm with which the defend-
ants were associated had certified to a balance-sheet in which 
items of approximately $230,000 due from associated companies 
and $150,000 due from officers and employees had not been sepa-
rately shown, but had been included under a general heading, 
"Accounts and notes receivable." This total including the above 
items was slightly in excess of $1,000,000. 
It was alleged that the defendants' firm had prepared a more 
or less detailed audit report and a condensed balance-sheet, both 
of which were signed and delivered to the client. 
Even the detailed report, it was alleged, failed in several 
instances accurately to state the transactions with the associated 
companies as separate and distinct from regular trade debtors 
and creditors, and the condensed certified balance-sheet, which 
was used with the banks from which the company was borrow-
ing included the balance of accounts receivable and payable with 
the associated companies and officers and employees in total with 
the trade accounts receivable and payable. It was alleged that 
no explanation had been given that the amounts as shown were 
due from or to other than regular trade debtors and creditors. It 
was alleged that the balance-sheet actually did deceive the banks 
with which it was used, and that the complaint was brought at the 
suggestion of the bankers. 
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In addition it was alleged that the inventories were shown at 
market instead of at cost, and raw materials, work in process 
and finished stock were shown in one total as merchandise. 
It was further alleged that the reserve which showed on the 
company's books to reduce the inventory from market to cost 
was included on the liability side of the balance-sheet with other 
general reserves in such a way that the bankers considered it simi-
lar to a general reserve out of surplus, and therefore considered 
the merchandise as stated on the asset side of the balance-sheet to 
be at cost. 
It was alleged that the item which appeared on the balance-
sheet as "investments" consisted chiefly of stocks representing 
ownership of subsidiary companies, except about 20 per cent, of 
the total, which consisted of treasury stock. 
The balance-sheet produced in evidence was acknowledged 
by the defendants, who argued that there had been no misrepre-
sentation and no intent to deceive, and that the question of 
arrangement of the balance-sheet was more a matter of technique 
than of principle. 
After consideration of the evidence it was resolved that the 
member who had actually signed the balance-sheet in question 
should be suspended for six months from date, and that the other 
three members of the firm against whom complaint had been made 
should be suspended for three months from date. 
It was resolved that the board record its appreciation of the 
way in which this case was presented by the complainants in 
regard to the withholding of the name of the client, and that 
the board also record its disapproval of the introduction of the 
client's name by the defendants. 
It was resolved that the names of persons concerned in this 
case should not be published. 
The meeting adjourned. 
Monday, September 16, 1918—Third Session 
The trial board reconvened at 8:30 p. m. 
It was resolved that the trial board adjourn and that the 
council reconvene. 
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The following reports* were read and accepted: 
Report of the treasurer. 
Report of the executive committee. 
Report of the board of examiners. 
Report of the committee on professional ethics. 
Report of the committee on arbitration. 
Report of the committee on budget and finance. 
Report of the committee on constitution and by-laws. 
Report of the committee on education. 
Report of the committee on federal legislation. 
Report of the committee on meetings. 
Report of the committee on publication. 
Report of the committee on state legislation. 
Report of the special committee on administration of endow-
ment. 
Report of the special committee on collections. 
Report of the war committee. 
In accepting the report of the committee on budget and finance 
it was resolved that the treasurer be instructed to capitalize the 
purchase of books and any other equipment for the library, allow-
ing such depreciation as may be deemed necessary, and that an 
appraisal be made of books donated, and that they also be carried 
as an asset. 
C O U N C I L 
Regular Meeting, Thursday, September 19, 1918 
The regular meeting of the council of the American Institute 
of Accountants was called to order at 10:15 a. m., Thursday, 
September 19, 1918, at the Marlborough-Blenheim hotel, Atlan-
tic City, New Jersey. 
The following were present: 
Waldron H. Rand, president, in the chair 
Adam A. Ross, treasurer 
A. P. Richardson, secretary 
*Reports of officers, council, board of examiners and auditors will be found in 
appendix A of these proceedings. 
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Hamilton S. Corwin 
J. D. M. Crockett 
W. Sanders Davies 
John F. Forbes 
J. S. M. Goodloe 
Edward E. Gore 
Elmer L. Hatter 
J. Porter Joplin 
B. D. Kribben 
Page Lawrence 
J. E. Masters 
James S. Matteson 
Overton S. Meldrum 
Carl H. Nau 
John B. Niven 
Ernest Reckitt 
Archie M. Smith 
W. A. Smith 
Herbert G. Stockwell 
F. A. Tilton 
William F. Weiss 
C. M . Williams 
A. P. Richardson was re-elected secretary of the Institute. 
The following were elected to the executive committee: 
H. S. Corwin 
W. Sanders Davies 
J. E. Masters 
John B. Niven 
E. W. Sells 
The following were elected to the committee on professional 
ethics: 
Carl H. Nau, chairman 
J. D. M. Crockett 
J. Porter Joplin 
T. Edward Ross 
Charles H. Tuttle 
Vacancies on the board of examiners were filled by the election 
of the following members: 
For the term of three years: 
W. P. Hilton 
B. D. Kribben 
John B. Niven 
It was resolved that the council adjourn and convene as a 
trial board. 
Two members of the Institute upon whom sentences of sus-
pension had been imposed at the meeting of September 16, 1918, 
appeared to ask for review. 
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It appeared to the council that it was a plea for reconsidera-
tion and not for modification of sentence. 
It was resolved that it should be suggested to the members 
concerned that they express regret for conduct which had been 
the subject of complaint, and that this could be the only plea 
upon which modification of sentence could be granted. This reso-
lution was duly reported to the members concerned. 
The members concerned did not consent to the suggestion, 
and the trial board resolved that there could be no reconsideration 
or modification of the action taken. 
It was resolved that the trial board adjourn and the council 
reconvene. 
At the suggestion of certain members of the board of exam-
iners it was resolved that the council recommend to the board 
of examiners that questions in actuarial science should not be 
compulsory at examinations. This was urged in view of the fact 
that certain state boards which had used the Institute's questions 
had taken exception to making actuarial problems compulsory. 
It was resolved that the recommendation of the committee on 
professional ethics that a new rule be added to the rules of con-
duct should be approved. 
The following rule was approved: 
"In the event that a member shall be requested so to 
do by the committee on ethical publicity, he shall there-
after submit all proposed circulars or other instruments 
of publicity to it, and for a period of two years he shall 
not issue or permit the organization with which he is 
identified to issue any circular or any other instrument 
of publicity without first forwarding a copy thereof to 
the committee on ethical publicity." 
The meeting adjourned. 
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American Institute of Accountants 
Report of the President* 
Greeting you today after occupying the presidency for two 
years, I would first thank you for the splendid support you have 
accorded me and for the willingness you have almost invariably 
shown to make the Institute the mouthpiece of the profession. 
I am conscious of many of my shortcomings, but your execu-
tive committee has always been ready to sit with me and advise 
on the many perplexing questions which have arisen during the 
past twelve months. 
We have probably disappointed some members by the decisions 
made from time to time, but we have always striven to attain the 
best results for the Institute at large. To those who may have felt 
that we should have seen with them on some particular matter, I 
would say that each of us has his pet hobby in accountancy and is 
prone to believe that his line of reasoning is the best; but, after 
all, the view of the many should prevail. If the consensus of 
opinion is against us we should, for the good of the profession, 
adopt the principles laid down by the majority, for surely 
uniformity of practice and strict conformity to the rules of ethics 
will find favor with the public at large and enhance the reputation 
of the individual member as well as that of the Institute as a whole. 
So I would beg of you to remember that we are the pioneers of 
the profession, and that the standards set by us today will either 
make or mar its future. 
The library is well established and members are availing them-
selves of the opportunities it affords. 
Considerable advantage has been taken by the members of the 
opportunity to get advice on questions arising in their practice 
with which they are not familiar. This branch of the Institute's 
usefulness will grow as the membership increases, especially with 
the admission of the younger members of the profession, whose 
experience, in the main, lies before them. 
*Presented at the annual meeting of the American Institute of Accountants, At-
lantic City, New Jersey, September 17, 1918. 
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During the year many members of the Institute have given 
their services to the government either fully or in part, and I 
know I am voicing your wishes when I thank them in your name 
for all they have done toward bringing the war to a successful 
issue. 
Some have the proud privilege of serving in the lines in France, 
others back of the lines in France, and still others in various capac-
ities at home, but no matter where a member of the Institute is 
serving, he has earned the thanks of those in authority, and over 
and over again the American Institute of Accountants has been 
thanked for the way in which the members have seen their duty 
and responded to the many calls made by the army, navy, treasury 
and various government bureaus as well as by the Red Cross, 
Y. M. C. A. and other war agencies. 
I cannot leave this subject without offering our sincere sym-
pathy to those of our members who have made the supreme sacri-
fice and whose sons now rest "Somewhere in France." 
Our thanks are due to the various committees for the manner 
in which they have dealt with the matters referred to them, and 
especially to the board of examiners for the highly satisfactory 
work which it has accomplished. 
T H E JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY has met with continued suc-
cess. Much of our accountancy literature will find its way into 
T H E JOURNAL, and on behalf of the committee on JOURNAL I beg 
the members who are of a literary turn of mind to write papers 
and articles for publication, so that in course of time the library 
may contain answers to most of the questions which the members 
may ask. 
Naturally, during the war we can hardly expect the member-
ship of the Institute to be very largely augmented, but I do feel 
it my duty to say to every member that he should make it gener-
ally known that we are desirous of having in our society all 
accountants who are practising in the United States, whether 
principals or assistants, and all we ask of them in order to become 
members, beyond their integrity of course, is that they shall have 
received a good education and can demonstrate that they have the 
knowledge and ability to practise. 
This, of course, can only be tested by examination, and for 
associate membership only to the point where it is reasonably sure 
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that the applicant has studied accountancy and kindred subjects 
and knows enough of practical accounting to assure that he can 
be trusted to undertake the ordinary routine work of an account-
ant's practice, while he acquires the wider knowledge of account-
ancy which will enable him to pass the further examination neces-
sary to become a full-fledged member. 
The Institute would have it known that it is not an exclusive 
body and that it seeks to include all who desire to become mem-
bers or associates, only putting up such safeguards as will reason-
ably assure the financial and business world that those who are 
members or associates are men of honor and competent to prac-
tise as public accountants, and further that they are amenable to 
the constitution and by-laws of the Institute, which provide for 
proper disciplining if charges are brought and sustained on 
hearing. 
After the war our direct Institute activities will increase, but 
until the victory is won our ever-present duty is to do everything 
in our power to attain this end. 
Many interesting subjects will be brought before you at this 
meeting, and I know you will give them due consideration. 
It is a pleasure to find the accountants working together in 
their local societies with oneness of purpose. 
My sincere thanks are due to A. P. Richardson, our very able 
secretary, for the manner in which he and his staff have conducted 
the Institute's business, and for his readiness to advise and assist 
me with the problems presented during the past year. 
W . SANDERS DAVIES, President. 
September 1, 1918. 
Report of the Secretary 
T o THE COUNCIL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS : 
GENTLEMEN : I have the honor to submit herewith the following report 
of the work of my office for the fiscal year ended August 31, 1918. 
Since September 1, 1917, 15 members and 21 associates have been 
elected to the Institute and 33 associates have been advanced to member-
ship on the recommendation of the board of examiners. Seven members 
and 2 associates having failed to pay their dues within the time required 
by the by-laws forfeited their membership. 
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The following deaths have been reported: 
Richard M. Chapman 
Theodore Cocheu, Jr. 
William H. Foster 
Thomas Upshur Hare 
Thomas P. Howard 
William Mackendrick 
Geo. M. Patterson 
Edwin F. Arthur 
Frank Brewster 
Thomas Ray 
J. Elbert Saper 
S. R. Schaeffer 
Albra Wadleigh Sharp 
Ernest Smith 
Edw. C. Spaulding 
Newman W. Storer 
Alfred H. Wicks 
Charles Winters 
The following resignations have been reported: 
Frank S. Taylor 
A. J. Stallings 
Sherman P. Camp 
W. A. Chase 
The Institute today consists of 1119 members and 106 associates, com-
pared with 1100 members and 120 associates at the date of the last annual 
report. 
In view of the extraordinary conditions prevailing it is probably 
unreasonable to expect the membership of the Institute to increase to 
any great extent until peace shall have been restored. The expected 
percentage of loss by death and resignation will probably be slightly more 
than compensated by elections during the war. 
After the termination of the war there is reason to expect a substan-
tial addition to the membership. With almost a score of states using 
the Institute's examinations a large reservoir of potential members and 
associates is being constructed, and with the restoration of normal condi-
tions many men who will have passed the Institute's examinations con-
ducted for state boards will be able to fulfill their ambition to become 
members of the national organization. 
This office has made repeated efforts to obtain a complete list of 
members and associates engaged in government service, both in uniform 
and in a civilian capacity. The response to these efforts has not been 
altogether satisfactory and it is believed that the roster should include 
many more names than so far have been reported; but even with the 
incomplete returns available it is safe to say that the profession has done 
at least as well as any other profession in the percentage of men and 
time devoted to the common cause. The office records show that 40 
members and 2 associates are wearing the uniform of the United States 
or its allies and that in the civilian ranks 72 members and 3 associates 
are serving or have served this or allied governments in war work. 
The opportunity which the war has given for the accounting profes-
sion to demonstrate its usefulness has been one of the compensating 
advantages of abnormal conditions. Early in the struggle the war com-
ACCOUNTANTS AND THE W A R . 
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mittee of the council of national defense was the official mouthpiece of 
the profession and largely because of its efforts the Institute was able 
to impress upon the government departments the importance of the utili-
zation of the best accounting ability in the country. The enormous 
volume of cost-plus contracts, with its concomitant necessity to determine 
cost, and the thousand and one activities in which the knowledge and 
training of the accountant were essential have compelled the government 
and its agencies to rely to an unprecedented degree upon members of the 
Institute and other accountants of ability and standing. 
Many letters have been received from officers of the government 
expressing great appreciation of the efforts made by the Institute to under-
take all tasks imposed upon it, and in particular there has been a general 
spirit of satisfaction at the way in which the Institute has been able to 
suggest men for special and important services. 
No record has been kept of the number of recommendations made to 
the government by means of which accountants and their assistants have 
been brought in touch with various arms of the national service, but 
scarcely a day passes without the forwarding of several names of possible 
helpers to the more important departments of the government. 
The Institute's office has become a clearing house of accounting per-
sonnel, and although many of the applicants seeking government service 
have only a distant acquaintance with accounting, it is possible out of 
the numbers applying to find a good many men who are well fitted to 
undertake the duties which the government seeks to assign. 
It has been the policy of the Institute's office to make practically no 
difference between members of the Institute and other accountants seeking 
government employment. Of course, the record of members is known and 
their standing is assured, but the great desire has been to find men for the 
government and in view of the deplorable shortage of real accountants 
there has been the broadest recognition of accounting ability wherever 
found. 
ENDOWMENT F U N D . 
The endowment fund is still somewhat short of the desired $150,000. 
New subscriptions are made from time to time, and those which are 
being paid by instalments are coming in regularly. Most subscribers have 
paid their subscriptions in full. 
An excellent accounting library has been begun and is being continually 
increased. Naturally, with a comparatively small available mount of 
literature on accounting subjects, the construction of a large library is a 
slow process. Most of the important accounting works are now on the 
Institute's shelves and an effort is being made to obtain works on related 
subjects with the idea of increasing the usefulness of the library. In 
particular an attempt is to be made to obtain standard works dealing 
with specific industries, even if such works do not refer to the accounting 
problems of the industries. It is believed that this idea will be productive 
of an accumulation of information of great value to the profession. 
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The number of inquiries received is gratifying. The questions asked 
are complicated. If they were simple they would probably not be referred 
to the Institute. All inquiries have been answered and an interesting 
result of the half year's experience is that inquirers are almost invari-
ably better satisfied with answers prepared without the use of text-books. 
When an answer is given by a member or members of the advisory 
committee based on personal experience, it is almost always of greater 
value to the inquirer than would be the compilation of opinions or state-
ments from accounting literature. 
It appears, therefore, that while the library and bureau of information 
are closely related they have distinct fields of achievement before them. 
In spite of the effort which has been made to impress upon all members 
and associates the fact that the library is their property and that it is 
desired that they should make full use of it, it is not at all uncommon 
to receive letters asking if members may send in for information. When 
the whole membership of the Institute realizes the use and advantage 
of the bureau of information and library it seems reasonable to expect an 
even larger volume of inquiries and references. 
PUBLICATION. 
During the past year the paid circulation of T H E JOURNAL OF ACCOUNT-
ANCY rose to a total of 10,046 copies a month, and it was decided that it 
would be well to consolidate the position won before attempting any 
further campaign for circulation. The work of consolidation has not 
been absolutely satisfactory inasmuch as the paid circulation at the end 
of the year had fallen off to 9,716. This is the first time it has been 
necessary to note a decrease in circulation, although it must be remembered 
that the circulation today is greater than it was a year ago. The decrease 
is from a point reached about the middle of the fiscal year. 
The publication of the monthly bulletin has more or less obviated the 
necessity of a report of the secretary's office. The bulletin is a monthly 
chronicle of the Institute's activities and taken as a whole it may be 
considered the secretarial report for the year. A more personal and 
professional tone would be added to the bulletin if members would advise 
the office of matters of general interest which come to their attention. 
GENERAL. 
The routine work of the office is developing to a remarkable extent. 
Ordinary correspondence has so increased that a considerably larger office 
force has been needed. In common with all offices there has been diffi-
culty in obtaining adequate assistance and it has been necessary to make 
great demands upon the time and help of some members of the staff. 
Thanks and appreciation are due to those members who have worked 
unstintedly without thought of time or personal convenience. 
Respectfully submitted, 
New York, September 3, 1918. A. P. RICHARDSON, Secretary. 
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September 12, 1918. 
T o THE COUNCIL, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS : 
GENTLEMEN : I herewith submit my report as treasurer of the Institute 
and of the board of examiners of the Institute for the year ended August 
31, 1918. 
Respectfully, 
A D A M A . Ross, Treasurer. 
GENERAL F U N D , AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS 
Treasurer's report for the year ended August 31, 1918. 
Income. 
Dues: Members $16,424.92 
Associates 1,289.90 
$17,714.82 
Ronald Press Co, Share of profits of T H E JOURNAL 
OF ACCOUNTANCY for the year ended June 30, 1918.. 4,298.46 
Less, Proportion distributable by agreement to 
the preferred shareholders of Accountancy 
Publishing Co 1,722.00 
2,576.46 
Income from investments 509.89 
Interest on bank balances 287.17 
Sales of 1917 year-book 189.45 
Sales of 1916 and prior year-books 35.55 
Sales of lists of names 2.75 
227.75 
Expenses. 
Paid on account of appropriations: 
Stationery and printing 
Postage, express and telegrams 
Secretarial expenses 
Annual meeting 
Chamber of Commerce, U. S. A 
Executive committee 
Committee on education 
Committee on federal legislation 
Committee on national defense 
JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY and year-book 
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$21,316.09 
$1,271.45 
757.70 
2,319.55 
450.27 
90.00 
110.05 
15.00 
13.00 
84.94 
3,514.00 
American Institute of Accountants Year-Book 
Salaries: 
Secretary 6,500.00 
Stenographers 3,432.92 
Expenses of treasurer's office 10.85 
Dues of members in military service 150.00 
$18,719.73 
Depreciation of furniture 371.30 
19,091.03 
Excess of income, carried to surplus account $2,225.06 
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Appropriations at August 31, 1918. 
Amounts Payments 
appropriated made Balances 
Stationery and printing $ 1 , 4 5 0 . 0 0 $ 1 , 2 7 1 . 4 5 $ 1 7 8 . 5 5 
Postage, expressage and telegrams.. 1 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 7 5 7 . 7 0 2 4 2 . 3 0 
Secretarial expenses 2 , 5 0 0 . 0 0 2 , 3 1 9 . 5 5 1 8 0 . 4 5 
Annual meeting 5 0 0 . 0 0 4 5 0 . 2 7 4 9 . 7 3 
Chamber of Commerce, U. S. A. 1 0 0 . 0 0 9 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 
Executive committee 3 0 0 . 0 0 1 1 0 . 0 5 1 8 9 . 9 5 
Committee on education 1 5 0 . 0 0 1 5 . 0 0 1 3 5 . 0 0 
Committee on federal legislation.... 3 5 0 . 0 0 1 3 . 0 0 3 3 7 . 0 0 
Committee on state legislation 1 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 0 . 0 0 
Committee on national defense 5 0 0 . 0 0 8 4 . 9 4 4 1 5 . 0 6 
JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY and year-book 3 , 5 5 0 . 0 0 3 . 5 1 4 . 0 0 3 6 . 0 0 
Salaries: Secretary 6 , 5 0 0 . 0 0 6 , 5 0 0 . 0 0 
Stenographers 4 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 3 , 4 3 2 . 9 2 5 6 7 . 0 8 
Treasurer's office (stationery, &c.)... 3 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 8 5 2 8 9 . 1 5 
Board of examiners 2 , 5 0 0 . 0 0 2 , 5 0 0 . 0 0 
Dues of members in service 1 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 5 0 . 0 0 8 5 0 . 0 0 
$ 2 4 , 8 0 0 . 0 0 $ 1 8 , 7 1 9 . 7 3 $ 6 , 0 8 0 . 2 7 
Office furniture $1,500.00 
Expended from general fund.. . $878.60 
Expended from endowment fund 1,380.42 $2,259.02 $759.02 
Administration of endowment 
fund $4,000.00 $2,272.37 $1,727.63 
E N D O W M E N T F U N D . 
Receipts and Expenditures for the year ended August 31, 1918. 
Receipts: 
Balance on hand as reported September 1, 1917... $3,425.00 
Contributions received: 
Cash $77,758.08 
Bonds 33,988.75 
111,746.83 
J. H. Bowman for binding FINANCIAL CHRONICLE 100.00 
A. A. Ross, for furnishings, &c 500.00 
112,346.83 
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Sales of D U T I E S OF JUNIOR ACCOUNTANT $ 1 , 1 4 0 . 4 5 
Less printing, binding, &c 603.20 
537.25 
Initiation fees 2,300.00 
Income from investments 1,358.28 
Interest on subscriptions 512.73 
Interest on bank balances 165.96 
E. W. Sells, contribution for current expenses. 
2,036.97 
1,000.00 
115,184.08 
3,036.97 
121,646.05 
Expenditures: 
Rent $900.00 
Salary of librarian 817.78 
Postage and miscellaneous 214.65 
Magazines 26.85 
Depreciation of furniture 276.08 
Loss on sale of Liberty Loan 3½s in January, pro-
ceeds reinvested in 2d 4s 37.01 
2,272.37 
Balance, August 31, 1918: 
Cash at Logan Trust Co, Philadelphia 6,946.87 
Librarian's petty cash 25.00 
Bonds: 
$5,650—U. S. Liberty Loan 1st 3½s $5,650.00 
1,800—U. S. Liberty Loan conv. 4s 1,800.00 
37,700—U. S. Liberty Loan 2d 4s . . . 37,615.46 
26,000—U. S. Liberty Loan 3d 4¼s 26,000.00 
27,000—United Kingdom, Gt. B. & I. 
5½s 1921 25,168.13 
10,000—Anglo-French 5s 1920 9,075.00 
5,000—Dom. of Canada 5s 1931.... 4,563.75 
500—Waddell Investment Co. 5s 500.00 
110,372.34 
Furniture and fixtures, net of depreciation 1,104.34 
Books purchased, at cost 925.13 
$119,373.68 
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Board of Examiners, American Institute of Accountants 
Treasurer's Report for the year ended August 31, 1918. 
Receipts: 
Balance on hand as reported Sept. 1, 1917 $1,017.74 
Examination fees, including $275.00 prepaid or 
otherwise in suspense $1,605.00 
Sale of examination questions 113.56 
Interest on bank balances 31.44 
Expenditures: 
Expenses of examiners $522.91 
Stationery and printing 598.68 
Postage and telegrams 120.37 
Miscellaneous expenses 19.45 
1,750.00 
$2,767.74 
1,261.41 
Balance, August 31, 1918: 
Cash at Logan Trust Co., Philadelphia 1,456.33 
Secretary's petty cash 50.00 
$1,506.33 
Report of the Auditors. 
T o THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS: 
GENTLEMEN:—We have examined the report of the treasurer, Mr. 
Adam A. Ross, and find same to be correct. 
We have also audited the books and accounts of the Institute and 
have seen that all income has been properly accounted for and that the 
disbursements have been supported by paid cheques or vouchers. 
The assets of the Institute, consisting of cash and investments, have 
been verified by certificates or inspection. 
In our opinion the balance-sheet correctly sets forth the financial con-
dition of the Institute as on August 31, 1918, subject to any dues in 
arrears. 
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September 16, 1918. 
Respectfully submitted, 
CHARLES O . HALL 
JOHN R . L Y N N 
Auditors. 
Report of Council 
Report of the Council. 
T o THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS : 
GENTLEMEN:—The council presents to you its second annual report 
with a feeling of pride in the progress made and with a sure confidence 
of future development 
The necessity for the employment of all resources and powers for 
the overthrow of the common enemy has appealed with peculiar force 
to the accounting profession and no class of men can point to a better 
record of time given and service rendered than that which has been 
made by the accountants of the United States. 
The committee reports which have been received by the council indicate 
something of the work which is being done by the profession, but it will 
not be possible to review the sacrifice made or the work done until the 
allied forces shall have been triumphant and we can settle back to a 
calm survey of things past. 
One thing, however, is certain: the American Institute of Account-
ants acting as the mouthpiece of the accounting profession of the country 
has rendered incalculable help to the cause and in doing so has done 
itself a considerable benefit. 
Official recognition has been extended to the Institute by many govern-
ment departments and it is the belief of the council that the time will 
never return when the profession of accountancy will be so poorly under-
stood and appreciated as it was in many parts of the country immedi-
ately preceding the war. 
All men everywhere have been brought to understand the importance 
of economy and the necessity for rigid adherence to sound business 
principles. It is for these things that the accounting profession stands, 
and at last the governmental and business worlds recognize the facts. 
The report of the executive committee is in reality the record of the 
council and therefore is attached hereto and made a part of the council's 
report for the year. 
Attention is directed to the report of the board of examiners in 
which there is evidence of the increasing recognition given to the standards 
maintained by the Institute. The fact that seventeen states have definitely 
decided to co-operate with the Institute in the conduct of examinations, 
and that others will probably do so in the near future confirms fully the 
most extreme expectations of the members who were largely responsible 
for the formation of the Institute. 
The council has approved the report of the committee on budget which 
estimates the revenue at $22,150 and calls for appropriations of $21,200. 
These figures exclude estimated revenues and expenditures of the board 
of examiners and of the endowment fund. 
The committee on constitution and by-laws has prepared proposed 
amendments to the constitution and by-laws which are referred for the con-
sideration of the Institute. 
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At the suggestion of the executive committee the council refers to the 
general meeting the question of the desirability or otherwise of dispensing 
with the publication of anything more than a condensed year-book during 
the continuance of the war. 
Acting in accordance with the constitutional provisions the council 
sitting as a trial board has heard and adjudicated charges against certain 
members. The results of the trials have been or will be published in 
accordance with the requirements of the by-laws in T H E JOURNAL OF 
ACCOUNTANCY. 
Respectfully submitted for the Council, 
Attest: W . SANDERS DAVIES, President. 
A . P . RICHARDSON, Secretary. 
September 16, 1918. 
Report of Executive Committee. 
T o THE COUNCIL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS : 
GENTLEMEN: Since the election of the executive committee on Sep-
tember 20, 1917, fourteen duly called meetings have been held. 
After the discontinuance of the accountancy committee of the war 
industries board, it was decided that the same committee, (which had 
been the Institute's committee on national defense) should continue as 
the war committee of the American Institute of Accountants and should 
undertake such labors as might be referred to it by the war and other 
departments in Washington. This committee is officially listed and 
recognized by the war industries board. 
The files of the accountancy committee of the war industries board 
at the request of the council of national defense have been allowed 
to remain in Washington. 
Numerous requests have been received from government departments 
for accountants' services and in every case the Institute has been glad 
to do its utmost to secure for the government the men required. Of 
course, the deplorable shortage of men has made it impossible to supply 
all the government's needs, but the Institute has done its best to distribute 
the available ability so as to meet the most urgent demand. 
A suggestion was received from the bureau of internal revenue in 
Washington that the Institute should appoint committees in various parts 
of the country to act in an advisory capacity with collectors and other 
agents of the internal revenue bureau. It seemed to the committee that 
this would not be desirable, inasmuch as the advice given would vary 
in different parts of the country and uniformity of opinion would not 
be obtained. The committee resolved that requests for advice should be 
referred to one central committee and that the committee on federal legis-
lation should be the representative of the Institute in this matter. 
Your committee requested the president and secretary to prepare a 
letter on behalf of the Institute asking the commissioner of internal 
revenue to grant an extension of the time for filing income and excess 
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profits tax returns to April, 1918. As all the members of the council are 
aware, this request was granted. 
The Institute also asked for an extension of time for the filing of 
capital stock tax returns to September 30th. This request also was 
granted. 
Many accountants have suggested that the Institute should seek a 
general exemption of accountants from the operation of the draft law. 
The committee does not agree with that view and it has been resolved 
that no steps should be taken by the Institute or its members toward 
securing exemption as accountants. 
Nevertheless, the proposal which emanated from the commissioner 
of internal revenue that there should be a general exemption of account-
ants is one that your committee thinks should not be opposed by the 
Institute. The committee feels that any request for exemption should 
come from the government and not from the Institute. 
Under directions of the committee the secretary placed before the 
secretary of war the question of the classification of accountants as 
members of an essential or a non-essential occupation. The provost mar-
shal general had issued a ruling which had been interpreted by draft boards 
to include accounting among the non-essential industries. As a result of 
representations made officially and by members of the Institute this matter 
has been clarified, and it has been ruled that accountants are not members 
of a non-essential vocation. 
The committee has exercised supervision of the finances of the Insti-
tute and given careful consideration to expenditures under appropriations. 
The committee authorized the treasurer to open a special account with 
the Logan Trust Company of Philadelphia for the endowment fund of 
the American Institute of Accountants. The president was authorized 
to subscribe $25,000 of the fund to the second Liberty Loan and the 
treasurer was authorized to make the necessary payments. 
Other money up to $25,000 to the credit of the endowment fund was 
ordered invested in United Kingdom 5½s of 1921. 
The president was authorized also to invest $5,000 of the general funds 
of the Institute in the second Liberty Loan. 
A special committee consisting of Messrs. Davies, Ross, May and 
Sells was appointed to consider the disposition of securities in the endow-
ment fund. The committee recommended that the securities be placed with 
the New York Life Insurance & Trust Company, of 52 Wall Street, 
New York, which undertook to hold the securities in safe keeping and 
collect the income, etc. at a rate of 1 per cent. of the income collected. 
The committee also recommended that the New York Life Insurance & 
Trust Company be instructed to pay over the income collected to the 
treasurer of the Institute then in office, and that the company should be 
directed to hold the securities subject to the order of the council or the 
executive committee, and that no sale or substitution of securities should 
be made except by the authority of the council or the executive committee. 
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These recommendations were approved by the executive committee. 
Your committee has approved all the investments made of the Institute 
funds and endowment fund, and has recommended that if further surplus 
be available it would be well to invest it until further notice in 5 per cent. 
farm loan bonds of the United States government. 
The treasurer was requested to convert the 4 per cent. Liberty bonds 
in the funds of the Institute and the endowment fund into before the 
expiration of the option. 
The committee resolved that the securities in the general fund of the 
institute should be placed in a safe deposit vault, and that access to the 
vault should be restricted to two or more executive officers of the institute. 
The secretary reported that many of the subscribers to the endowment 
fund had not indicated the time and method of payment. He was in-
structed to bring the matter before all subscribers, advising that subscrip-
tions should be made promptly, and that a full list of paid and unpaid sub-
scriptions would be presented at the annual meeting. 
The committee on endowment having performed the function for which 
it was appointed, asked that it be discharged, and the president was author-
ized to discharge the committee and further authorized to appoint a com-
mittee on administration of endowment to consist of five or seven members. 
At the annual meeting an appropriation was made for the payment of 
dues of members in military or naval service of the United States and its 
allies. The committee resolved that the payment of dues should be made 
at the request of the member or associate concerned, but that there should 
not be refunds of dues to those members or associates who had already 
paid unless they should request such refunds. 
Your committee brought to the attention of the council at its semi-
annual meeting in April last the necessity for certain additional appropri-
ations to cover the expenses likely to be incurred during the balance of 
the fiscal year. These additional appropriations were duly made. 
The lease of the offices of the Institute at 20 Vesey street expired May 
1, 1918. It became necessary to find other quarters, and your committee 
entered into a lease for three years of the space now occupied at 1 Liberty 
street at an annual rental of $3,500. 
After consideration of the purchase of equipment for the new offices, 
the committee decided that it would be justified in authorizing the incur-
ring of indebtedness not to exceed $2,500, on the understanding that the 
Institute and the endowment fund each should bear that portion of the 
expense which was properly assignable to each, and also that an estimate of 
the portion which the endowment fund would be called upon to bear 
should be referred to the committee on administration of endowment, with 
a request for its approval. Such approval was received from the chairman 
of the committee. 
It was also resolved that expenses which could not be definitely assigned 
to either Institute or endowment fund should be jointly borne, and that 
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such items as rent and other general expense should be assignd on the 
basis of two-fifths to the Institute and three-fifths to the endowment fund. 
Two matters were referred to the committee by the annual meeting. 
The first was a proposition that the commercial agencies, Dun's and 
Bradstreet's, should be requested to specify in their reports whether or 
not financial statements had been certified by public accountants. 
This matter had already been discussed with the National Association 
of Credit Men, and it does not seem likely that the suggestion will find 
favor. 
The other proposition that accountants should be registered as officers 
or employees of the government does not seem to the committee to be 
feasible or desirable. 
The president reported to the committee that mail ballot No. 6 on the 
election of members and associates had resulted in the unanimous election 
of all candidates recommended by the board of examiners. Such candi-
dates were declared elected as of January 1, 1918. 
The president also reported that the candidates named in ballot No. 7 
had been unanimously elected, and he accordingly declared them members 
and associates respectively as of September 1, 1918. 
Owing to a clerical error the name of Frederick Beveridge of Cali-
fornia was omitted from ballot No. 7. Mr. Beveridge has been recom-
mended by the board of examiners for election as an associate, and the 
matter is referred to the council at its meeting of September 16, 1918. 
In view of various questions relative to reinstatement of members, the 
committee suggested to the committee on constitution and by-laws that 
an amendment should be prepared for submission to the next annual meet-
ing providing for the reinstatement of members and associates who shall 
have resigned while in good standing. 
Other suggestions for changes in the constitution and by-laws have 
been forwarded to the committee on constitution and by-laws, and will be 
found in the report of that committee which is to be presented for con-
sideration at the annual meeting. 
A suggestion that the Institute should encourage the formation of stu-
dents' societies was referred to the committee on education, with a request 
that the committee report to the council with an expression of opinion. 
A member of the Institute suggested that copies of the year-book should 
be distributed to all the principal banks of the country, with the idea of 
educating the bankers as to the activities and personnel of the Institute. 
This proposition has been referred to all state societies with a request for 
an expression of opinion as to whether or not the expense of such distri-
bution would be borne by the states in proportion to the number of copies 
distributed. 
The reports which have been received from state societies indicate that 
the proposition does not meet with general favor. 
Your committee has considered the question of the publication of a year-
book this year, and feels that there is some doubt as to the desirability 
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of publishing so complete a book as has been published in the past. The 
scarcity of paper and the high cost of production indicate that careful con-
sideration should be given to the question. Your committee recommends 
that this matter be brought before the annual meeting of the institute for 
discussion. 
At the request of the executive committee, Haskins & Sells conducted 
the audit of T H E JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY on the same terms as before, 
namely, prime cost. The report of the auditors shows that the share of 
profits accruing to the Institute amounted to $4,298.46. This amount has 
been duly paid. Under the terms of the agreement three-fifths of the 
amount have been paid into the general fund of the Institute and two-fifths 
are available for distribution to the preferred shareholders of the late 
Accountancy Publishing Company. 
A request from the Ronald Press Company that an additional expense 
allowance for the operation of T H E JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY should be 
granted was considered by a sub-committee appointed by the executive 
committee, and upon the recommendation of the sub-committee it was 
agreed that the publishing company should be allowed to expend not in 
excess of $4,000.00 for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1918. 
It was brought to the attention of your committee that the C. P. A. law 
of Oklahoma was likely to be construed to prevent anyone practising in 
that state unless certified under the Oklahoma laws. It was resolved that 
the secretary should address a letter of inquiry to the attorney general 
of Oklahoma on this subject. At the date when this report is written no 
reply has been received from the attorney general, and so far as is known 
no attempt has been made to enforce the law in an unreasonable way. 
Several referenda from the Chamber of Commerce of the United States 
have been referred to the committee, but all have dealt with matters more 
or less political in character, and consequently the committee has not cast 
a vote upon any of them. 
On complaint of the committee on professional ethics charges have 
been made against certain members of the American Institute of Account-
ants who have been summoned to appear at the meeting of the council 
to be held September 16, 1918. 
In pursuance of the resolution adopted at the last annual meeting of 
the American Institute of Accountants, the president appointed a nominat-
ing committee consisting of J. Porter Joplin, chairman; B. D. Kribben, 
H. S. Corwin, Charles O. Hall and Carl H. Nau. 
This committee was requested to prepare a ticket for presentation at 
the annual meeting. The ticket has already been printed in the bulletin, so 
that members might have an opportunity to consider the nominations 
made, and if desirable, to propose other members for the vacancies. 
The executive committee appointed Herbert C. Freeman, of New York, 
to act as representative of the Institute on the Trade Acceptance Council. 
The committee appointed William J. Wilson to act as delegate at the 
meeting of the League to Enforce Peace. 
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Your committee learned with profound regret that William H. Dennis 
and James A. McKenna, members of the Institute, have lost sons fighting 
in France. Letters of sympathy have been sent to these members. 
Respectfully submitted for the executive committee. 
W . SANDERS DAVIES, Chairman. 
ATTEST : 
A . P . RICHARDSON, Secretary. 
Report of Board of Examiners 
T o THE COUNCIL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS: 
GENTLEMEN :—The board of examiners reports for the twelve months 
ended August 31, 1918, that, considering the abnormal conditions of busi-
ness, the work of the year has been satisfactory. Applicants have not 
been so numerous as would have been the case if the country had been at 
peace, but sufficient interest has been manifest in the work of the Institute 
to indicate that when business and finance are restored to normal condi-
tions there will be a more or less continuous flow of applications for 
admission. 
During the year the board has held seven duly called meetings, at 
which members who have been within reasonable distance have attended. 
During the year the following states have either co-operated with the 
Institute in the conduct of examinations under the plan described in the 
last annual report of the board or have indicated their intention to co-
operate when applicants for examination appear in the states concerned: 
Arkansas Massachusetts 
California Michigan 
Colorado Missouri 
Connecticut New Hampshire 
Delaware New Jersey 
Florida Oregon 
Kansas Tennessee 
Louisiana Washington 
In addition to the foregoing there is reason to believe that other 
states will adopt the Institute's questions and thus the spread of standardi-
zation will be continued. 
The number of oral examinations conducted during the year has been 
considerably less than in the year preceding. Some applicants who would 
have been eligible for oral examination preferred the written test when 
it became known that an oral examination was not in any sense a mere 
formality, but was based upon strictly technical questions. 
The board has deemed it wise to substitute the preparation of a thesis 
in lieu of other examination of associates seeking advancement to mem-
bership. This plan has been quite successful and some excellent theses 
have been presented. 
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The results of examinations held in November, 1917, and May, 1918, 
are summarized in the following table: 
NOVEMBER, 1 9 1 7 , E X A M I N A T I O N S 
Passed Conditioned Failed 
Institute 
For members 10 3 
For advancement to member 24 
For associate 15 2 
State boards 32 11 6 
M A Y , 1 9 1 8 , EXAMINATIONS 
Institute 
For members 5 5 
For advancement to member 9 1 
For associate 7 2 
State boards 30 28 7 
It will be seen from the foregoing statement that the following per-
centages of success were obtained: 
Members Associates Advancement to membership C. P. A. Certificates 
65.2% 84.6% 97% 54.3% 
Of the states which have adopted the Institute's examination questions 
nearly all have submitted the answers to the Institute's board for grading. 
The papers have then been returned to the state boards, which have 
either adopted the Institute's markings or substituted their own as they 
saw fit. 
One satisfactory result of the increasing utilization of the Institute's 
questions and markings is the building up of a considerable list of suc-
cessful applicants who, although they have not yet applied to the Institute, 
will be eligible for admission, without further examination, if at any 
subsequent time they fulfill the constitutional requirements and apply. 
The reservoir of accountants thus established will probably provide 
a considerable part of the new membership of future years. 
Examinations conducted either with or without the co-operation of 
state boards of accountancy were held at New York, Boston, Chicago, 
Washington, D. C, Seattle, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, Oregon; 
Lawrence, Kansas; St. Louis, Kansas City, Hartford, Newark, Jackson-
ville, Memphis, Detroit, Philadelphia and Cleveland. 
The rules of the board of examiners which were attached to and made 
a part of the last annual report of the board have not been altered during 
the year. 
The examination questions for both the November, 1917, and May, 
1918, examinations were prepared by members of the board. This method 
will not necessarily be adopted in future, but for the year now ended it 
was found practicable and resulted in a considerable financial saving. 
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The board desires to express its appreciation of the careful attention 
which has been given to the grading of papers by the board's examiners. 
The questions propounded at the examinations of November, 1917, 
and May, 1918, are attached to this report and made part of it. * 
Respectfully submitted for the board of examiners, 
ARTHUR W . TEELE, Chairman. 
*For examination questions see T H E JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY, December, 1917, 
and June, 1918. 
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Report of Committee on Professional Ethics 
T o THE COUNCIL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS: 
GENTLEMEN:—During the past year your committee has given its 
attention to a variety of matters bearing upon the duties imposed upon 
it by the constitution and by-laws, or in some way relating to the subject 
of professional ethics. It is not its purpose to take up the time of this 
meeting with any detailed report of the many matters which have been 
submitted to your committee, or otherwise called to its attention. These 
matters have called for much careful consideration and correspondence. 
As in the previous year, the chairman has conferred with the other 
members of the committee upon only such matters as were to be reported 
to you, or to the executive committee, or when, for other reasons, it 
seemed to be desirable to obtain an expression of views upon the question 
in issue. In matters of correspondence with members and others, in such 
cases as seemed to be of lesser importance, the chairman has presumed 
to act upon his own initiative without consulting the other members of 
the committee. 
During the year the committee has reported to the executive committee 
recommending that certain formal complaints be arranged and the mem-
bers involved be cited to appear before the council convened as a trial 
board. 
The committee has been in receipt of numerous letters enclosing multi-
graphed solicitation letters and other forms of circularization which had 
been sent out by accountants who are members of this Institute. 
Some of its correspondents treated the enclosed exhibits of the methods 
employed of obtaining clients with persiflage and levity, some made 
serious criticism of the manner and means employed to vaunt the pro-
fessional skill of the writer in the hope of attracting a clientage, and 
several made protests against the principle of circularizing by accountants. 
The committee feels that something should be done to discourage the 
practice of circularizing, particularly in its more unethical phases. 
Some letters and circulars are so repugnant to any sense of good taste 
and notions of decency or to any conception of what constitutes a proper 
attitude of mind and seemly conduct in a professional man, that the 
circular itself defeats the purpose for which it was issued and only reflects 
discredit upon the professional organization which tolerates the offender 
among its membership. Other circulars are informative, dignified in tone 
and unobjectionable, and it therefore seems advisable to differentiate 
between circulars that contain professional information and those which 
constitute nothing but commercial drumming for business. 
This question of a proper publicity for a professional accountant has 
always been a much mooted one and opposite extremes of viewpoint 
have been assumed by thoroughly reputable men in the profession. The 
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majority opinion, we think, has always leaned toward a deprecation of 
sending out circular letters of solicitation or of vaunting one's skill 
through advertising or other objectionable methods of publicity. 
Among all reputable accountants, however, we believe, opinion has 
been almost unanimous in its opposition to the unseemly methods so 
frequently employed by some of the members of the profession in exploit-
ing the purely commercial side of what all practitioners agree to be a 
professional vocation. 
The committee has considered the formulation of a rule of profes-
sional conduct to be submitted to you for adoption or disapproval, but it 
has found the subject beset with so many difficulties that it has not at-
tempted to present any concrete rule. Any inhibition against improper 
circularization or advertising which might be framed would be subject 
to a literal interpretation. It would be capable of being construed to 
inhibit perfectly proper and unobjectionable publicity as well as that 
which is objectionable. The difference is one of good taste and decency 
and is intuitively recognized by one who has good taste and a decent 
regard for his profession. To give these canons of good taste a literal 
expression in a formulated rule to meet every contingency is impossible 
of accomplishment when we consider that the language employed must 
be general in its description of the kind of publicity which is prohibited. 
Anyone not having the instincts of good taste would not understand 
the language employed, and anyone having the instincts of good taste 
but who purposely violates them in his circularization and other means 
of publicity would so interpret the rule as to make his offense come within 
the rule, and that of another, who is guiltless of any bad taste or improper 
advertising, as having violated the rule. 
As a way to reach the evil complained of your committee therefore 
suggests that there be appointed a standing committee of the Institute 
to which, upon its request, all proposed circulars or advertisements of 
any member of the Institute shall be submitted for approval or revision, 
and that any member who repeatedly issues such circular letters or other 
advertisements without the approval of such committee on ethical pub-
licity shall be deemed to have infringed a rule of the Institute and thus 
be subject to a citation to appear before the council convened as a trial 
board. 
Respectfully submitted for the committee on professional ethics, 
CARL H . N A U , Chairman. 
Report of Committee on Arbitration 
T o THE COUNCIL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS: 
GENTLEMEN :—Your committee on arbitration respectfully reports 
that during the year it has had no matter referred to it and has conse-
quently held no meeting. 
Respectfully submitted for the committee on arbitration, 
EDWARD E . GORE, Chairman. 
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Report of Committee on Budget and Finance 
T o THE COUNCIL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS: 
GENTLEMEN :—Your committee on budget submits and recommends a 
budget for the current year to be appropriated at your next meeting, as 
required by section 7 of article I of the by-laws, amounting to $21,200.00 
as compared with appropriations for the past year amounting to $22,300.00, 
viz.: 
1 9 1 8 - 1 9 1 9 1 9 1 7 - 1 9 1 8 
Estimate of revenue for the current year: 
Dues 1 1 5 0 members $ 1 7 , 2 5 0 . 0 0 $ 1 6 , 5 0 0 . 0 0 
120 associates 1,200.00 1,200.00 
Interest, etc 1 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 5 0 0 . 0 0 
JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY 2 , 5 0 0 . 0 0 1 , 8 0 0 . 0 0 
Year-books 2 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 0 . 0 0 
Total $22,150.00 $20,100.00 
Estimated expenditures: 
Stationery and printing 1,400.00 1,450.00 
Postage, express, telegrams, etc 900.00 1,000.00 
Secretarial expenses (rent—2/5 of $3500.).... 2,500.00 2,500.00 
Annual meeting 300.00 500.00 
Chamber of Commerce 100.00 100.00 
Executive committee 200.00 300.00 
Committee on education 100.00 150.00 
Committee on federal legislation 200.00 350.00 
Committee on state legislation 100.00 100.00 
War committee 500.00 500.00 
JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY and year-book 3,800.00 3,550.00 
Salaries: 
Secretary 7,000.00 6,500.00 
Stenographers 3,500.00 4,000.00 
Treasurer's office 300.00 300.00 
Dues of members in service 300.00 1,000.00 
$21,200.00 $22,300.00 
In addition to the foregoing estimates of revenue and expenditure 
your committee recommends an appropriation of $2,500.00 for the board 
of examiners contingent upon the collection of that amount in fees of 
the board. Fluctuations in the amount collected automatically affect 
appropriation in accordance with the provisions of the constitution, article 
V, section 3, which read " . . . and shall charge each applicant an 
examination fee which shall be applied to the payment of the expenses 
incident to examinations." 
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In addition your committee estimates the income of the endowment 
fund at $6,000.00 and recommends a budget for the expenditures to be 
appropriated for a like amount as follows: 
Salaries: 1918-1919 
Librarian $1,500.00 
Assistant 600.00 
Incidentals 300.00 
Books 1,000.00 
Printing 500.00 
Rent (3/5 of $3500.00) 2,100.00 
(The remainder of the 2/5 rent is included in the general budget) 
$6,000.00 
Respectfully submitted, 
E . W . SELLS, Chairman 
THOS. L . BERRY 
C H A S . HECHT 
Report of Committee on Education 
T o THE COUNCIL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS : 
GENTLEMEN :—The effect of war has been felt by your committee on 
education in its efforts to continue the work of the preceding year. One 
of its members has been unable to render any service at all, and the 
burden upon the other members has been increased by exceptional demands 
upon them. 
The continuation of effort by Mr. Lyman to complete his record of 
state societies, in obtaining approval of and co-operation with the Insti-
tute's movement for standard examinations, has resulted in a record* 
which should be considered an addition to the record of last year. 
The chairman has been able to correspond with an increased number 
of schools of commerce and presents a tabulation* exhibiting their replies 
to the questionnaire submitted to them. 
Your committee feels certain of a strong and well founded opinion 
everywhere noted that the Institute is doing the right thing in establishing 
a standard test of the qualifications of C. P. A. registrants in its exam-
inations of candidates for membership in its own body. 
Respectfully submitted for the committee on education, 
WALDRON H . RAND, Chairman 
Report of Committee on Federal Legislation 
T o THE COUNCIL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS : 
GENTLEMEN:—The committee on federal legislation has been more or 
less dormant during the past year. Most of the activities of the Institute 
having to do with federal affairs have come under the jurisdiction of 
the war committee. 
*Full text of this report and the accompanying exhibits may be seen in the library 
of the Institute, 1 Liberty Street, N e w York. 
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Your committee has watched the development of legislation and is 
glad to be able to report that the increasing recognition given to the 
accounting profession and to the principles of accounting has been mani-
fest in most of the legislation enacted by the federal congress. 
The year has been one of absorbing interest to the profession on 
account of the developments from the passage of the war revenue law in 
September, 1917. The Institute has reason for satisfaction that one of 
its members should have been selected as a member of the body consti-
tuted by the treasury department to advise on regulations for giving 
effect to that law. This committee followed closely the proceedings in 
this matter. It early realized that satisfactory regulations could be framed 
only if a bold and broad interpretation were to be placed on some provi-
sions of the act and that, without knowledge as to how far the advisors 
were prepared to go in this direction, concrete suggestions on points of 
detail were of little avail. The committee therefore decided to limit its 
activities to an effort to secure recognition of the principles that consoli-
dated accounts of a parent company and its subsidiaries were in general 
the truest reflection of the operations of such companies. A brief on 
this question, prepared by the committee and approved by the executive 
committee was submitted to the treasury and has been published in THE 
JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY. 
The committee has been gratified to find that the principle advocated 
has been substantially adopted in the regulations issued. 
Respectfully submitted for the committee on federal legislation, 
GEORGE O . M A Y , Chairman 
Report of Committee on Publication 
T o THE COUNCIL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS : 
GENTLEMEN :—Your committee on publication seems to have fallen 
into the habit of reporting satisfactory progress. In spite of the abnor-
mal conditions which prevailed during the past year the activities super-
vised by your committee have shown a considerable amount of progress. 
T H E JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY continued to advance in circulation 
and volume of advertising, and the amount of profit accruing to the 
Institute from the operations of the JOURNAL for the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 1918, was $4,298.46, of which three-fifths has been paid into the 
general fund of the Institute and two-fifths is being distributed to the 
shareholders of the late Accountancy Publishing Company under the 
terms of the agreement with that company. 
At August 31 , 1 9 1 8 , the annual subscriptions to T H E JOURNAL OF 
ACCOUNTANCY amounted to 9 , 7 1 6 and cash sales average about 2 0 0 a month, 
bringing the actual paid circulation of the magazine up to approximately 
9 , 9 0 0 . 
Now that the circulation of the JOURNAL is in the neighborhood of 
10,000 copies it has seemed wise to consolidate the position thus attained 
before embarking on a campaign for further subscriptions. The circula-
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tion of the JOURNAL is sufficient to justify an increase in the volume of 
advertising which will probably come about naturally with the efforts of 
the publishing company. 
It must be borne in mind, however, that financial success is not the 
chief aim of T H E JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY. The purpose of your com-
mittee has always been to maintain high standards in the matter presented 
in the JOURNAL and to allow the financial side of the question to be subsid-
iary to excellence of material. 
The articles which have been printed during the past year have been 
of high standard. Some of the most valuable discussions which the 
JOURNAL has contained have been theses presented by associates seeking 
advancement to membership in the Institute. Some of these theses have 
been quite noteworthy contributions to the literature of accountancy. 
The JOURNAL has maintained its policy of declining to pay for articles 
accepted, but the time is coming when it may be considered whether or 
not a fair rate of compensation should be offered to contributors. The 
JOURNAL probably could not make payment on a scale commensurate 
with that of large popular magazines, but fair compensation would attract 
many young accountants to write articles, and probably out of those 
submitted a considerable number would be found of sufficient merit to 
warrant publication. 
The committee commends to the consideration of the council the 
question of the desirability of adopting the principle of paying for matter 
accepted. 
The year-book of the Institute was published about December 1st and 
distributed to the entire membership. 
The monthly bulletin has been of use during the year to circulate 
information relative to government work and other matters which could 
not be thoroughly discussed in a magazine such as T H E JOURNAL OF 
ACCOUNTANCY. The bulletins serve the purpose of keeping members and 
associates in closer touch with the activities of the organization than they 
would otherwise be. 
Respectfully submitted for the committee on publication, 
J . E . STERRETT, Chairman 
Report of Committee on State Legislation 
T o THE COUNCIL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS: 
GENTLEMEN :—Your committee on state legislation reports that no new 
C. P. A. laws have been enacted since the last annual meeting of the 
Institute, and no changes have been made in existing laws. 
Respectfully submitted for the committee on state legislation 
J . S . M . GOODLOE, Chairman 
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Report of Special Committee on Administration of Endowment 
T o THE COUNCIL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS : 
GENTLEMEN:—The committee on endowment appointed by the presi-
dent of the Institute a year ago was charged with the duty of formulating 
a plan for the procurement and utilization of an endowment fund. Fol-
lowing the appointment of that committee another committee, which was 
called the special committee on collections, was also appointed, and the 
success of its efforts was such that in the late fall it became apparent that 
the amount set for the fund, namely, $150,000, would be reached. 
The committee on endowment made a report presenting what it felt 
were the chief services to be rendered under the endowment fund and mak-
ing various suggestions, most of which have been adopted. 
When the movement had reached this point it became apparent that the 
committee on endowment had served its purpose and accordingly it was 
discharged by the president. 
The committee on collections continued for the purpose of completing 
the actual collection of subscriptions. 
A special committee entitled "Committee on administration of endow-
ment" was appointed by the president and consists of the following mem-
bers : 
George O. May, Chairman 
Harvey S. Chase 
Robert H. Montgomery 
Elijah W. Sells 
Arthur Young 
On January 15th the committee prepared a report which was distrib-
uted to the entire membership, setting forth the principal departments of 
the work made possible by the endowment fund which, it seemed to the 
committee, should be undertaken at once. 
Later experience has not led the committee to feel that there should be 
any departure from the principles laid down in that report. 
Among the donations to the Institute was the copyright of a series of 
articles entitled T H E D U T I E S OF THE JUNIOR ACCOUNTANT written by W. 
B. Reynolds and F. W. Thornton. It seemed wise to the committee to 
publish these articles in book form under the endowment fund, and this 
was done. The total cost of printing, binding and distribution to date has 
been $680.93. The first edition printed consisted of two thousand copies, 
of which 1170 have been sold at $1.00 each. There is, therefore, a profit 
already derived from the sale of the book and as time goes on there will 
be further revenue. 
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The committee would like to impress upon all members of the council 
and other members of the Institute the desirability of obtaining copies of 
this excellent little book for the use of all members of their staffs. It 
seems to the committee the most comprehensive and concise treatise of 
the kind that has been published and it must be of benefit to young ac-
countants who study it. 
Now that the Institute has taken its new offices, at considerably greater 
expense, it has become increasingly important that subscriptions to the en-
dowment fund should be paid promptly and that new subscriptions should 
be made whenever members feel that they can give such tangible evidence 
of their interest in the progress of the Institute. The committee believes 
that by means of the activities made possible by the provision of an en-
dowment fund, the Institute will serve a larger purpose than most national 
organizations can serve and that every member of the Institute must wish 
to be represented in the list of donors even if his donations be compara-
tively small. 
The library and statistical bureau are in complete working order. In-
quiries received will be given due consideration and will be answered 
promptly. 
There is to be an advisory committee of not less than twelve members, 
who will work in groups of three to give advice and assistance to inquirers. 
A temporary arrangement for replying to inquiries has been made, but 
when the abnormal rush of the present emergency is over, it is expected 
that the complete plan will be carried out. 
It is, of course, evident to every member of the council that it has 
been somewhat difficult to devote a great deal of time to committee work 
during the altogether unprecedented activity of the past year, but the com-
mittee has not lost sight of its duties and has given such attention as it 
could to the work. 
It is eminently gratifying to report that the plan in the minds of those 
responsible for the creation of the endowment fund has been practically 
fulfilled and that the success of the undertaking is far greater than could 
reasonably have been expected in the circumstances. 
The committee has asked the librarian to make a report upon the work 
of the library and to embody any suggestions which might seem important. 
The librarian's report is appended hereto and is made a part of this report. 
Respectfully submitted for the special committee on 
administration of endowment. 
GEORGE O . M A Y , Chairman 
REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN 
Although the library has been in a formative stage, I am able to report 
substantial progress. The new quarters at 1 Liberty Street have been 
fully equipped and representative books, pamphlets, clippings and maga-
zines on accountancy and related subjects have been collected and indexed 
in a card catalogue. 
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On January 15th of this year, actual work was begun on a small col-
lection which the library already possessed, the most important part being 
a gift from Mr. Leonard H. Conant. Later Mr. John E. Cooper donated 
a part of his library. 
While still at the old quarters, 20 Vesey Street, preparations were made 
for equipping the new library. On April 1st this was opened, but owing 
to war conditions it was the middle of May before the room was ready 
for use. Shelving for nearly 3,000 books was installed, provision was 
made for taking care of pamphlets and clippings, and tables and chairs 
were provided for readers. To this Mr. John R. Wildman added the gift 
of a case for rare books. The library is now open from nine to five every 
week day except Saturday, when the hours are from nine to one. 
The volume report is as follows: 
Bound books and magazines 1,100 
Unbound books, pamphlets and clippings 1,300 
Magazines and newspapers: 
Exchange and gift 44 
Purchase 7 
The library is fortunate in having a complete set of Moody's Manual 
and the Commercial and Financial Chronicle dating back to 1903. 
The active interest of 37 members and 16 authors who are not members 
has made it possible to start a collection of autographed editions. This in 
time should be a valuable acquisition. 
Of equal interest are the few rare books on accountancy which have 
been donated by members. 
The vertical file arranged by subjects, similar to the books on the 
shelves, includes clippings from newspapers, articles from magazines, pam-
phlets, published reports of companies, etc. 
The clippings for the most part consist of articles collected by Mr. 
Arthur Wolff from magazines published during the last ten years. The 
current magazines are being carefully indexed, but it is difficult to obtain 
back numbers containing valuable data. 
Present conditions will force the purchase of many magazines which 
up to this time have been sent in exchange for T H E JOURNAL OF A C -
COUNTANCY. 
As this collection is far from complete, it is still important that mem-
bers send in suggestions and recommendations, and, whenever possible, 
books, pamphlets and other records. 
The work may properly be divided into three classes: the library, the 
bureau of information and the statistical department. 
About one hundred and twenty questions have been sent in and an-
swered. Most of these have come by mail from accountants living outside 
New York. As the library is now started it is hoped that there may be 
a growing demand for its resources during the coming year. 
Many of the questions have been answered through the bureau of in-
formation. It is entirely due to the co-operation and assistance of the 
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members that the library has been able to meet the demand for profess-
ional opinions and unpublished data. 
As yet a statistician has not been appointed. 
Since it is impossible for out of town members to visit the library often. 
some method should be adopted whereby the Institute may have accurate 
and current knowledge of available material. Early in 1919, the library 
will be large enough to publish a small catalogue of the more important 
books and pamphlets. This may be kept up to date by issuing at stated 
times lists of recent additions, references to the more important magazine 
articles and answers to questions of interest to the profession which have 
been referred to the library. 
Respectfully submitted, 
L . S . MILTIMORE, Librarian 
Report of the Special Committee on Collections 
T o THE COUNCIL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS : 
GENTLEMEN :—The special committee on collections, acting in con-
junction with the committee on endowment and later with the committee 
on administration of endowment, conducted a consistent campaign for 
subscriptions to the endowment fund. In the last week of October a 
concentrated effort was made and the bulk of the subscriptions, aside 
from the amounts originally subscribed, was received at that time. 
Your committee has prepared a statement* of the endowment fund 
as it stands to-day, including subscriptions made, but not yet paid. 
No report of this committee would be complete without reference to 
the generous donations of books made by Leonard H. Conant, John E. 
Cooper, Hollis, Tilton & Porte and other members. 
The committee also reports special contributions of $1,000.00 from 
Elijah W. Sells for the purchase of books, $100.00 from John H. Bowman 
for binding expenses and $500.00 from Adam A. Ross for current ex-
penses. There has also been a donation of furniture from John R. 
Wildman. 
In addition to monetary contributions, the committee reports donations 
of books from the following: 
Alexander Hamilton Institute Chester Crandell 
Frederick H. Baugh Robert S. Denham 
A. G. Belding A. Lowes Dickinson 
R. J. Bennett DeWitt Eggleston 
George W. Bowers Paul-Joseph Esquerré 
W. B. Castenholz Irving Fisher 
Harvey S. Chase E. H. Gardiner 
Frederick A. Cleveland Gee & Company 
William M. Collier Stephen Gilman 
Russell H. Conwell Leo Greendlinger 
*List of endowment fund subscriptions is on file in the offices of the Institute, 
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Florence Hooper 
Joseph Hopkinson 
E. R. Hudders 
Joseph French Johnson 
Arthur F. Jones 
J. Porter Joplin 
R. B. Kester 
J. J. Klein 
LaSalle Extension University 
P. D. Leake 
W. H. Leffingwell 
Loomis, Suffern & Fernald 
H. Foulks Lynch & Co. 
Robert J. McIntosh 
John T. Madden 
Robert H. Montgomery 
Edward P. Moxey 
Walter Mucklow 
Godfrey N. Nelson 
Respectfully submitted for the special committee on collections, 
ROBERT H . MONTGOMERY, Chairman. 
H. W. Nichols 
J. Lee Nicholson 
Patterson, Teele & Dennis 
T. A. Pedley 
Leroy L. Perrine 
Samuel F. Racine 
Montgomery Rollins 
Earl A. Saliers 
Wheeler Sammons 
Clinton H. Scovell 
E. W. Sells 
J. E. Sterrett 
John B. Tanner 
F. W. Thornton 
Frank R. Walker 
W. F. Weiss 
C. E. Wermuth 
J. R. Wildman 
Arthur Wolff 
Clinton E. Woods 
Report of Special Committee on Interest in Relation to Cost 
New York, September 14, 1918. 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS : 
GENTLEMEN :—Your committee on "Interest in relation to cost" has 
had one long meeting at which it had the benefit of the extreme views of 
Mr. Clinton H. Scovell, the sponsor for those who advocate the inclusion 
in production cost of interest on investment, in which Mr. Scovell very 
fully set forth the views of those who favor such procedure. The views 
of the committee on this question, which are at variance with those of 
Mr. Scovell, may be, as to certain points, briefly stated as follows: 
There has been a great deal written and said on this subject much of 
which is purely academic, but a practical, concrete definition of cost is 
"Expenditure for production." Interest on investment is not an expendi-
ture, but is at best only an anticipation of profits and, as such, has no 
logical standing in the computation of production cost. 
If the theory is applied in practice, it is necessarily an arbitrary calcu-
lation, based not upon any established fact but upon someone's vision 
of what particular interest rate would be properly applicable in the 
premises, and, after the amount is so determined, injected into the cal-
culations of actual expenditures, and so added to assets. 
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The inclusion of interest on investment as a part of the production 
cost must result in one or the other of two conditions: 
First, a false statement of assets and income; or 
Second, the creation of a reserve account, estimated to be equal to the 
amount arbitrarily added to the assets and the income. 
It is, of course, assumed that no accountant would wish to present a 
false statement of the assets and income of any concern, and, therefore, 
only the question of the creation of a reserve to offset the suggested arti-
ficial inflation of the assets remains to be considered. 
As such, in a statement of assets and liabilities, it must be deducted 
from the valuation at which materials and supplies, finished goods on 
hand and in process and any other items included in the inflation are 
carried in the books. If not actually deducted on the face of the balance-
sheet, a person having knowledge of finance and accounting (for in-
stance, a banker) will mentally deduct this reserve in forming his opinion 
of the value of assets. Hence the work and trouble expended in the cal-
culation is futile so far as a statement of assets and liabilities is concerned, 
and only leads to confusion instead of simplicity. 
The credit account or reserve which is set up as a contra to the debit 
included in cost can be kept in equilibrium only by a periodic calculation 
of the amount of the false or arbitrary figure that has been included in 
the cost of goods sold; which amount must be first estimated, for it could 
never be determined definitely, and then debited to the reserve and cred-
ited to profit and loss, to offset the amount of such items that were prior 
to sale included and carried in cost. Hence the additional expensive 
detailed bookkeeping is entirely futile in that it has no eventual effect in 
a true statement of profit and loss. 
Having no final effect upon either the balance-sheet or the profit and 
loss account, except to confuse them, it is of no value whatever in a state-
ment of condition or results. The suggested practice reminds one of the 
hillside exploits of the "Gallant Duke of York" and his famous ten thou-
sand men. 
Under the federal tax law one is not permitted to deduct from profits 
reserves for inventories, etc., and no matter how patriotic one may be, 
any accountant who would recommend to a client that he arbitrarily and 
artificially increase his profits, in order that he may pay as high as eighty 
per cent. thereof to the government, must have great faith in the child-
like simplicity of human nature. 
But the advocates of the practice say that it is a necessary item in the 
determination of the selling price. But even if so, why include it in pro-
duction cost? It is no more necessary to that end than numerous other 
items which must be taken into consideration in establishing a selling 
price, provided the state of the market would afford a selling price based 
upon such a computation instead of on supply, demand and competition. 
For instance, such a calculation involves expenses of selling, expenses of 
administration, expenses of financing and expected profit. No one would 
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seriously advocate the inclusion of all these items in cost, and if they 
must be calculated "on the side" and added to the production cost in order 
to determine a selling price, there seems to be no logical reason why the 
"side" calculations should not include the entire desired profit in one 
motion. It only complicates the calculation first to include a portion of 
the profit in production cost and then again to deduct from the total 
expected profit the anticipated portion (another estimate) previously ab-
sorbed. This is only another instance of the futility of the practice. 
One of the supposed minor claims of the advocates of the practice is 
that it is necessary in order to establish a comparison of cost with others 
in like business, or the different plants of the same concern under different 
conditions of investment. That argument is hard to follow and there are 
always other elements of difference that the item of interest on investment 
would not equalize. Furthermore, when those others with whom it is 
desired to compare costs are competitors, one is not likely to know their 
methods of computing costs or the elements involved and therefore com-
parison is impossible, whether or not interest on investment is used as 
an element by them. 
In conclusion, it is the opinion of your committee that the inclusion in 
production cost of interest on investment is unsound in theory and wrong, 
not to say absurd, in practice.* 
Respectfully submitted, 
HAMILTON S . CORWIN, Chairman 
CHARLES S . LUDLAM 
W . B . RICHARDS 
A . PYOTT SPENCE 
SEYMOUR WALTON 
Committee. 
Report of the War Committee 
T o THE COUNCIL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS : 
GENTLEMEN :—Through the termination of the relations formerly ex-
isting between the council of national defense and its affiliated committees, 
the committee of the Institute formerly known as the "Accountancy 
committee of the council of national defense" was renamed "The war 
committee," with no change of personnel, however, with the exception of 
the addition of Mr. Carl Nau as a member. 
During the past year the committee as a group has not been especially 
active, but most of the members thereof have been signally recognized 
*When the report of the special committee on interest in relation to cost was dis-
cussed at the meeting it was resolved that a footnote should be published with the re-
port, to the effect that while the views of the committee were approved it might be 
added that every accountant would admit that the inclusion of interest in cost for 
purely statistical and internal purposes might have a value. The report being con-
cerned only with the accounting and financial side of the question did not discuss the 
unimportant subject of the compilation of intra-company statistics not intended for 
other than private use. Adoption of the report did not debar any member from in-
cluding interest in cost of production when compiling such internal statistics—pro-
vided always that such statistics must not be used to color financial statements, 
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by the government through its calls upon them for the highly specialized 
service which they have been asked to render. 
It does not follow, however, that the contributions of the Institute have 
in any wise lessened, but rather that as might be expected they have 
been largely increased. No complete record exists of the service ren-
dered by members of the Institute to the government, as so many who 
were thus engaged have failed to report their efforts; but it is reasonable 
to suppose that from 12% to 15% of the entire membership is engaged in 
the uniformed or un-uniformed service of the government. 
It is gratifying to note that the departments of the government have 
recognized the value of the co-operation of trained and skilled account-
ants in their own varied forms of activity, and this is exemplified by the 
fact that out of the seven members of the committee (in addition to the 
secretary) four have been giving all or nearly all of their time to the 
government during the past year. 
Mr. Sterrett is vice-chairman of the excess profits tax review board 
and has been in Washington almost continuously for the past nine months. 
Mr. Montgomery, now lieutenant-colonel, is the representative for the 
war department on the price fixing committee of the war industries board. 
Mr. Teele was the civilian member of the committee appointed by the 
quartermaster's department to consider the determination of property 
accountability, and in other ways has been engaged in rendering a most 
valuable service. Mr. Ludlam, in addition to his response to various 
demands, has been called upon to fill a position of great importance and 
will represent this government in the determination of its responsibilities 
created through inter-allied transactions. 
The committee and the Institute should feel beholden to Mr. Nau, 
who in spite of a serious illness has rendered most valuable though incon-
spicuous service to the profession at large. 
No record of the work of this committee will be complete unless it bears 
testimony to the unselfish and unceasing work of the president of the 
Institute, Mr. Davies. To the advancement of the profession and to the 
interest of the Institute we knew he would be faithful, but with the inci-
dence of the war the work that he was called upon to do as president has 
been immensely increased and only those who have been in the position to 
observe him can estimate the unflagging zeal and the unstinted expendi-
ture of time, strength, labor and money as well, which he has made. To 
his self-forgetful patriotism the Institute is deeply indebted. 
Respectfully submitted for the war committee, 
EDWARD L. SUFFERN, Chairman 
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State Boards of Accountancy 
ARKANSAS : 
H. W. HENNEGIN, C.P.A., President, Little Rock. 
CHARLES H . ORTO, C . P . A . , Secretary, Little Rock. 
SIMON BLOOM, C . P . A . , Treasurer, Pine Bluff. 
CALIFORNIA : 
JOHN F . FORBES, C.P.A., President, Crocker Building, San Francisco. 
REYNOLD E. BLIGHT, C.P.A., Vice-President, 1020 Washington Build-
ing, Los Angeles. 
WILLIAM DOLGE, C.P.A., Secretary and Treasurer, 311 California 
Street, San Francisco. 
HERBERT M. BRACE, C . P . A . , 149 Montgomery Street, San Francisco. 
PRENTISS MASLIN, C . P . A . , 301 Hegelstein Building, Sacramento. 
COLORADO : 
S. R. SCHAEFFER, C.P.A., President, First National Bank Building, 
Denver. 
F. W. DEIDESHEIMER, C.P.A., Secretary, Continental Building, Denver. 
C. H. FULTON, C.P.A., Treasurer, 524 Seventeenth Street, Denver. 
CONNECTICUT : 
GEORGE L. VANNAIS, C.P.A., President, Box 269, Hartford. 
JOHN STARKWEATHER, C.P.A., Secretary, Ansonia. 
WILLIAM P. LANDON, C.P.A., Treasurer, 115 Allen Place, Hartford. 
DELAWARE : 
PETER T . WRIGHT, C . P . A . , President, Equitable Building, Wilmington. 
THEODORE TOWNSEND, C . P . A . , Secretary, Milford. 
CHARLES H . SIMMONS, C . P . A . , Treasurer, Farmington. 
FLORIDA : 
FRANCIS M . WILLIAMS, C.P.A., Chairman, Jacksonville. 
WALTER MUCKLOW, C.P.A., U. S. Trust and Savings Building, Jack-
sonville. 
E. I. MATTHEWS, C.P.A., Tallahassee. 
GEORGIA : 
JOEL HUNTER, C.P.A., Chairman, Empire Building, Atlanta. 
R. W. JEMISON, C.P.A., Secretary and Treasurer, Macon. 
HAROLD HIRSCH, Attorney-at-Law, Candler Building, Atlanta. 
IDAHO : 
F. L. DAVIS, C.P.A., Chairman, Sugar City. 
BYRON DEFENBACH, C.P.A., Vice-Chairman, Lewiston. 
O. E. CANNON, C.P.A., Secretary-Treasurer, Mountainhome. 
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ILLINOIS : 
ALBERT T. BACON, C . P . A . , Chairman, 208 South La Salle Street, 
Chicago. 
NATHAN WILLIAM MACCHESNEY, Attorney-at-Law, 30 North La Salle 
Street, Chicago. 
R. O. BERGER, C.P.A., Secretary, 134 South La Salle Street, Chicago. 
INDIANA : 
(State Board of Certified Public Accountants.) 
GILBERT H. HENDREN, President, State House, Indianapolis. 
LAWRENCE F . ORR, Secretary and Treasurer, State House, Indianapolis. 
WALTER G. OWENS, State House, Indianapolis. 
(Advisory Board.) 
JAMES W. NOEL, Attorney-at-Law, 911 Lemcke Building, Indianapolis. 
JOHN E . REED, Vice-President of the Farmers Trust Company, 
Indianapolis. 
GEORGE U . BINGHAM, Secretary of the St. Joseph Loan & Trust Com-
pany, South Bend. 
IOWA: 
EDWIN G. PROUTY, C.P.A., Chairman, 313 Putnam Building, Daven-
port. 
A. H. HAMMARSTROM, C.P.A., Secretary, Clinton. 
PHILIP L . BILLINGS, C . P . A . , 8 0 4 Black Hawk Building, Waterloo. 
KANSAS : 
(Board of Administration.) 
ARTHUR CAPPER, Governor. 
E. W . HOCH, Marion. 
WYLIE W . COOK, Secretary. 
CHAS. W . GREENE. 
WILBUR N . MASON. 
(Board of Examiners.) 
C. F . FOLEY, Chairman, Board of Public Utilities, Topeka. 
J. D. M. CROCKETT, C.P.A., Secretary, Glendale Building, Kansas City, 
Mo. 
J. E. CATON, C.P.A., State Accountant, Topeka. 
KENTUCKY: 
J. R . MAYES, President, Louisville Trust Building, Louisville. 
RAYMOND E . KLEIN, Secretary, Fort Thomas. 
E. C. CONLEY, Treasurer, Catlettsburg. 
LOUISIANA : 
CHARLES E. WERMUTH, C . P . A . , President, 7 2 0 Hennen Building, New 
Orleans. 
ELKIN MOSES, C.P.A., Secretary, 812 Canal Bank Building, New 
Orleans. 
G. V. W. LYMAN, C.P.A., Treasurer, 634 Gravier Street, New 
Orleans. 
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MAINE : 
NATHANIEL W . STAPLES, C . P . A . , Portland. 
JOHN T. FAGAN, Secretary and Treasurer, 85 Exchange Street, Port-
land. 
JOHN LOVEJOY, C.P.A., Rockland. 
MARYLAND : 
THOMAS L. BERRY, C.P.A., Chairman, 508 Fidelity Building, Balti-
more. 
WILLIAM A . GILLESPIE, C . P . A . , Secretary and Treasurer, 6 0 6 Union 
Trust Building, Baltimore. 
ERNEST E . WOODEN, C.P.A., 901 Calvert Building, Baltimore. 
GEORGE E . BARNETT, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore. 
WILLIAM MILNES MALOY, Attorney-at-Law, 1402 Fidelity Building, 
Baltimore. 
MASSACHUSETTS : 
J. E. MASTERS, C.P.A., Chairman, 60 State Street, Boston. 
DANIEL B. LEWIS, C.P.A., Secretary, 45 Milk Street, Boston. 
EDWIN L . PRIDE, C.P.A., 4 0 Central Street, Boston. 
GEORGE LYALL, C.P.A., 79 Milk Street, Boston. 
ORLANDO C. MOYER, C.P.A., Old South Building, Boston. 
MICHIGAN : 
FREDERIC A. TILTON, C.P.A., Chairman, Penobscot Building, Detroit. 
DURAND W . SPRINGER, C.P.A., Secretary, Ann Arbor. 
ARCHIBALD BROOMFIELD, Attorney-at-Law, Big Rapids. 
MINNESOTA : 
J. S. MATTESON, C.P.A., Chairman, 701 Alworth Building, Duluth. 
JULIUS J. ANDERSON, C.P.A., Secretary and Treasurer, 526 Security 
Building, Minneapolis. 
N . B. HINCKLEY, C . P . A . , 441 Endicott Building, St. Paul. 
MISSOURI : 
DAVID L. GREY, C . P . A . , President, Third National Bank Building, St. 
Louis. 
BERTRAM D . KRIBBEN, C.P.A., Secretary, Central National Bank Build-
ing, St. Louis. 
ALBERT J . WATSON, C . P . A . , Commerce Building, Kansas City. 
FREDERIC A . SMITH, C . P . A . , Lathrop Building, Kansas City. 
H . T . WESTERMANN, C . P . A , 4 2 Broadway, New York. 
MONTANA : 
J . C. PHILLIPS, C . P . A . , Chairman, Miner Building, Butte. 
DONALD ARTHUR, C . P . A . , Secretary, Hennessy Building, Butte. 
W. D . MANGAM, C . P . A . , Miner Building, Butte. 
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NEBRASKA : 
EDWARD J . ROBINSON, C . P . A . , President, Lincoln. 
WILLIAM H . SMITH, Treasurer, Lincoln. 
HORACE S . WIGGINS, C . P . A . , Secretary, Lincoln. 
NEVADA : 
GEORGE K . ELDER, C.P.A., President, Reno. 
C. F. DEARMOND, C.P.A., Vice-President, Elko. 
L. F. ADAMSON, C.P.A., Secretary, Carson. 
N E W HAMPSHIRE: 
JAMES O . LYFORD, Chairman, Concord. 
FREDERIC S. NUTTING, Concord. 
GUY H. CUTTER, Concord. 
N E W JERSEY: 
JOHN B . NIVEN, C.P.A., President, Upper Montclair. 
EDWIN G. WOODLING, C.P.A., Secretary, 2 4 Broad Street, New York. 
HENRY C. MAGEE, C.P.A., Treasurer, Market and Third Streets, 
Camden. 
N E W YORK: 
F. W. LAFRENTZ, C . P . A . , President, 100 Broadway, New York. 
CHARLES S. MCCULLOH, C . P . A . , Secretary, 43 Exchange Place, New 
York. 
WILLIAM H. DENNIS, C.P.A., 87 Nassau Street, New York. 
NORTH CAROLINA: 
G. G. SCOTT, C.P.A., Chairman, 60S Commercial Building, Charlotte. 
J. P. SCALES, C.P.A., Secretary, Greensboro. 
J. J. BERNARD, C.P.A., Attorney-at-Law, Raleigh. 
JOHN B . MCCABE, Charlotte. 
NORTH DAKOTA: 
WALTER THOMPSON, Secretary, Fargo. 
F. T. CUTHBERT, Devil's Lake. 
E. T. TOWNE, Grand Forks. 
OHIO : 
E. S. THOMAS, C.P.A., President, Union Trust Building, Cincinnati. 
J. J. MCKNIGHT, C.P.A., Secretary and Treasurer, Hayden Building, 
Columbus. 
A. C. ERNST, C.P.A., Schofield Building, Cleveland. 
OKLAHOMA : 
FRED. PARKINSON, (State Examiner and Inspector,) Chairman, Okla-
homa City. 
TOM D . BOYDSTON, Secretary, Oklahoma City. 
S. P. FREELING, (Attorney-General), Oklahoma City. 
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OREGON : 
GEORGE BLACK, C.P.A., Chairman, Worcester Building, Portland. 
E . M. WILSON, C . P . A . , Medford. 
ARTHUR BERRIDGE, C . P . A . , Secretary and Treasurer, 224 Worcester 
Building, Portland. 
W. R. MACKENZIE, C.P.A., Wilcox Building, Portland. 
PENNSYLVANIA : 
HORACE P. GRIFFITH, C . P . A . , President, 3 2 5 Bourse Building, Phila-
delphia. 
B. FRANK NEAD, Treasurer, Harrisburg. 
FRANK WILBUR M A I N , C . P . A . , Secretary, Farmers Bank Building, 
Pittsburgh. 
JAMES E. H I N D M A N , Attorney, Oliver Building, Pittsburgh. 
FRANK B. SPEAKMAN, C.P.A., 521 Bourse Building, Philadelphia. 
RHODE ISLAND: 
GEORGE R . LAWTON, C . P . A . , Chairman, Tiverton. 
GEORGE M . REX, C . P . A . , Secretary, Industrial Trust Building, Provi-
dence. 
LEWIS G. FISHER, C.P.A., Treasurer, Barrington. 
SOUTH CAROLINA: 
C. C. FISHBURNE, C.P.A., President, Columbia. 
J . HERTZ BROWN, Vice-President, Spartanburg. 
G. B . WALTON, C.P.A., Secretary and Treasurer, Anderson. 
SOUTH DAKOTA: 
JOHN H I N N I N G , Public Examiner, President, Pierre. 
G U Y C. BARTON, Insurance Examiner, Vice-President, Pierre. 
J . E. TRURAN, Executive Accountant, Secretary-Treasurer, Pierre. 
TENNESSEE : 
GEORGE M . CLARK, C.P.A., Chairman, 3 1 7 James Building, Chattanooga. 
IRA P . JONES, C.P.A., Secretary, Stahlman Building, Nashville. 
F. W. PIKE, C.P.A., 1101 Tennessee Trust Building, Memphis. 
O . R . EWING, C.P.A., 7 1 9 Central Bank Building, Memphis. 
WALTER S . BLACK, C.P.A., Knoxville. 
T E X A S : 
E. J. ARCHINARD, C.P.A., Chairman, 303 Reynolds Building, Fort 
Worth. 
H . V . ROBERTSON, C.P.A., Secretary, Amarillo National Bank Build-
ing, Amarillo. 
MILTON MORRIS, C.P.A., City Hall, Austin. 
W. P . PETER, C . P . A . , Praetorian Building, Dallas. 
T . E . ALLDAY, C.P.A., Wichita Falls. 
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U T A H : 
W . J . BATEMAN, C.P.A., President, Salt Lake City. 
J . P . GODDARD, C.P.A., Treasurer, Salt Lake City. 
VERMONT: 
F. C. WILLIAMS (Bank Commissioner), Montpelier. 
ADRIAN E. HOLMES, Secretary, South Royalton. 
B E N J A M I N GATES, (Auditor of Accounts), Montpelier. 
VIRGINIA : 
A. T . HENDERSON, C.P.A., Chairman, People's National Bank Build-
ing, Lynchburg. 
A. M. PULLEN, C.P.A., Secretary and Treasurer, Travelers Building, 
Richmond. 
A. LEE RAWLINGS, C.P.A., 407 Law Building, Norfolk. 
J . A. C . CHANDLER, (Superintendent of Schools), Richmond. 
JAS. H. PRICE, Attorney-at-Law, Times-Dispatch Building, Richmond. 
WASHINGTON : 
RODNEY D . W H I T E , C . P . A . , Chairman, 1 1 3 6 Henry Building, Seattle. 
GEORGE SHEDDEN, C . P . A , Secretary and Treasurer, Provident Building, 
Tacoma. 
ALFRED LISTER, C.P.A., Central School, Tacoma. 
WILLIAM MCADAM, C.P.A., 345 Central Building, Seattle. 
OLE S. LARSON, C.P.A., care Scandinavian-American Bank, Tacoma. 
W E S T VIRGINIA : 
FRANK R . AMOS, Attorney, President, Fairmont. 
DAVID A. JAYNE, C.P.A., Secretary, Charleston. 
RALPH S . HOLDEN, C.P.A., Clarksburg. 
WISCONSIN : 
F . H . ELWELL, C . P . A . , President, University of Wisconsin, Madison. 
CARL PENNER, C . P . A . , Vice-President, Milwaukee. 
B E N J A M I N A . KIEKHOFER, C . P . A . , Secretary, Madison. 
WYOMING : 
W . D . BATCHELLOR, C.P.A., President, Cheyenne. 
IRA B. FEE, C.P.A., Secretary, Cheyenne. 
I . C. NEWLIN, C.P.A., Treasurer, Newcastle. 
*A vacancy exists in the Utah Board of Accountancy. 
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Constitution and By-Laws of the American 
Institute of Accountants (as amended at 
the Annual Meeting, 
September, 1918.) 
C O N S T I T U T I O N A N D BY-LAWS 
O F T H E 
American Institute of Accountants 
C O N S T I T U T I O N 
ARTICLE I 
SECTION 1. The name of this organization shall be the American 
Institute of Accountants. Its objects shall be to unite the accountancy 
profession of the United States; to promote and maintain high professional 
and moral standards; to safeguard the interests of public accountants; 
to advance the science of accountancy; to develop and improve account-
ancy education; to provide for the examination of candidates for mem-
bership, and to encourage cordial intercourse among accountants practising 
in the United States of America. 
ARTICLE II 
SECTION 1. The institute shall consist of members and associates, who 
shall be further classified as members in practice and associates in practice, 
members not in practice and associates not in practice. 
All questions arising in regard to classification of members shall be 
determined by the council. 
SEC. 2. Members shall consist of the following: 
(a) Fellows of the American Association of Public Accountants who 
shall be such at September 19, 1916. 
(b) Associates who shall have been in practice on their own account or 
in the employ of a practising public accountant for five years next pre-
ceding the date of their application and shall be recommended by the 
board of examiners after examination and elected by the council The 
determination of who shall be considered as practising public accountants 
shall be made in all cases by the board of examiners. 
(c) Accountants who shall present evidence of preliminary education 
satisfactory to the board of examiners, who shall have been in practice 
on their own account or in the employ of a practising public accountant 
for not less than five years immediately preceding the date of their 
application, who shall be recommended by the board of examiners after 
examination and elected by the council. 
SEC. 3. Associates shall consist of the following: 
(a) Associate members of the American Association of Public Ac-
countants at September 19, 1916; or 
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(b) Persons who shall be not less than twenty-one (21) years of age 
and present evidence of preliminary education satisfactory to the board of 
examiners; and 
(c) Shall have satisfactory training and experience in public ac-
counting. 
The last-named qualification may consist of: 
(1) Possession of a certificate of graduation from an accounting school 
recognized by the examining board and a certified public accountant 
certificate of a standard recognized by the examining board or instead of 
a certified public accountant certificate employment for not less than 
two years upon the accounting staff of a public accountant (students not 
completing the full course at an accounting school shall be given credit by 
computing the number of years of study satisfactorily completed as being 
equal to one-half the same number of years employed in the office of a 
public accountant) ; or 
(2) Employment for not less than two years upon the accounting staff 
of a public accountant and possession of a certified public accountant 
certificate of a standard recognized by the examining board; or 
(3) Not less than four years' experience in public accounting work 
either upon his own account or in the office of a public accountant by a 
person not holding a certified public accountant certificate of a standard 
recognized by the examining board; or 
(4) Possession of an accountant's certificate issued under the law of 
a foreign government of a grade accepted by unanimous action of the 
board of examiners, and one year's satisfactory experience in practice in 
the United States of America; or 
(5) In the discretion of the board of examiners exercised in each case, 
not less than three years' experience in teaching accountancy subjects in 
a school of accountancy recognized by the board of examiners. 
(6) In addition to the foregoing qualifications, candidates for associate 
membership shall submit to examination by the board of examiners and 
upon recommendation of that board, may be elected by the council. 
SEC. 4. Voting power in the institute shall be vested exclusively in the 
members. Associates shall not have a vote but may attend all meetings 
of the institute and have the privilege of the floor in the discretion of 
the chair or of the meeting then in session. 
SEC. 5. After October 31, 1916, no applicant shall be admitted as a 
member or associate and no associate shall be advanced to membership 
without examination by the board of examiners and election by the council. 
ARTICLE III 
SECTION 1. The governing body of the institute shall be a council con-
sisting of thirty-five members in practice (not more than six of whom 
shall be residents of the same state) and the following officers: 
A president (the same person shall not be elected for more than two 
years in succession). 
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Two vice-presidents (both of whom shall not be residents of the same 
state). 
A treasurer. 
The foregoing officers and members of the council shall be members in 
practice and shall be elected at the annual meeting and shall hold office 
until their successors shall have been elected and installed. 
SEC. 2. The term of office of the officers shall be one year and the term 
of office of the other thirty-five members of the council shall be five 
years, except that of the members first elected seven shall be elected for a 
term of one year, seven for a term of two years, seven for a term of three 
years, seven for a term of four years and seven for a term of five years, 
and annually thereafter seven members shall be elected for terms of five 
years except in the case of vacancies in the council which shall be filled by 
election by the institute for the unexpired terms. 
SEC. 3. The council shall elect a secretary who shall also act as an 
executive officer under the direction of the council. The secretary may be 
chosen from without the membership of the institute but he shall have 
the privilege of the floor at meetings of the institute, the council and the 
executive committee. 
SEC. 4. The council shall also be empowered to elect or appoint such 
other agents or employees as may be necessary for the proper conduct of 
the affairs of the institute. 
ARTICLE IV 
COMMITTEES 
SECTION 1. There shall be eleven regular standing committees, namely: 
EXECUTIVE—Elected by the council and consisting of five members of 
the council with the president and treasurer of the institute ex-officio. 
PROFESSIONAL ETHICS—Elected by the council and consisting of five 
members of the council, not members of the executive committee. 
ARBITRATION. 
BUDGET AND FINANCE. 
CONSTITUTION AND B Y - L A W S . 
EDUCATION. 
FEDERAL LEGISLATION. 
MEETINGS. 
NOMINATIONS. 
PUBLICATION. 
STATE LEGISLATION. 
SEC. 2. All committees except as provided above shall be appointed by 
the president and shall consist of a chairman and two other members who 
shall be members of the institute. 
SEC. 3. A majority of each committee shall constitute a quorum for 
the transaction of business. 
SEC. 4. The president shall be ex-officio a member of all committees. 
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ARTICLE V 
EXAMINATIONS 
SECTION 1. The council at the first meeting thereof after the annual 
meeting of the institute shall elect from among the members of the insti-
tute in practice a board of examiners consisting of nine members to serve 
for terms of three years each, except that of the examiners first elected 
three shall be elected for a term of one year, three for a term of two years 
and three for a term of three years, and annually thereafter three ex-
aminers shall be elected for terms of three years. 
SEC. 2. The board of examiners shall hold examinations annually 
or, if deemed expedient, semi-annually for candidates. Such examinations 
shall be oral or written or partly oral and partly written, and by this and 
such other methods as may be adopted the board of examiners shall deter-
mine the technical qualifications and the preliminary education and train-
ing of all applicants for membership before applications are submitted to 
the council. The examinations shall be held simultaneously in different 
parts of the country at such places as may be determined by the board 
of examiners where applicants for admittance may conveniently attend. 
SEC. 3. The board of examiners shall organize by the election of a chair-
man and shall formulate all necessary rules and regulations for the con-
duct of its work and shall be empowered to appoint duly qualified ex-
aminers to prepare examination questions and to mark the grades of 
papers of applicants and shall charge each applicant an examination fee, 
which shall be applied to the payment of the expenses incident to ex-
aminations. All rules and regulations made by the board of examiners 
may, however, be amended, suspended or revoked by the council. 
ARTICLE VI 
AMENDMENTS 
SECTION 1. Amendments to the constitution or by-laws of the institute 
shall be made only at the annual meeting thereof and by a two-thirds vote 
of the members present, but before becoming effective shall be submitted 
for a mail vote to the entire membership of the institute; and when ap-
proved in writing by a majority thereof shall be declared by the president 
to be effective. No proposition to amend shall be acted upon unless 
written notice thereof shall have been given to the secretary of the insti-
tute at least sixty days prior to the meeting at which such amendment is 
to be submitted for action. A copy of every proposition to amend shall 
be embodied in the call for such meeting and a copy sent to every member 
and associate of the institute at least thirty days prior to the date set for 
the meeting at which the proposition to amend is to be submitted. 
SEC. 2. It shall be compulsory for the secretary to submit to the mem-
bership any proposition to amend the constitution and by-laws of this 
institute which shall be proposed by ten or more members of the institute 
in good standing. 
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B Y - L A W S 
ARTICLE I 
DUTIES OF OFFICERS 
SECTION 1. It shall be the duty of the president or, in his absence, one 
of the vice-presidents or other members of the council designated by the 
council to preside at all meetings of the council and institute. He shall 
call meetings of the institute or the council when he deems it necessary 
or when requested so to do by the executive committee or upon the written 
request of at least five members of the council for a meeting of the council 
or one hundred members of the institute for a meeting of the institute. 
The duties of the vice-presidents and treasurer shall be those usually 
appertaining to such officers. The secretary, in addition to performing the 
usual duties of that office, shall discharge such other duties as may be im-
posed upon him by the council or the executive committee. 
AUDIT 
SEC. 2. The accounts of the institute shall be audited by two auditors, 
elected at the annual meeting, who shall report at the next annual meet-
ing. The books and accounts shall be submitted by the treasurer for 
audit at least three days preceding the date of the annual meeting. 
COUNCIL AND COMMITTEES 
SEC. 3. It shall be the duty of the council to take control and manage-
ment of all the property belonging to the institute, to keep a record of its 
proceedings and report to the institute at each annual meeting. The council 
shall exercise all powers requisite for the purposes of the institute. 
SEC. 4. The executive committee shall be empowered with all functions 
of the council except election of officers and members, the right to review 
the rules and regulations of the board of examiners, discipline of mem-
bers, filling a vacancy in the executive committee and the adoption or 
alteration of a budget. 
SEC. 5. The executive committee shall keep minutes of its proceedings 
and report fully to the council at each meeting thereof. It shall be the 
duty of the executive committee to administer the affairs of the institute, 
supervise the finances and exercise such other powers as may be designated 
by the council. No payments except for duly authorized salaries shall 
be made by the treasurer without the approval of the executive committee. 
SEC. 6. The office of a member of the council shall be rendered vacant 
by his absence from three consecutive meetings of the council. 
SEC. 7. The council shall adopt an annual budget showing the money 
appropriated for the purposes of the institute and estimating the revenue 
for the ensuing year. No debts shall be contracted or money expended 
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otherwise than as provided in the budget without the approval of a 
majority of the council. 
SEC. 8. The duties of each committee shall be those indicated by its 
title. 
SEC. 9. The committee on publication shall supervise The Journal of 
Accountancy. 
SEC. 10. The committee on arbitration shall sit as a committee in equity 
to investigate and decide disputes between members or associates of the 
institute or others which shall, by agreement of the parties, be submitted 
to the committee in due form. If the decision of the committee on arbitra-
tion, in any dispute between members or associates of the institute, be 
rejected by either party to the dispute, the matter shall be reported to the 
council, which may prefer charges against either party if it shall consider, 
by a two-thirds vote of members present, that the recommendation of 
the committee on arbitration should have been accepted. 
SEC. 11. The committee on professional ethics shall have power to 
hear and consider any complaint preferred against a member or an asso-
ciate of the institute and it may advise any one applying to it as to whether 
or not a submitted action or state of facts warrants a complaint; provided, 
however, that if the committee finds itself unable to express an opinion 
it is not to be taken as an endorsement of the action or state of facts. If, 
upon consideration of a complaint, a prima facie case is established show-
ing a violation of any by-law or rule of conduct of the institute or conduct 
discreditable to a public accountant, the committee on professional ethics 
shall report the matter to the executive committee, which shall arrange a 
formal complaint and summon the member or associate involved thereby 
to appear in answer at the next regular or special meeting of the council. 
MEETINGS OF THE INSTITUTE 
SEC. 12. There shall be a regular annual meeting of the institute on 
the third Tuesday of September of each year. The annual meetings of 1917 
and 1918 shall be held in the District of Columbia; the annual meeting of 
1919 in some place in the United States of America selected by the insti-
tute at the preceding annual meeting. Thereafter all annual meetings shall 
be held in the District of Columbia with the exception of every third year 
when meetings may be held elsewhere as determined by the institute at the 
meeting of the preceding year. The fiscal year of the institute shall end 
with the 31st day of August each year. 
SEC. 13. Notice of each meeting of the institute shall be sent to each 
member and associate at his last known address thirty days before such 
meeting. 
SEC. 14. Special meetings of the institute may be called as provided in 
article I section 1 of these by-laws. At special meetings no other business 
than that for which they were called shall be transacted. The place of such 
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meetings shall Be determined by the executive committee. Notice of 
special meetings shall in all ways conform to the requirements of notices 
for regular meetings. 
SEC. 15. In lieu of a special meeting of the institute, the members 
in meeting assembled may direct and the council by a majority vote may 
also direct the president to submit to the entire membership any question 
for a vote by correspondence and any action approved in writing by not 
less than a majority of the members of the institute shall be declared by 
the president an act of the institute and shall be so recorded in its minutes. 
MEETINGS OF THE COUNCIL 
SEC. 16. Regular meetings of the council shall be held on the Thurs-
day next after the third Tuesday in September, the second Monday in 
April and the Monday next preceding the third Tuesday in September in 
each year. 
SEC. 17. Notice of each meeting of the council except the meeting on 
the Thursday after the third Tuesday in September shall be sent to each 
member at his last known address twenty-one days before such meeting. 
Such notice as far as practicable shall contain a statement of the business 
to be transacted. 
SEC. 18. A transcript of the minutes of each meeting shall be for-
warded to each member of the council within thirty days after each 
meeting. 
SEC. 19. Special meetings of the council may be called as provided in 
article I section 1 of these by-laws. 
SEC. 20. In lieu of a special meeting of the council the president may 
submit any question to the council for vote by correspondence and any 
action approved in writing by not less than two-thirds of the whole mem-
bership of the council shall be declared by the president an act of the 
council and shall be recorded in the minutes of the council. 
COMMITTEE MEETINGS 
SEC. 21. All committees shall be subject to the call of their respective 
chairmen. 
QUORUM 
SEC. 22. Fifty members of the institute shall constitute a quorum for 
the transaction of any business duly presented at any meeting of the 
institute. 
SEC. 23. Twenty members of the council shall constitute a quorum of 
the council. 
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ARTICLE II 
SECTION 1. Every member of the institute shall be entitled to attend 
all meetings of the institute and to cast a vote upon all matters brought 
before such meetings. 
SEC. 2. Any member of the institute may be represented at regular and 
special meetings of the institute by another member acting as his proxy, 
provided, however: 
(a) that no person shall act as a proxy for more than five members, 
each of whom and his proxy shall be residents of the same state; 
(b) that no proxy given shall confer power of substitution and that 
all proxies shall become null and void with the final adjournment 
of the meetings for which they were given. 
ARTICLE III 
ELECTION OF OFFICERS 
SECTION 1. Election shall be by ballot. A chairman and two tellers 
shall be appointed to receive the ballots for each officer, member of council 
and auditor. They shall count the ballots cast and announce the result to 
the presiding officer. A majority of votes shall elect 
In case of no majority on the first ballot for any one or more officers 
or members of council or auditors, a new ballot shall be taken at once for 
the particular case or cases in which there shall have been no election until 
an election be effected. 
ARTICLE IV 
INITIATION FEES AND DUES 
SECTION 1. The following shall be initiation fees: 
By a member on admission $50.00 
By an associate on becoming a member 25.00 
By an associate on admission 25.00 
SEC. 2. No initiation or admission fees shall be exacted from members 
and associates elected as provided in the constitution, article II, sections 2 
(a) and 3 (a). 
SEC. 3. The dues for each fiscal year shall include subscription to The 
Journal of Accountancy and to the year-book of the institute and shall be 
as follows: 
By each member $15.00 
By each associate 10.00 
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SEC. 4. The initiation fee shall be paid when application is made. If ap-
plication is rejected such fee shall be promptly returned to the applicant. 
All dues must be paid in advance or at the date of a member's election to 
membership. All dues shall be apportioned in the first instance to the end 
of the fiscal year. No dues shall be paid by members and associates of 
the institute while they are engaged in military or naval service of the 
United States or its allies during time of war. 
SEC. 5. No member shall be entitled to vote at any meeting when his 
dues shall be sixty days in arrears. 
SEC. 6. Upon election as member or associate each such member or 
associate shall be entitled to a certificate setting forth that he is a member 
or an associate of the institute, but no certificate shall be issued until 
receipt of initiation fees and dues for the current year. Certificates of 
membership shall be returned to the council upon termination of member-
ship for any cause except death. 
SEC. 7. Members of the institute shall be entitled to describe them-
selves as Members of the American Institute of Accountants and associates 
as Associates of the American Institute of Accountants. 
ARTICLE V 
SECTION 1. A member or an associate failing to pay his annual dues or 
any subscription, assessment or other sum owing by him to the institute 
within five months after such debt has become due shall automatically 
cease to be a member or an associate of the institute. 
SEC. 2. A member or an associate renders himself liable to expulsion or 
suspension by the council sitting as a trial board if (a) he refuses or 
neglects to give effect to any decision of the institute or of the council, (b) 
infringes any part of the rules of the institute, (c) is convicted of a felony 
or misdemeanor, (d) is declared by a court of competent jurisdiction to 
have committed any fraud, (e) is held by the council to have been guilty 
of an act discreditable to the profession, or ( f ) is declared by any com-
petent court to be insane or otherwise incompetent. 
ARTICLE VI 
SECTION 1. For the purpose of adjudicating charges against members 
or associates of the institute as provided in the foregoing articles the 
council shall convene as a trial board. 
SEC. 2. The executive committee shall instruct the secretary to send 
due notice to the parties concerned at least thirty days prior to the pro-
posed session. After hearing the evidence presented by the committee on 
professional ethics or other complainant and by the defense, the council 
may by a two-thirds vote of the members present admonish or suspend for 
a period of not more than two years the member or associate against 
whom complaint is made, or by a three-fourths vote of the members 
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present the council may expel the member or associate against whom 
complaint is made. A statement of the case and the decision of the council 
thereon, either with or without the name of the person involved, shall be 
prepared by the executive committee and published in The Journal of 
Accountancy. 
SEC. 3. The council sitting as a trial board may recall, rescind or 
modify any resolution for expulsion or suspension at a meeting similarly 
called and convened by a three-fourths vote of those present at such 
subsequent meeting within two years after date of the expulsion or 
suspension under consideration. 
ARTICLE VII 
SECTION 1. The rules of parliamentary procedure contained in Roberts' 
Rules of Order shall govern all meetings of the council and institute. 
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